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Chapter 18:  Bessborough 

 

Introduction 

18.1 Bessborough mother and baby home was opened in 1922.  It was a mother and 

baby home for the entire duration of the Commission’s remit: 1922-98.  During that 

time, 9,768 mothers and 8,938 children were admitted.1  It was owned and run by 

the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.  The public 

assistance/health authorities paid for most of the mothers and their children while 

they were living in Bessborough but a significant number were ‘private’ patients.   

 

Sources  

18.2 The following is a summary of the main sources used for this chapter.  A complete 

list is included in Part 5: Archives. 

 

Institutional records 

18.3 Bessborough institutional records are held by the Child and Family Agency (Tusla).  

As already reported, the Commission made digital copies of these records.   

 

18.4 When a woman entered Bessborough, her personal details and information about 

her financial situation were recorded in broadly the same way as was done in 

hospitals and county homes (and, formerly, in workhouses).  From 1922 to 1930, 

the details were handwritten in a type of ledger or copybook.  A purpose-designed 

register was introduced in 1930.  The level of detail recorded for each new resident 

varied somewhat from one person to another and also over time.  In general, the 

following details were recorded: woman’s name, age, address, occupation 

(sometimes noting the rate of pay), by whom referred, and health district.  In some 

cases, the putative father is named.2  In the 1920s, the civil war affiliation of the 

mother’s family and that of the putative father were sometimes recorded.  The 

woman’s education level and the names of her parents were also sometimes 

recorded.  The baby’s name and date of birth were also recorded.  The date of 

discharge of the baby and the mother and the place to which they were discharged 

were also generally recorded.  The stated place of discharge may not be where the 

woman and child actually went.  For example, the baby may be described as 

                                                           
1
 A number of women (about 170) are recorded in the Bessborough registers but are not within the Commission’s Terms of 

Reference because they were not pregnant, or they were married or did not stay for one night. 
2
 There is anecdotal, and some limited documentary, evidence that the name given may not be accurate. 
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‘placed for adoption’ and may subsequently be described as ‘adopted’ or it may be 

that the adoption placement did not work out and what happened to the baby is not 

recorded in these records.  Sometimes the mother and baby are described as 

being discharged to family but there is evidence that, in many such cases, the 

mother may have returned to her family but the child was boarded out, nursed out 

or, in later years, placed for adoption.   

 

18.5 On admission to Bessborough women were assigned a ‘House Name’ and this is 

recorded in the registers.  The theory behind this practice was that it was 

necessary to preserve the anonymity of the women. 

 

18.6 Admissions and discharges from the Sacred Heart Hospital, Bessborough (see 

below) and the Bessborough home were separately recorded. Personal details 

relating to women who spent time in both the Sacred Heart hospital and the 

Bessborough home are recorded in the registers of both the hospital section and 

the home section of the institution.  The records of women who spent time in both 

sections therefore show two discharge dates.  It has been suggested that this was 

a means for the congregation to falsely claim maintenance payments from the 

public assistance authorities for women who had already left the institution.  Where 

two discharge dates were recorded, the first related to a woman’s discharge from 

the hospital and the second related to her discharge from the home, which was 

generally the final date of discharge.   

 

18.7 The institutional records include: 

 Bessborough home Admission Books 

 Bessborough Maternity Hospital Admission Books and Maternity Books 

 Registration of Births, Bessborough Maternity Hospital 

 Records and Particulars Book, Bessborough Maternity Hospital  

 Private Patients Admission Book  

 Maternity Hospital ante-natal records 

 Death Register  

 

Other records held by the Child and Family Agency (TUSLA) 

18.8 Records of the Sacred Heart Adoption Society: these include adoption 

application files; adoption placement files; adoption orders files; minutes of the 
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adoption society; foreign applications files and foreign adoption files.  The 

combined records span the years 1936-98.  

 

18.9 Records of the Catholic Women’s Aid Society (CWAS): these include records 

of payments to foster parents books for the years 1920-45; index of babies placed 

for fostering and adoption for the years 1937-71; and a small number of 

miscellaneous documents relating to the society.  

 

18.10 Records of St Anne’s Adoption Society: Registers are available for the years 

1954-99. The registers recorded details of women who were repatriated from the 

UK to have their babies adopted in Ireland.  

 

Bessborough Baptismal Registers 

18.11 A complete set of baptismal registers relating to Bessborough for the period 

December 1930 to January 2010 are held at the Cathedral of St Mary and St Anne 

(North Cathedral), Cork.  The registers recorded a wealth of information including a 

child’s name, date of birth, date of baptism, mother’s name and address, name of 

the priest and godparent (usually one of the other mothers in Bessborough), date 

of discharge and discharge pathway and details of any subsequent marriage.  The 

registers also noted if a child had died and the date of death.  Interestingly, the 

registers also recorded the Board of Assistance responsible for the child’s 

maintenance in Bessborough and private patients were designated by the letter ‘P’.  

This information facilitated the Commission’s efforts to establish the number of 

private patients admitted to Bessborough from 1930 to the late 1940s. 

 

Cork Local Authority Records – Cork City and County Archive 

18.12 Records relating to the Cork local authorities (the Boards of Guardians, South Cork 

Board of Health and Public Assistance/Cork Health Authority/Southern Health 

Board) include: 

 Registers of boarded out children 1925-73;  

 Cork Board of Assistance payment records for boarded out children 1959-

72;  

 Registers of children at nurse 1912-65; 

 Health authority adoption registers 1935-99;  

 Minutes of meetings  

 Managers orders 
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18.13 Cork City and County Archive also held 150 boxes of uncatalogued public health 

records.  A perusal of one box revealed correspondence relating to infant mortality 

in Bessborough. The Commission sent an archivist to the Cork archives for several 

months to catalogue this collection for analysis. 

 

Department of Health records 

18.14 The Department of Health provided a large amount of material to the Commission.  

There were very few files available from the 1920s and 1930s but there was 

extensive material from the 1940s onwards.  The main files used for this chapter 

were: 

 CCL/INA/0/485547 

 CCP/IMP/0/45492 

 CCL/INA/0/488268 

 INACT/INA/0/426512 

 INACT/INA/0/464099 

 NAI, A104/2 

 

Other sources 

18.15 Official publications, newspaper reports and other sources are referenced in the 

text.        

 

Origins 

18.16 The Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary had been invited to set 

up a mother and baby home in Cork by Séamus Lankford, who was in charge of 

the Cork Board of Guardians.  In 1921, the matron of the Cork workhouse had 

made an urgent appeal to the Board of Guardians to provide alternative 

accommodation for unmarried women and their children in a setting other than the 

workhouse. Mr Lankford travelled to London to visit a number of relevant services.  

He was introduced to the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.  

After some discussions, the congregation agreed to establish a mother and baby 

home in Cork.  The Archbishop of Westminster agreed to provide financial 

assistance. It is clear that Bishop Cohalan of Cork approved the establishment of 

the home and took considerable interest in it, but it is not clear how much 

involvement he had in the initial decision to establish it.  In his 1945 letter (see 

below) Bishop Cohalan referred to dealings he had had about the establishment of 

Bessborough with the Department of Local Government and others.   
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18.17 Mr Lankford identified Bessborough House, a large Georgian house with 210 

acres, as being suitable.  It was outside the eastern boundary of Cork city and was 

for sale with ‘a very low reserve’.  The council of the congregation agreed to buy it 

for £6,000.3 Mr Lankford put a deposit of £400 on the property and, according to a 

congregation member many years later, the rest of the purchase price was 

provided by the Archbishop of Westminster.4  When the vendors discovered that 

Bessborough was to become a home for unmarried mothers they sought to 

withdraw from the sale, and offered Mr Lankford £2,000 to withdraw his bid.5  He 

refused and the sale went ahead.  On 1 February 1922 the congregation took 

possession of the Bessborough estate.  The Commission has not been able to find 

any formal written agreement between the congregation and the Cork Board of 

Guardians but there almost certainly was such an agreement.   

 

Governance 

18.18 Bessborough was one of the first ‘special’ institutions for unmarried mothers and 

their children.  As already stated, it was owned and run by the congregation but 

was largely paid for by the public assistance/health authorities.  Unlike workhouses 

and county homes, there were no specific laws or regulations applying to it.  The 

respective responsibilities of the public assistance authorities, the Department of 

Local Government and Public Health (DLGPH) and the congregation do not seem 

to have been clearly delineated; this lack of clarity was particularly obvious when 

attempts were being made to address the very high rate of infant mortality in the 

1940s.  The congregation has told the Commission that the local and national 

health authorities had a greater role in the governance of Bessborough than is 

recognised by the Commission.  The Bishop of Cork was involved in many 

decisions, particularly in the early years, although he had no defined role in the 

institution.    

 

  

                                                           
3
 Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, Council minutes, 10 February 1922.  The congregation’s September 

2019 affidavit states that the purchase price was £9,000 of which the diocese of Westminster contributed £2,000.  No 
source was provided for this. 
4
 Nenagh Guardian, 13 August 1988. 

5
 Siobhán Lankford, The Hope and the Sadness: personal recollections of troubles times in Ireland, Tower Books, 1980 
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The 1920s 

Admission to Bessborough 

18.19 In July 1922, Cork county council6 notified all boards of guardians in Cork city and 

county that ‘the mansion at Bessborough, Blackrock, has been recently purchased 

by a religious order having large experience of rescue work and child welfare’ and 

advised: 

This community will direct their attention towards the reformation of unmarried 

mothers and their children, and for deserted and orphaned children, but no 

girls who had a second child will be accepted under any circumstances. 

 

18.20 In the following months the various Cork boards of guardians agreed to recognise 

Bessborough as an extern institution for the care of unmarried mothers of one 

child, and children up to three years, and agreed to transfer all such cases from the 

various union workhouses to Bessborough.  Séamus Lankford supervised the 

installation of equipment necessary for Bessborough’s new function and in 

November 1922 the first women and children arrived from the Mallow, Kanturk, 

Millstreet, Macroom and Cork union workhouses.7   

 

18.21 A letter from the Mother Superior of Bessborough to the Bandon Board of 

Guardians set out the conditions under which Bessborough would admit an 

unmarried mother and her two-year-old child who were living in the Bandon union 

workhouse:  

She will produce a doctor’s certificate of health, mental and physical, is willing 

to remain for twelve months and conforms to the simple rules of our 

institution.  She will be taught knitting, needlework, housework, dairy, and 

poultry, gardening and necessary laundry for both, also how to care for and 

treat her child.  We hope the Guardians are willing to pay 25/- per week for 

maintenance of both. 

 

18.22 In this particular case, the woman involved chose not to accept a transfer to 

Bessborough and subsequently took her discharge from the Bandon workhouse.  

The indoor registers of the Cork union workhouse show that, of the 76 unmarried 

                                                           
6
 In February 1922, Cork County Council had met to discuss the abolition of workhouses and the institutional treatment of 

unmarried women and their children and deserted and orphan children. The council decided to set up a County Nursery in 
one of the disused workhouses to accommodate children from infancy to three years and unmarried mothers of ‘first fall’ 
and their infants. This plan was never implemented because of the opening of Bessborough as a mother and baby home.  
7
 Lankford, The hope and the sadness, 
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mothers living in the workhouse during 1922, just 11 opted to, or were eligible for, 

transfer to Bessborough. 

 

18.23 Local Government Board inspectors (see Chapter 1) informed boards of 

health/public assistance8 of the services provided at Bessborough and urged them 

to transfer ‘first unmarried mothers’ there rather than maintaining them in county 

homes.  On her inspection visits to various local authorities, one inspector, Miss 

FitzGerald-Kenney, told councillors that the congregation looked after women and 

discharged them to paid employment, giving them an opportunity to contribute 

towards the cost of maintenance of their children.9  

 

18.24 Many councillors expressed their opposition to the capitation rate levied by the 

Bessborough authorities. Many more resented the fact that boards of assistance 

were obliged to maintain unmarried mothers and their children at all.  One 

councillor said:  

Some people may be surprised to learn that the charge is a guinea10 per head 

per week for those unmarried mothers.  How few decent parents can afford 

that much on a boarding school for their children?11 

 

18.25 The County Scheme Order, Cork No 1, 1924 gave legal backing to the new 

arrangements for implementing the poor law in Cork.12  It provided for the 

replacement of the various boards of guardians by three boards of health /public 

assistance - the North Cork county board of health, the South Cork county board of 

public assistance and the West Cork county board of health.  The South Cork 

board of public assistance was given responsibility for the Cork county home, the 

Cork district hospital and for Bessborough.  The county scheme provided that the 

Cork county home was to be for ‘aged and infirm persons, chronic invalids, idiots 

and epileptics’.  The attached district hospital would treat medical, surgical and 

maternity cases and those suffering infectious and contagious diseases.  It was 

envisaged that single expectant women would be admitted to Cork county home to 

                                                           
8
 Changes to the poor law saw boards of guardians reconstituted as boards of health/public assistance – see Chapter 1. 

9
 Cork Examiner, 17 December 1926. 

10
 A guinea was £1 1s (£1.05 in decimal currency); while guinea coins have not been in circulation for nearly 200 years, bills, 

especially those for professional fees, were commonly expressed in guineas until recent times.   
11

 Cork Examiner, 1 December 1925. 
12

 http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/1924/sro/927/made/en/print  

 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/1924/sro/927/made/en/print
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avail of maternity services only and then transfer to what the county scheme 

described as the ‘auxiliary home’13 at Bessborough with their babies. 

 

18.26 The county scheme directed that admissions to homes and other institutions not 

under the direct control of a county board (that is, extern institutions such as 

Bessborough), must be authorised by the board or one of its agents.  Single 

expectant women, and unmarried women accompanied by their children, who 

sought admission to Bessborough under the public assistance system were, in the 

first instance, required to get a ticket of admission from a board of assistance 

officer, a dispensary medical officer or the matron of the Cork county home and 

district hospital.  Administrators at Bessborough forwarded admission tickets to the 

secretary of the South Cork board of public assistance. In order to maintain 

anonymity, requests for admission to Bessborough were dealt with by the board’s 

secretary alone; they were not discussed openly by the board.14  When a request 

for admission was granted, the secretary issued an official order to the 

Bessborough authorities accepting financial responsibility for the maintenance of 

the woman and her child.  The South Cork board agreed to pay the congregation a 

weekly rate of 10s 6d for each resident (£1. 1s for mother and child).  Boards of 

assistance did not approve the admission of women to Bessborough routinely.  For 

instance, a manager’s order from the North Cork board stated: 

The admission of case No.11 (a) to above Institution at the Council’s expense 

is refused.  The patient was not admitted in the proper manner and her 

guardians would appear to be in a position to pay for her treatment. 

 

18.27 From the mid-1920’s, welfare departments in the UK began to contact 

Bessborough with a view to repatriating Irish women - see Chapter 7.  

 

Leaving Bessborough 

18.28 In the early years of Bessborough’s operation there was some confusion among 

members of the South Cork board of public assistance and Cork corporation 

regarding aspects of the running of the home including the right of women to leave 

the home.  For example, in 1924 two women left Bessborough and sought 

admission to Cork county home.  The board’s solicitor advised that the women 

should be subject to ‘the disciplinary rules as they applied to the workhouse’ and 

                                                           
13

 The use of the term ‘auxiliary home’ suggests that Bessborough was being regarded as an integral part of the poor law 
provisions.  It was not an auxiliary home in the sense that Pelletstown was.  The 1927 Report recognised that it was not 
under the control of the Board of Public Assistance. 
14

 DLGPH, Report 1930-31. 
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prosecuted ‘for disobeying the rules’.  The chairman of the South Cork board and 

the Lord Mayor agreed that both women should be prosecuted.  The solicitor told 

the board that infants born to both women had died in Bessborough and that is 

why they left.  The solicitor said ‘these women may not like to remain where their 

babies had died’.  The board voted to reverse their decision to prosecute the 

women.15  In fact, the workhouse rules did not apply to Bessborough and women 

living there were legally free to leave.  Women living in Bessborough were almost 

certainly not aware that this was so and, even if they were, many may not have 

had anywhere else to go.  They were not, of course, necessarily entitled to 

admission to the county home.  They were legally obliged to maintain their children 

but it is unlikely that they could have been successfully prosecuted for 

abandonment if they left their children in Bessborough - see Chapter 1. 

 

18.29 Sometimes, family members applied to the board of assistance to have their 

daughter ‘returned’ to them.  When this happened, the board asked for a medical 

report from the Bessborough medical officer as to the fitness of the woman for 

discharge.  The board also asked for a report from the local Assistance Officer on 

living conditions in the family home.  Applications generally included a reference 

from a parish priest to state that the family would look after the woman on her 

return to the family home.  The major problem with these applications for the 

‘return’ of a daughter was that the families were willing to have her return to the 

family home but were not willing to take her child as well.  Board of assistance 

records include hundreds of applications to the South Cork board from family 

members wishing to take responsibility for women living in Bessborough.  

However, the majority of applications stated that they had made private 

arrangements to have the children fostered.  The applications generally included a 

character reference for the prospective foster parents from a parish priest.  All such 

discharges, and fostering arrangements, were allowed to proceed at the discretion 

of the board. 

 

Department of Local Government and Public Health view 

18.30 The First Report of the Department of Local Government and Public Health 

(DLGPH) 1922-25 gave ‘special mention’ to the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts 

of Jesus and Mary and their efforts to deal with the ‘very difficult problem of the 

unmarried mother’.  It stated that the congregation had established at Cork city: 

                                                           
15

 Cork Examiner, 24 December 1924. 
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a Home for the reception and reformation of girls who for the first time have 

had illegitimate offspring, or as they are usually designated - first offenders.  

The Sisters believe they can influence these cases best by keeping them 

disassociated from those who have lapsed a second time or oftener. 

 

18.31 It went on to state that the ‘girls’ were usually ‘retained’ for about a year and 

trained for ‘useful occupations’: housework, cooking, needlework, laundry work, 

dairy management, poultry rearing, gardening and farming, and that ‘their religious 

and moral instruction receives special attention from the Sisters and Chaplain’.  It 

was stated that at the ‘end of the period of detention’ the women were placed in 

situations and that most took their infants with them on leaving.  The DLGPH 

concluded that ‘the results are most gratifying; with two or three exceptions all the 

discharged have done very well’.  

 

Report of the Commission on the Relief of the Sick and Destitute Poor 

18.32 On the 26th day of evidence, 9 February 1926, the Commission on the Relief of the 

Sick and Destitute Poor discussed the arrangements for unmarried mothers in 

Cork.  

 

18.33 The secretary of the South Cork board of public assistance gave evidence that 

there were 21 unmarried mothers and 55 deserted and ‘illegitimate’ nursery 

children in the Cork county home (Cork city) on 31 January 1926.  These 21 were, 

in most cases, ‘second offenders’.  The mothers in county homes were required to 

work in the hospital and to assist in the general cleaning of the institution.   

 

18.34 He said that there were 53 unmarried mothers and 52 children in Bessborough.  

Only ‘first offenders’ were sent to Bessborough.  The board of assistance 

considered that it had no direct control over the institution; it simply paid a 

capitation grant of 3s a day for each mother and child.  He said that women stayed 

at least a year and the Sisters thought two years was desirable.  When the mother 

was discharged she usually took the child with her; in some cases, she left the 

child in the institution and paid a contribution for its upkeep.  Some of the mothers 

had agreed to pay 5s a week.16   

 

                                                           
16

 The Commission has not seen any other evidence that such agreements were made or implemented. 
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18.35 The secretary said that Bessborough was considered a thorough success; about 

20 women had been discharged at this stage.  The Sisters kept in touch with the 

women who were discharged.  The Sisters trained the women in housework, 

cookery, needle work, laundry work and dairy management.   When asked if there 

was any remunerative work, the secretary replied that the Sisters had a lot of land, 

they had a dairy and an orchard and they kept all the women employed.  He could 

not say if the institution was run at a profit or a loss. 

 

18.36 He said that the capitation fee was set when the institution was first started; prices 

were higher then.  He pointed out that there were no establishment expenses and 

no staff paid by the board.  When asked if there was an outside committee 

attached to the institution, he said ‘Well, the Bishop looks after the place very 

closely and takes a great interest in it.’  When asked about a visiting committee, 

the board of assistance secretary said that ‘there are some ladies who visit it’ but 

he did not know if they were a properly appointed committee; they were not 

appointed by his board.17 

 

18.37 There were 57 children ranging in age from three to 12 in school and 31 in the 

nursery in Fermoy County Home.  The chair of the commission categorised the 

Fermoy institution as a home for unmarried mothers and their children.18 

 

Bessborough and the South Cork Board of Public Assistance 

18.38 In 1927, the South Cork board of public assistance realised that increasing 

numbers of women from outside the Cork health districts were being admitted to 

Bessborough and that the cost of their maintenance was borne by the South Cork 

ratepayers.  The South Cork board wrote to the boards of health/public assistance 

in other counties asking them to contribute towards the maintenance of women 

and children from their districts who were maintained in Bessborough.  This was 

met with blunt refusals to pay any portion of the costs.  The South Cork board 

decided to limit admissions to Bessborough to women from the Cork health 

districts (South, North and West Cork) and to direct women from other counties to 

Cork county home.  However, many women from outside the Cork health districts 

                                                           
17

 The Commission has not seen any evidence that there ever was a visiting committee. 
18

 Although Fermoy was often described as a ‘county home’, the County Scheme Order categorised Fermoy as a county 
hospital whose services included maternity services.  The 1927 Report noted that part of the old Fermoy workhouse was 
occupied by unmarried mothers and their children ‘whose reception is not contemplated by the Scheme’.  It further noted 
that this accommodation was entirely distinct form the hospital and that ‘if these classes are to remain it will be necessary 
to provide proper sanitary accommodation’.  
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established addresses in Cork city, usually in a boarding house, in order to secure 

an admission ticket to Bessborough.  By 1930, 25% of admissions to Bessborough 

were women from outside the Cork health districts and efforts to recoup the cost of 

maintenance from boards in other counties were largely unsuccessful.  The South 

Cork board asked the Minister for Local Government and Public Health to change 

the law so that the cost of maintaining women from outside the Cork health districts 

would either be a national charge, or a charge on a group of counties.  Although 

nine counties subsequently accepted responsibility for the maintenance of women 

from their districts in Bessborough, disputes regarding the home county address of 

applicants were frequent. 

 

Maintenance and improvements 

18.39 In 1928, the Mother General of the congregation visited Bessborough.  She noted 

that there were about 100 women and their children there.  She found the women’s 

sleeping accommodation to be ‘unsatisfactory’ and consulted an architect to draw 

up plans for the improvement of the building.19  The congregation subsequently 

spent £5,000 undertaking repairs and renovations in a bid to improve the 

accommodation.20 

 

Numbers in the 1920s21 

18.40 The DLGPH reported that, by 1928, an average of 70 women and 64 children lived 

in Bessborough and the institution admitted about 25 new women a year.  In 1929, 

women admitted to Bessborough were maintained by the South Cork, Kilkenny, 

Waterford, Tipperary (North Riding) and Kerry boards.  The rate of maintenance 

remained at three shillings a day for each mother and child ‘but if the child dies 

there is no charge’.  The DLGPH lamented that 70% of single women with first-

born children continued to be maintained in poor law institutions, such as county 

homes, ‘where they cannot be dealt with apart from other inmates’ and stated that 

‘it is now generally accepted that the number of unmarried mothers in County 

Homes should be diminished’ and that ‘encouraging results can be anticipated if 

special provision is made to help them’.  Acknowledging that there was ‘a pressing 

need’ for institutions similar to Bessborough, the DLGPH stated: 

By sympathetic help the mother, who is often friendless and inexperienced, 

can be protected from downgrading influences and enabled to regain her 

                                                           
19

 Congregation of the Sacred Hearts, Annals of the Order, 16 April 1928. 
20

 Congregation of the Sacred Hearts, Annals of the Order, 1 October 1928. 
21

 A detailed breakdown of the numbers as calculated by the Commission is available in the Appendix. 
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footing in the world…The development of training Homes for mothers of first-

born children, pre-natal and post-natal, would have splendid results in 

reducing the numbers that come into the second class.  A decline might also 

be expected in the high death rate of illegitimate infants. 

 

18.41 When it opened in 1922, Bessborough was an institution for unmarried mothers 

and ‘illegitimate’ and abandoned children.  There were no maternity facilities on 

site.  The records compiled within the institution and analysed by the Commission 

show that, between its opening in 1922 and 31 December 1929, 221 women and 

218 children were admitted.  Only one woman was admitted before the birth and 

she did not return after the birth.  The majority of the babies concerned were born 

in Cork district hospital (county home); 13 were born in Thomastown county home 

and a small number were born in other places.  Usually women were admitted 

within two to four weeks of the birth but a small number were admitted more than a 

year after the birth.  The length of stay of the mothers who entered Bessborough in 

the 1920s varied from one day to 61 years; 40 were resident for up to one year, a 

further 51 were there for up to two years.   

 

The 1930s 

The Sacred Hearts Maternity Hospital, Bessborough 

18.42 In 1924, the bishop of Cork had asked the congregation to consider admitting 

single expectant women, as well as women who had already given birth, to 

Bessborough.  The minutes of the congregational council show that the 

congregation was reluctant to take in expectant women but agreed to do so ‘under 

certain circumstances’.  The matter was then dropped until March 1928 when the 

bishop raised the question again and ‘almost insisted’ that the congregation would 

admit single expectant women.  The congregational council acknowledged that 

other religious orders were engaged in providing maternity services and decided to 

adopt this work also.22  

 

18.43 The South Cork board of public assistance proposal to maintain single expectant 

women in Bessborough was agreed by the Minister for Local Government and 

Public Health.  The minister also agreed to the board’s proposal to pay £120 salary 

for a doctor to attend the births and £100 to employ a qualified midwife. 

 

                                                           
22

 Congregation of the Sacred Hearts, ‘Report of the Superior General’, General Chapter, 1933. 
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18.44 In 1930, the congregation opened a maternity ward in Bessborough.  According to 

a Department of Health note compiled in the early 1950s, this was a separate 

building but was merely a ‘cottage’ which, when inspected in 1932, had 24 beds.23  

The Mother Superior asked the South Cork board of assistance for a grant towards 

equipment for the maternity ward but this was refused.  In November 1930, the 

South Cork board notified hospitals and health officials that all ‘first offender’ 

unmarried pregnant women, including women from outside the Cork health 

districts, were to be sent to Bessborough for their confinements. 

 

18.45 In December 1931, the congregation applied to the DLGPH for a grant from the 

Hospitals Trust Fund to build a maternity hospital at Bessborough.24  The 

congregation argued that a more elaborate structure than the ‘cottage’ was 

required.  The department agreed to provide a grant of £17,105.25  The 

congregational council regarded the grant as ‘a gift’ and established that its 

acceptance would not impose any legal obligation on the congregation.26  The 

DLGPH also gave £1,500 for equipment.  The Sacred Heart maternity hospital 

opened in 1933 and was certified by the local authority under the Registration of 

Maternity Homes Act 1934 in 1934.  It had three eight-bed wards and two private 

rooms.   

 

Admissions, length of stay and infant mortality in the 1930s 

18.46 The DLGPH acknowledged that the South Cork board processed applications for 

admission to Bessborough discreetly to ensure that ‘publicity is avoided’ and that 

women would maintain their anonymity.  The matron, Sister Martina, advised the 

department that some ‘girls’ were ‘very weak willed’ and were maintained in 

Bessborough for long periods ‘to safeguard them against a second relapse’ and 

that women who were placed in situations ‘get on very well, and good reports are 

received from employers’. 

 

18.47 In the period 1 January 1930 to 31 December 1939 institutional records show that 

1,009 women were admitted.  

 

18.48 In July 1931, Sister Martina notified the South Cork board that 12 women and their 

children had been living in the institution for extended periods, some as long as six 
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 They made a similar application for Sean Ross – see Chapter 19. 
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 Congregation of the Sacred Hearts, Council minutes, 5 December 1931. 
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years. Sister Martina said that she was in a position to place the women in paid 

employment once their children were boarded out.  The board advised that they 

would only maintain women and children in Bessborough for a period of two years, 

after which time the board instructed the matron to transfer them to Cork county 

home.  In response, Sister Martina said that she considered that women living in 

Bessborough had a duty to rear their children and that it was important to the 

women to remain with their children until they reached school-going age.  

However, the South Cork board decided that they would not bear financial 

responsibility for women and children for longer than two years.  The evidence 

suggests that women living in Bessborough for more than two years, who had no 

wish to transfer to Cork county home and who could make no alternative 

arrangements, remained in Bessborough as unpaid domestic servants until they 

were in a position to arrange for the future care of their children.  The institutional 

records show that a small number of women remained in the institution for 

extended periods after their children had been boarded out and, in some cases, 

after their children had died.  The Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and 

Mary received no maintenance payment for such ‘old girls’ who appear to have 

remained in the institution as unpaid domestic servants in return for their upkeep.  

The congregation told the DLGPH that these women ‘have a great influence for 

good over the newcomers’. 

 

18.49 The DLGPH report for the year ending March 1932 stated that 64 women were 

admitted to the Bessborough home and 79 were admitted to the maternity hospital.  

One hundred and three births, 89 discharges and 16 infant deaths were notified for 

this period.  The department lamented that although ‘every facility was given to 

Boards of Public Assistance to induce suitable cases to seek shelter and attention 

at an early stage’, large numbers of women continued to present at Bessborough 

in the last stages of pregnancy.  The report stated:  

There is ample evidence that the girls who go to these Homes profit by the 

training they receive and that the Homes are carrying on useful and 

necessary work.  The natural affection of the mother for the child is fostered 

and in this lies her greatest hope of safety in the future. 

 

18.50 In the year ending March 1933, the DLGPH reported that 93 women were admitted 

to Bessborough.  Sixty seven women were discharged during this period, 10 of 

whom took up employment in one of the congregation’s institutions in the UK; the 

remaining 57 women were either discharged to employment or returned to the 
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family home.  Forty nine children were discharged from the institution and a further 

four died; in each case the cause of death was given as marasmus. 

 

18.51 In the year ending March 1934, the DLGPH reported that: 

 92 women were admitted  

 108 were discharged; eight were placed in employment in one of the 

Congregation of the Sacred Hearts - run institutions in the UK;  

 34 found employment in Ireland; 29 returned to their family home with their 

children and 10 women married 

 30 infants died; marasmus and prematurity were the main causes of death.  

 

18.52 The DLGPH commented: 

Deaths of infants at these institutions are generally caused by an epidemic of 

some kind, measles, whopping cough, etc., which spreads quickly among the 

children and wipes out the weaklings.  The nurseries are laid out to 

accommodate too many children and the provision for isolation is not 

adequate. 

 

18.53 Bessborough had the highest infant mortality rate of the four mother and baby 

homes then in existence (Pelletstown, Tuam, Sean Ross and Bessborough).  It is 

very clear from the reports of the DLGPH that it was fully aware of the very high 

rate of infant mortality in all mother and baby homes at least from 1933 but it 

seems to have accepted the deaths as inevitable:    

Doubtless, the great proportion of deaths in these cases is due to congenital 

debility, congenital deformations and other ante-natal causes traceable to the 

conditions associated with the unfortunate lot of the unmarried mother. 

 

18.54 The DLGPH reported that, in the year ending March 1935, 120 infants were born in 

or admitted to Bessborough and 39 infants had died.  In the same period: 

 131 expectant women were admitted to the maternity hospital and an 

additional five women were admitted to the home accompanied by a child 

 64 women were discharged; 21 left with their child 

 40 infants and children were discharged; 22 were informally ‘adopted’ in 

the nursed out system, 16 were boarded out and 2 were placed with nurse 

mothers through a ‘Rescue Society’.27  
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18.55 There was an expectation that a woman who left Bessborough to take up 

employment would contribute towards maintenance in cases where her child was 

boarded out.  The DLGPH said that the ‘generally accepted principle’ was that a 

‘working girl’ should be allowed to retain £10 annually for her own maintenance 

and to contribute the balance of her earnings towards the maintenance of her 

child.  The department determined that, ‘on the whole’, the mother and baby home 

system had produced ‘satisfactory results’ and that ‘very few girls who have been 

in these homes have been admitted during the year to county homes pregnant for 

a second time’. 

 

18.56 In her report for the year 1934-35, the DLGPH inspector of boarded out children, 

Miss FitzGerald-Kenney, praised the work carried out for unmarried mothers at 

Bessborough and other special homes.  

I am convinced that these homes have done much to prevent infanticide.  A 

girl tortured by her sense of shame will take almost any step to keep hidden 

from the public the knowledge of her fall.  The fact she can turn to one of 

these homes in her predicament gives her a loop hole of escape.  It is 

undeniable that in these specialised homes the character of the inmates is 

developed, and the girls are given a new and truer outlook on life - an outlook 

of which they were previously heedless or entirely ignorant.  Furthermore, the 

keeping of mother and child together in these homes has the effect of 

restraining girls who would be wild and careless if separated from their 

infants. 

 

18.57 While Miss FitzGerald-Kenney had high praise for Bessborough she advocated 

training in domestic duties over agricultural work on the basis that domestic work 

would create more stable employment opportunities while agricultural employment 

she observed ‘leads more easily to further relapses’.  She also recommended that 

skilled instructresses such as those employed in technical schools, should be 

employed to instruct residents of the home in ‘technical training’ to allow them to 

take up remunerative work on discharge.  She considered that women should not 

remain in an institution such as Bessborough for more than two years because, if 

kept too long, ‘they become accustomed to silence and routine and find it difficult 

to readjust to ordinary life’.  

 

18.58 In her Bessborough Annual Report, Sr. Martina told the DLGPH that: 
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The primary object of our institution is the rescue of unmarried women and 

children…A number of the girls are weak-willed and we are compelled to 

maintain them for longer periods (free of charge) so as to safeguard against a 

second relapse…in the case of a child death no charge is made for the 

mother…It is regrettable that there is one case aged 15 years; her brother is 

the father of her child.  Three others are 16 years…Those placed in situations 

are getting on splendid, their frequent letters testify to their appreciation of the 

Home.  Have had very good reports from their employers. 

 

18.59 The DLGPH report for 1935-36 reported that, in the year ending March 1936, 

 109 expectant women, and six women accompanied by a child, were 

admitted to Bessborough; 

 25 infants died; 

 There were 127 women and 79 children living there at the end of March 

1936.  

 

18.60 The DLGPH reported that, for the year ended 31 March 1937, there was a 

significant increase in the number of women and children living in Bessborough: 

 150 women and 122 children were living there at the end of March 1937; 

 110 women were admitted and 89 women were discharged during the 

year; 

 100 births were notified during this period and 22 infant deaths occurred.  

 

18.61 The numbers in residence decreased after this but the infant mortality rate 

increased.  The DLGPH reported that, in the year ending March 1939: 

 80 women were admitted to Bessborough and 120 women and 99 children 

were resident there in March 1939;   

 81 children were born or admitted during the year and 38 died in the same 

period.  

 

Leaving Bessborough 

18.62 Women who left Bessborough without their children, or without making 

arrangements for their care, could have been prosecuted for child abandonment 

(see Chapter 1).  In September 1932, two women left Bessborough leaving their 

children who were then aged 18 months and 22 months, unaccompanied in the 

institution.  The Gardaí were notified but did not locate the women.  One woman 
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was subsequently brought back to Bessborough by her father and the other was 

never seen again.  The Gardaí did not pursue women who ‘absconded’ from 

Bessborough with any great vigour as they seem to have considered that the 

children were in a safe environment and often a better environment than a 

woman’s family home.  In 1938, the board’s solicitor adopted a more stringent 

approach to women who left their children in Bessborough.  If the mother was 

located, proceedings were instituted by way of a summons under Section 12 of the 

Children Act 1908.  The Commission has not seen any evidence of successful 

prosecutions.   

 

Putative Fathers and Affiliation Orders 

18.63 The Illegitimate Children (Affiliation Orders) Act 1930 provided that unmarried 

fathers could be obliged to contribute towards the maintenance of their children if 

paternity could be established - see Chapter 1.  In 1934, the Minister for Local 

Government and Public Health wrote to the South Cork board of public assistance 

to enquire why the board had not made use of the powers conferred on it by this 

Act.  An audit of the South Cork board, undertaken by the DLGPH for the period 

April-September 1934, showed that the board had paid £4,600 to the Congregation 

of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary for the maintenance of women and 

children in Bessborough and the minister directed the board ‘to make every effort 

to recoup all, or part, of such expenditure’.  In January 1936, the South Cork board 

began to forward details of every woman admitted to Bessborough to their solicitor 

with a view to taking proceedings under the Act.  In March 1937, the board’s 

solicitor reported that he had interviewed a large number of mothers of ‘illegitimate’ 

children but could not secure corroborative evidence which would satisfy the court 

should proceedings against a putative father be taken.  In 1938, a new firm of 

solicitors interviewed all new entrants to Bessborough and got sworn testimony 

identifying the fathers of their children.  However, subsequent court proceedings 

were frequently dismissed, and where orders for payment were secured against 

putative fathers, the decisions were routinely reversed on appeal.  

 

Underage expectant girls 

18.64 In June 1935, the matron of Bessborough wrote to the South Cork board about a 

15-year-old resident suggesting that ‘the child’s seducer should be punished’.  It 

appears that the board had never previously considered such an action.  Its 

solicitors advised that a criminal charge could be brought against the putative 
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father.  The matter was reported to the Gardaí with a view to instituting criminal 

proceedings.  A similar situation arose in October 1935 and, again, the matter was 

reported to the Gardaí.  The Commission has not found any evidence that 

prosecutions ensued. 

 

The 1940s 

Inspections 

18.65 As already stated, the Commission has not seen any copy of an agreement 

between the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary and the 

Department of Local Government and Public Health (DLGPH) or the Cork board of 

guardians about the running of Bessborough home.  It is highly likely that such an 

agreement was drawn up but it is not known if any such agreement gave the 

department and/or the board the right to inspect the institution.  However, it is 

obvious that the DLGPH staff were not clear that they had such rights in respect of 

Bessborough home.  The Registration of Maternity Homes Act 1934 provided for 

inspections of registered maternity homes by authorised local authority or 

departmental officials so there was no doubt about the right to inspect the 

Bessborough maternity hospital.    

 

18.66 The first detailed inspection reports by departmental officials which the 

Commission has seen date from the early 1940s.28  Specific inspections of the 

maternity hospital were conducted by a departmental doctor or nurse.  Inspections 

of the home and hospital were carried out by the department’s local government 

inspector.  In the 1940s and 1950s, this was mainly Miss Alice Litster.  The 

Commission has not been able to establish if these inspections were announced or 

not. 

 

18.67 In 1941, Bishop Cohalan of Cork advised the congregation about dealing with 

inspections.  He told the congregation that they were a religious community and 

not ‘a department of the Cork County Home and Hospital.  You are not a 

Government Institution’.  He accepted that government inspection had to be 

allowed but ‘this inspection must not encroach on your independence as a 

Religious Community’.  He pointed out that the inspection of national schools and 

industrial schools did not extend to the domestic affairs and the domestic 
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Litster’s comments in 1941 show that she had carried out previous inspections.   
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expenditure of convents.  ‘Why should an inspection of Bessboro’ extend to the 

receipts from your land or from charitable sources; or to the expenditure on 

yourselves, on the inmates, on the Chapel?’ 

 

18.68 It seems that the congregation had been asked to give the names of the women 

who were resident, their home address and their present address; this was for the 

purposes of the Children’s Acts, that is, in relation to children at nurse (see 

Chapter 1).  The bishop’s response to this request was:  

I am sure that no Government would knowingly make a demand that would be 

opposed to Canon Law.  In the case of illegitimate births, the name of the 

mother cannot be inserted even in the baptismal register without her consent, 

unless the event be public.  In all private cases, whether the mother is rich or 

poor, the illegitimate mother has a right to her name and fame; and the fact of 

the birth cannot be published without her consent.  So you must not give 

particulars of name and address in cases where the illegitimate birth is not 

public.   

 

18.69 The bishop went on to say that it might be necessary for him to take this up with 

government but the Sisters were not to do anything that was contrary to canon law; 

‘it would be a distinct violation of Canon Law and of natural justice to publish the 

fact of a secret illegitimate birth, with the mother or father’s name, without the 

permission of the mother and father.’ 

 

1941 inspection 

18.70 The DLGPH report for 1940-41 recorded that, in the year ending 31 March 1941, 

87 infants were born in or admitted to Bessborough and 38 infant deaths were 

notified for the same period.   

 

18.71 In June 1941, Dr Florence Dillon of the DLGPH inspected Bessborough maternity 

hospital.  There was a standard format for such inspections but there was also 

scope for the inspector to add comments.  In this instance, Dr Dillon added a 

‘Special Report’. 

 

18.72 Her report was critical of a number of aspects of the running of the maternity 

hospital including: 

 Although it was ‘a new and modern hospital’, it was overcrowded and 

understaffed. It was approved for the accommodation of 26 women but 
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there were 31 resident there at the time of the inspection.29  There were no 

‘qualified nurses’ employed in the hospital but there were two registered 

midwives employed.30  There were no domestic staff employed and the 

congregation relied on the residents to undertake duties relating to the 

running of the hospital.  Cleanliness was duly observed in all parts of the 

hospital and members of staff appeared to be ‘efficient and capable’.  

However, the inspector recommended that ‘further assistance should be 

made available’; specifically, one maid was required.   

 The Sister in charge of the maternity hospital did not have the necessary 

qualifications for supervising maternity work; the person in charge should 

be a qualified midwife. 

 There were three baths and five toilets; this would have been adequate 

were it not for the fact that two toilets had been converted into storerooms 

and the sink room was used to store mattresses.  

 The Maternity Register had not been written up since 1939; as a result, Dr 

Dillon was unable to get information about miscarriages and deaths in the 

maternity hospital. 

 No register of confinement was kept. 

 She was unable to satisfy herself that provision had been made for fire-

fighting as the Sister in charge did not afford her proper facilities for 

inspection. 

 There was apparently a tendency to discourage breastfeeding which might 

have had a bearing on the high infant mortality rate. 

 She was treated with discourtesy; the Sister in charge, Sister Kyran, was 

‘discourteous and obstructive’ and there was a general unwillingness to 

facilitate her in carrying out the statutory inspection.  

 

18.73 The DLGPH subsequently asked Miss Litster to comment on Dr Dillon’s report ‘as 

she knows a good deal about this matter’. 

 

18.74 In October 1941, Miss Litster outlined her knowledge of Bessborough and her 

experiences there.  She explained that there were two separate buildings - the 

home and the hospital.   
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 A departmental note compiled in the 1950s records that the matron had told the department in 1934 that she needed to 
use single rooms as wards and needed to increase the numbers in the large wards. 
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 Qualified midwives were not necessarily qualified general nurses. 
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The whole institution is pleasantly situated in well-matured grounds.  There is 

a fair sized lake, good gardens and ample space for exercise and children’s 

games.  The Home is run with a fair degree of efficiency.  The general 

atmosphere, so far as the treatment of the girls is concerned, is one of 

kindness.  That the girls appreciate this, and show an appreciation for the 

institution, is shown by the presence of some former patients who live in the 

Home unpaid, apparently quite content to help in the general work.  The food 

appears to be plentiful and good.  The children are well-cared for: properly 

clothed and well-fed.  The girls are employed at farm and garden work, butter 

making, knitting, kitchen and household work generally.  A reasonably good 

training in domestic work appears to be given.  The Mother Superior informs 

me that there is no difficulty in finding employment for discharged patients. 

 

18.75 Miss Litster confirmed that the home was overcrowded and pointed out that this 

was a feature of all ‘special institutions’ at that time.  She said that there was ‘too 

little interaction’ between women and their children in the home. 

 

18.76 She was more critical of the maternity hospital.  She said that the matron appeared 

to be efficient in the actual management of the hospital but ‘it appears that there is 

not the same atmosphere of kindness here as in the Home’: 

The Matron appears to be a ‘hard’ person and has been described by former 

patients as harsh, domineering and as ‘a slave driver’.  An inspector, 

however, is unlikely to see any direct evidence of this side of her character.  It 

must be remembered though, that while under her supervision, these girls are 

not in a normal condition of body or mind, and it is possible that a certain 

degree of apparent callousness may be an [illegible], even a necessary 

characteristic… It is difficult for an outsider to form any definite conclusions to 

her suitability to be Matron of the Maternity Hospital.  Dr Dillon says that she 

has no nursing qualifications, other than experience.  That fact alone seems 

to decide the point, and as there are qualified nurses in the Order, there 

should be no difficulty in replacing her by one of those. 

 

18.77 Miss Litster noted that there was a problem of record keeping in both the home 

and the maternity hospital.  She said that, in order to assess the number of 

residents in the institution on any given visit, she was forced to visit each ward and 

count the number of occupied beds.  Furthermore, the annual returns submitted to 
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the DLGPH by Bessborough were frequently returned for correction and ‘the 

statistical record relating to the institution bore little resemblance to the facts’. 

 

18.78 There were discussions going on within the DLGPH about the possibility of getting 

the congregation to replace the matron of the maternity hospital.  Miss Litster 

recommended that the department might ask the Mother Superior of the 

Bessborough Home, Sister Martina, to place a qualified nurse in charge of the 

maternity hospital and then, if necessary, raise the matter directly with the Superior 

General of the congregation in Chigwell.  Miss Litster had a letter from the Cork 

county medical officer of health, Dr Condy, outlining the matron’s qualifications and 

experience.  Dr Condy said that the matron did not have a Central Midwives Board 

(CMB) certificate,31 or special experience in maternity work.  She had 40 years’ 

experience in general hospitals, for example, in London and Australia.  He said 

that there was a lay nurse who did have a CMB certificate.  He had been informed 

that this lay nurse conducted the deliveries under the supervision of the 

institutional medical officer, Dr O’Connor.  This qualified midwife had been in 

Bessborough for ten years and was the only qualified midwife there.   

 

18.79 In January 1942, the DLGPH wrote to Bessborough outlining the concerns that had 

been raised by Dr Dillon.  In reply, the Mother Superior said that, while the hospital 

was licenced for 26 patients, there was plenty of room to accommodate the extra 

five patients and that the former local government inspector had given her 

permission for the extra beds when pressure for hospital accommodation arose.32  

She said that the maternity hospital had been supplied with a register 

‘recommended by the Medical Officer of Health’ and that this was up to date at the 

time of inspection; the same applied to the register of confinements.  Another 

register book had been provided but it was too complicated and was not being 

used.  The Mother Superior excused the alleged discourtesy of the matron by 

saying that she was ‘far from her usual health at the time of inspection and that any 

discourtesy felt was not intended’.  The Mother Superior strongly disagreed with 

the assertion that breastfeeding was discouraged and advised that patients were 

induced to breastfeed ‘even when they feel disinclined to do so’. 
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 At this time, the Central Midwives Board was responsible for certifying that a person was a qualified midwife. 
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 As described above, while the matron had told the DLGPH of her intentions, the Commission has not seen evidence that 
the department had agreed. 
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1942 

18.80 The DLGPH remained concerned that the control of the maternity hospital was not 

adequate.  In February 1942, the department again wrote to the Mother Superior 

seeking to have a qualified maternity nurse, subject to the control of the matron of 

the institution in administrative matters, put in charge of the maternity hospital.  

The Mother Superior said she would report the complaint of discourtesy by the 

matron to the Mother General but made no commitment to replace the matron with 

a qualified nurse.  The congregational records show that the Mother General was 

not happy with the matron’s performance and recognised that a ‘change may be 

demanded’.33  The DLGPH pressed the matter and was told by the Mother 

Superior of Bessborough that a member of the congregation who was a certified 

general nurse and was undertaking maternity training in the Cork county home and 

district hospital would be assigned to Bessborough maternity hospital in June of 

that year.  In July, the DLGPH again wrote to find out if this had happened.  It had 

not; the Sister in question had finished her training but had contracted flu and was 

unable to work.  Miss Litster subsequently reported that this Sister had died.  In 

October 1942, the Mother Superior reported to the department that another Sister 

was on her way from Chigwell to take up duty in the maternity hospital.  However, 

on her next inspection visit to the institution (see below) Miss Litster noted that the 

maternity hospital continued to be administered by a matron with no nursing 

qualifications. 

 

1943  

18.81 In June 1943, Miss Litster inspected both the home and the maternity hospital.  At 

the time of the inspection, there were 61 women (36 with babies and 25 waiting to 

give birth) and 97 children living in the institution.  Of the unaccompanied children, 

26 were maintained by public assistance authorities, mainly Waterford and North 

Cork boards of assistance.  The rest were ‘private motherless children’.   

 

18.82 There were 18 former patients, still living in Bessborough, who were not 

maintained by a local authority.  Nine of these were women whose children were 

either boarded out or placed at nurse and who were actively seeking paid 

employment.  The remaining nine women were former patients not maintained by a 

local authority who undertook unpaid work for their keep in the institution and were 
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known as ‘old girls’.  Miss Litster suggested that these women should be omitted 

from the annual statistical returns relating to unmarried mothers.  

 

18.83 Miss Litster’s report provides a detailed description of Bessborough in 1943.  The 

children’s accommodation in the home was as follows: 

 A night nursery which was ‘clean, airy, bright with ample clothing on cots’ 

housed 15 toddlers and 22 babies;  

 A day nursery and playroom with ‘ample bath and lavatory 

accommodation’, contained some cots for children taking a mid-day sleep.  

The day nursery housed 27 infants aged between three weeks and nine 

months; only eight of the 27 infants were breastfed and only three were 

‘fully breast-fed’.  The greater numbers of the babies were ‘miserable 

scraps of humanity, wizened, some emaciated and almost all had rash and 

sores all over their bodies, faces, hands and heads’.  Their cots ‘were 

clean, and bed-clothing clean and good’.  

 The infirmary housed 17 cots: four were occupied by babies covered with 

rash and sores and one other child with bronchitis.  An attendant, who was 

a resident, stayed up all night to tend to the babies. 

 The day nursery housed 33 toddlers and babies many of whom had sores 

on legs, faces, hands or scalps.  

 

18.84 The condition of the infants and younger children in the institution gave her ‘cause 

for uneasiness’.  In the year ending 31 March 1943, 114 children were admitted to 

Bessborough and 70 had died.  All but one of the 70 deaths occurred in infants 

under one year old.  Miss Litster identified the unsatisfactory milk supply to the 

home and the failure to breastfeed as the main causes of the high death rate and 

the unhealthy condition of the children.  She said that the cows that supplied milk 

to Bessborough were not tuberculin tested and that the milk produced was not 

subject to the same standards governing the general milk supply.  The number of 

infants who were wholly breastfed after leaving the maternity hospital was 

‘negligible’.  Miss Litster questioned if the failure to breastfeed was due to 

incapacity on the mothers’ part and if this might be related to an inadequacy in 

their diet.  On the day of the inspection, which she noted was ‘a fast day’, the 

dinner served in the home consisted of potatoes, cabbage, cheese, tea, bread and 
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butter.  Tea consisted of bread, butter, lettuce, scallions and tea.  Breakfast was 

tea, bread and butter.34 

 

18.85 Miss Litster reported that the 30 older children living in the home were much 

healthier in appearance than the younger ones: ‘all were fairly strong and well-

developed’.  Although a number of children of school going age were living there, 

there was no provision for their education.  She cautioned the Mother Superior that 

the retention of children aged six years and over in the home, without making 

provision for their education, contravened the School Attendance Act 1926.35  The 

Mother Superior said that the local authorities responsible for maintaining these 

children ‘were slow in obtaining foster homes for them’ and that children were 

routinely maintained in Bessborough ‘long beyond the age of two years’.  Miss 

Litster observed: 

It was not intended that these institutions should be utilised as a nursery for 

children apart from their mothers.  I have from time to time notified the 

different local authorities maintaining children in Bessborough that children 

must not be kept beyond the age of two years without their mothers.  

 

18.86 Miss Litster recommended that the DLGPH issue a circular letter to county 

managers asking that an effort be made to withdraw children over the age of two 

years to suitable foster homes and stating that ‘sanction will not be continued for 

payments for maintenance of children over the age of two years’.  

 

18.87 The women’s accommodation in the home was as follows: 

 Dormitory 1 had 24 beds all of which were occupied; it was clean and airy; 

the beds were good; a nun slept at each end of the dormitory. 

 Dormitory 2 had 12 beds but 16 occupants.  The beds were good but there 

were no chairs between them and clothes had to be left on the beds. 

 Dormitory 3 had 28 beds, all occupied; two nuns slept in cubicles at each 

end. 

 The infirmary had four unoccupied beds. 

 

18.88 Miss Litster inspected all six wards in the maternity hospital.  Two wards were 

retained for private patients and there was one patient in each.  An isolation ward 

was unoccupied.  One ward with eight beds was fully occupied.  There were seven 
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babies, five of whom were being breastfed.  The two remaining wards, reserved for 

expectant women only, were overcrowded.  They were each designed to 

accommodate eight beds but had 14 beds and 13 beds respectively.  All were 

occupied.  On the day of inspection, dinner in the hospital consisted of potatoes, 

cabbage, egg (baked), stewed rhubarb and coffee. 

 

18.89 Following her inspection, Miss Litster met the Cork county manager to discuss her 

findings and to request that the county medical officer of health, Dr Condy, would 

undertake an investigation into the condition of the children in Bessborough and 

the high death rate among infants there.  Miss Litster submitted her report, along 

with a list of infant deaths during the year ending 31 March 1943, to the DLGPH 

and asked that the information be given to the deputy chief medical advisor, Dr 

Sterling Berry.  The DLGPH sent extracts from Miss Litster’s report to the Mother 

Superior in Bessborough and asked for her observations and those of the medical 

attendant of the institution. 

 

18.90 In August 1943, Dr Sterling Berry made the following observations on Miss Litster’s 

report: 

This report discloses a very unsatisfactory state of affairs particularly with 

regard to infants under one year old.  That 60% of these children die would 

seem to show that very little steps are taken to keep them alive; this is borne 

out by the fact that the babies still alive are covered with sores.  That only 

three babies are fully breast-fed indicates that absolutely no trouble is taken to 

induce the mothers to breast-feed.  Milk and gruel should be added to the 

nursing mothers’ diet.  The over-crowding of the waiting patients in the 

Maternity Hospital is most undesirable and should be stopped.  The Matron of 

the Maternity Hospital should be a trained nurse.  The keeping of children in 

the institution until school going age is definitely wrong.  

 

18.91 Dr Sterling Berry also voiced his concern that the capitation rates paid to 

Bessborough by local authorities ‘were too low with the prevailing prices’ and 

enquired whether Bessborough had a visiting medical officer.  A note to the 

assistant secretary of the DLGPH said that Bessborough did have a medical officer 

but also noted that formerly the local authority contributed towards the salary of a 

medical officer and a nurse for the institution but that this arrangement had been 

discontinued in 1937. 
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18.92 In September 1943, the Cork county manager sent the DLGPH a report on infant 

mortality at Bessborough, undertaken initially by the assistant county medical 

officer and subsequently by Dr Condy.  This reported: 

I investigated this Home and figures obtained were: Deaths-68% (Sixty Eight) 

of the births.  Diagnosis in most of these cases was debility; some were given 

as gastro enteritis and a small number as prematurity.  Most of the deaths 

were from 2-3 weeks to 3 months.  This is the period they leave the Maternity 

Hospital for the Home.  The Sister in charge of this Home has no nursing 

qualifications and no hospital training in infants and children apart from two 

months in Temple Street Hospital, Dublin.  This may or may not be the cause 

but I suggest that a qualified nurse and specially qualified in infant feeding 

should be appointed for 6-12 months.  This figure could then be compared 

with the previous term. 

 

18.93 Dr Condy said that he had visited the home, examined all books and registers and 

inspected the milk supply.  He said that milk at the institution was produced and 

handled under high standards.  He said that between March 1942 and July 1943, 

32 infant deaths had occurred.36   He reported that approximately 80% of these 

deaths were certified as being due to debility and had occurred in the neo-natal 

period.  He observed that this was the most dangerous stage of a child’s life and 

that the prevention of deaths in infants born in a state of debility or prematurity 

required skilled medical and nursing attention and that the matron had little 

success in inducing mothers to breast-feed.  In addition, he said: 

All births in the institution are of an illegitimate character, and there is 

frequently a lack of interest in the child’s welfare on the part of the mother 

concerned. 

 

18.94 He concluded by recommending the provision of a nurse ‘possessing adequate 

training in Infant Welfare and Hygiene’ for the care of infants in the neo-natal stage 

and intimated that the matron and medical officer agreed with this suggestion.  As 

Dr Sterling Berry noted, Dr Condy’s report simply corroborated Miss Litster’s.  

However, they did differ about the quality of the milk. 

 

18.95 In September 1943, the Mother Superior, Sister Martina, responded to Miss 

Litster’s findings.  She said that the rash and sores, as witnessed by Miss Litster, 
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were contagion from a new admission and that ‘our doctors are very puzzled and 

do not understand the cause’.  She stated that they were doing their best to induce 

mothers to breastfeed.  She lamented that boards of public assistance found it 

difficult to find foster homes for children under war conditions.  She advised that 

numbers in Bessborough had fallen dramatically since the inspection.  She stated 

that pregnant and nursing mothers had ‘plenty of rest, copious fluids and a good 

nourishing diet’ but were inclined to be ‘fretful’ and have ‘no love for their infants’.  

She did not address the high levels of infant mortality.  A note at the foot of this 

letter, from the secretary of the DLGPH, to the minister read: 

The replies are not satisfactory. I would like a strong letter drafted.  They must 

get the children out and they must have a Matron with a C.M.B. 

 

18.96 The department wrote to Sister Martina to say that her replies were inadequate 

and that ‘the exceedingly high death rate in the institution and the very poor health 

of the children are very disquieting’.  The department instructed her to furnish lists 

of children eligible for boarding out to local authorities responsible for their 

maintenance without delay and again requested an undertaking that a nurse with 

midwifery qualifications would be placed in charge of the maternity hospital. 

 

18.97 In October 1943, the DLGPH wrote to county managers, whose boards of 

assistance maintained children in Bessborough (Cork (North, South and West), 

Kerry, Kildare, Kilkenny, Leitrim, Monaghan, Tipperary (North), Waterford and 

Westmeath) telling them that the Mother Superior would furnish them with a list of 

children eligible for boarding out and directing them to expedite arrangements to 

find suitable foster homes for each child.  County managers were advised to inform 

the department of any delay in getting the list of children.  In November 1943, the 

South Cork board agreed to implement the minister’s direction that children would 

not be maintained in Bessborough when they reach two years and would be 

boarded out as soon as suitable foster parents were secured.  The DLGPH found 

that some boards were selective in their efforts to find foster parents for children 

maintained in Bessborough: little consideration was given to older children, or to 

children with a mental or physical disability.  A later inspection by Miss Litster in 

December 1944 (see below), found that Waterford county council had not found 

foster homes for eight children, aged between four and eight years, maintained by 

them in the institution.  Similarly, the North Cork board had not found foster homes 

for eleven children, aged between four and six years.  Children maintained by 
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Kildare and Kilkenny county councils, and eligible for boarding out, also remained 

in the institution.  

 

18.98 In November 1943, Dr Dillon again inspected the maternity hospital.  On this 

occasion, the matron was a registered nurse and the maternity register and 

associated books were up to date.  She considered that it was adequately staffed - 

there were two qualified nurses, one midwife and two wards maids employed.  The 

available accommodation was limited to 26 beds, spread over three wards and two 

private rooms.  The bathing and sanitary accommodation was ‘adequate’.  There 

were 106 admissions, 24 infant deaths and three stillbirths recorded since the date 

of last inspection.  There was no heating in the hospital at the time of her visit.  It 

transpired that the institution’s wartime oil allowance meant that the heating system 

could be run only intermittently.  

 

18.99 In December 1943, a firm of accountants replied to the DLGPH’s September 1943 

letter on behalf of their clients, the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and 

Mary.  The accountants’ letter confirmed that lists of children eligible for boarding 

out had been circulated to the relevant boards and that this had been done on 

many previous occasions but with little effect.  They said that a qualified nurse, 

Sister Redempta, had become the matron of the maternity hospital in September 

194237 and that she was assisted by a qualified midwife.  Another qualified midwife 

was about to take up duty and the congregation was prepared to hire another 

external midwife if the department thought it necessary to do so.  The letter dealt 

with infant mortality as follows: 

As to mortality, the Community regrets the high death rate and has taken 

every precaution in this respect.  The Rev. Mother desires to point out that the 

children at one period suffered from an epidemic of scabies through infection, 

and at that time the children did in fact look rather emaciated while the 

epidemic prevailed.  It should be noted with satisfaction that the Institution of 

Besboro’ since its inception has never had an epidemic of measles or other 

contagious diseases other than the scabies referred to.  The mortality rate 

among infants is not peculiar to Besboro’ as indicated by the many Press 

references to this subject.  We have the temerity to refer to a press cutting 

from the Irish Times dated 4th September last.  The Community wish to assure 
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you that this problem is their primary concern and that they share the 

Minister’s anxiety in this connection. 

 

18.100 The Irish Times article in question, ‘Irish Doctors Baffled’, related to 241 deaths 

among Dublin infants between January and September 1943 and stated that Irish 

doctors were baffled in the search for the bacterial cause of the deaths.  The City 

of Dublin chief medical officer was quoted as saying that the infant deaths ‘were 

caused by diarrhoea and enteritis, which in a very serious form, has been attacking 

children.  The highest mortality is among children under three months’.  The 

medical officer said that 24 children under two years had died in Dublin in one 

week alone.  He said that no specific bacterial cause had been discovered and 

advised that the best way to combat the diseases was for mothers to breastfeed 

their infants.38 

 

18.101 The letter from the accountants also included a report on deaths in the 

Bessborough maternity hospital, March 1942-March 1943 by the visiting medical 

officer to Bessborough, Dr O’Connor:  

In the Maternity Hospital, two adults died during the above period, one from 

Puerperal Eclampsia, and one from Purpura and Intestinal Haemorrhage.  

The infant deaths were made up of 4 twins born prematurely and in a weak 

condition.  One lived three days and the other lived between two and three 

weeks.  The others were born in a completely weak condition and lived 

between two and four weeks.  One died of Bronchitis when a month old, and 

one died of Catarrhal jaundice. 

The older children who died in the Nursery during the same period, the 

principal causes of death were Gastro Enteritis, Congenital Venereal Disease 

and Marasmus.  In this latter condition no matter what feeding or medical 

treatment was given they did not thrive.  This is not due to insufficient or 

defective food, as the most scrupulous attention is paid to the diet, and in 

every case, unless there is some indication to the contrary, breast feeding is 

insisted on. 

To the children who are artificially fed the milk given is of the best quality.  

This fact has been established by analysis made by the Veterinary Surgeon 

attached to the Department of Health of Cork Corporation.  It was found on 

examination to be free of Tubercle Bacilli and to contain a high percentage of 
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fat.  This is given suitably adulterated according to age, and every precaution 

is taken to render it suitable for the infant.  Besides milk, various other kinds of 

food were used, such as Chicken broth, meat juice, Benger’s Food, Extract of 

Malt, cream, Halibut Oil, Cod-Liver Oil and Sister Laura’s Food.  In spite of 

this selection some of the children lost weight and died. 

An explanation of this is that some children show a remarkable difficulty in 

digesting food, and this is due to a primary failure of the processes of 

assimilation, whether for a particular food, or for food in general; even in some 

cases where the child is breast-fed, they do not assimilate the nourishment of 

the milk.  This is probably more remarkable in illegitimate children. 

It must be remembered that the period of gestation of these children is far 

different to that of the married woman.  The girl worries a great deal and is 

mentally upset over her condition.  She is constantly trying to conceal the fact 

that she is pregnant, and in some cases every effort is made to get rid of the 

foetus.  All this has undoubtedly a most injurious effect on the developing 

foetus resulting in weak and defective children who have a poor resistance to 

diseases, and defective powers for assimilating food. 

Other causes of death were congenital venereal disease.  In numbers of 

these cases, in spite of treatment, severe marasmus results, caused probably 

by gross changes in the mucus membrane of the intestine which prevents 

absorption of food. 

Gastro-enteritis caused some deaths.  This is a disease common in infants in 

late Summer and early Autumn, occurring in epidemics and is sometimes very 

fatal.  Considering the number of children in the Nursery the number of deaths 

was small from this particular affliction. 

 

1944 

18.102 Even though all the relevant authorities - the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of 

Jesus and Mary, the Cork county manager, the Cork board of assistance and the 

DLGPH - were aware of the high infant mortality rate in Bessborough, no concrete 

steps were taken to address it.  In April 1944, the congregation notified the DLGPH 

that 102 infant deaths occurred during the period 1 April 1943 to 31 March 1944.  

The vast majority, 96%, were infants less than four months old.  The main causes 

of death were certified as marasmus, prematurity, bronchitis and gastro-enteritis.  

 

18.103 In December 1944, Miss Litster again inspected Bessborough.  She examined 

admission and discharge books ‘to establish the exact mortality rate among infants 
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born and admitted to the Institution’.  At the time of inspection, 108 women 

(including 21 expectant women) and 96 children were housed there.  The day and 

night nurseries housed 21 infants aged between three and seven months and 

were: 

a stronger and healthier lot of babies than when I last visited the nursery.  On 

the other hand, they represent, it would appear from the mortality figures, the 

survival of the fittest.  Few were fully breast-fed; the greater number were 

partially breast-fed, with supplementary feeds of milk and water.  Only three of 

the 21 were definitely emaciated and sickly in appearance.  This nursery was 

unheated. 

 

18.104 The day nursery also housed 24 older children aged from seven months to two 

years old.  It was also unheated. 

Eleven babies were in cots.  Of these eight appeared to be healthy, normal 

children.  One was not thriving and appeared to be delicate, and one seemed 

to be a mentally defective child.  The remaining 13 children were sitting or 

crawling about the floor.  Some of the children wore socks, some were in bare 

feet. Most appear to be healthy and thriving. 

 

18.105 The day room housed a further 30 children, all over two years old.  One boy 

maintained by Kildare county council was six-and-a-half-years old.  Eight children 

were chargeable to Waterford county council, 11 to the North Cork board and one 

child was chargeable to Kilkenny county council.  Of the 30 children housed here, 

21 had spent between four and six years in Bessborough.  They did not go out to 

school and received no education in the institution.  All 30 children became eligible 

for boarding out when they reached two years old and, despite a ministerial 

directive to do so, the local authorities responsible for their maintenance were 

either unable, or unwilling, to find suitable foster homes for them.  

These children appeared on the whole to be healthy, vigorous and thriving, 

and all, except two, seemed to be of normal mentality.  These two are 

evidently mental defectives and should be sent to an institution for mentally 

defective children. 

 

18.106 The nursery in the maternity hospital housed ten infants aged from new-born to 

about two months.  Six were breastfed and the other four ‘appeared to be 

unhealthy and wasted’.  The room was airy and bright but had no heating.  In a 

small, heated room on the upper floors there were three sick infants and in another 
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there were eight babies aged from two to 11 months in cots.  These eight babies 

had been sent from the maternity hospital to the home but were returned to the 

hospital for extra care due to delicacy.  Miss Litster noted that these children 

appeared to be healthy enough to return to the home.  She recommended that the 

Bessborough authorities should make provision for nursing and proper care of 

delicate babies as she found it objectionable that the maternity hospital should be 

used as a hospital for sick babies. 

 

18.107 Miss Litster checked the infant mortality figures provided to the DLGPH and 

‘verified that their accuracy can be vouched for’.  During the year ending 31 March 

1944, 105 infants were born in Bessborough and a further 19 were admitted after 

birth: a total of 124 admissions.  During the same period, 102 deaths among 

infants under 12 months old were recorded.  Miss Litster calculated that this 

represented a death rate of 82%.     

 

18.108 The infant deaths recorded here did not relate solely to infants admitted during the 

year under review.  Many of these deaths related to infants who were born or 

admitted before April 1943.  The institutional records show that, of the 124 infant 

births and admissions recorded by Miss Litster, 82 subsequently died.  Miss Litster 

checked the records from 1 April 1944 to the date of her visit on 6 December 1944 

and found that 65 infants had been born in Bessborough during this period.  Of 

these, 41 infants (63%) had already died.  

 

18.109 Miss Litster noted that Bessborough differed from other ‘special homes’ because of 

the number of private fee-paying patients admitted there.  Of the 124 infants born 

or admitted during the year ending 31 March 1944, 40 were private patients.  Of 

the 102 deaths recorded during the same period, 35 were babies born to private 

patients.  Miss Litster calculated that the infant mortality rate among private 

patients in Bessborough was in the region of 87%.  She suggested that one reason 

for the higher death rate among infants of private patients was the fact that the 

mothers were frequently allowed to leave Bessborough a short time after their 

confinement.  Their infants were left in the institution unaccompanied awaiting 

placement by the Catholic Women’s Aid Society. 

 

18.110 Miss Litster reported that the Bessborough authorities took no precautions to guard 

against the admission of women suffering from venereal disease and did not 

isolate women and children entering the institution but admitted them directly to the 
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hospital.  She said that the DLGPH had full rights of inspection and control over the 

Bessborough maternity hospital but had no rights of inspection over the 

Bessborough home, where she stated ‘it is here and not the Maternity Hospital that 

the majority of the babies die’.  While this is correct, at least 25% of infant deaths 

recorded occurred in the hospital.   

 

18.111 Miss Litster noted that the only ‘real control’ the DLGPH had over the Bessborough 

home was the power to prohibit local authorities from maintaining patients there 

and pointed out that the department had taken such action in relation to 

Castlepollard in 1941 due to ‘the serious state of overcrowding there’ (see Chapter 

20).  She recommended that Bessborough should be closed for new admissions 

for at least three months, that the Mother Superior should be required to furnish 

returns of infant deaths on a weekly basis and that a survey of the institution 

should be undertaken to determine the appropriate number of patients who should 

be maintained there.  If it were closed for new admissions, women would have to 

be sent to the county homes as Castlepollard, Sean Ross, Tuam and Pelletstown 

were already at full capacity. 

 

18.112 Cork county council and the South Cork board of public assistance were fully 

aware of the problem of infant mortality in Bessborough.  The South Cork board 

was responsible for the majority of infants housed in Bessborough.  It was notified 

of every discharge and every infant death.   

 

18.113 In September 1944, the North Cork board of assistance directed the 

superintendent assistance officer (see Chapter 1) to remove all unmarried mothers 

and their children from the North Cork county home and hospital, Fermoy.  No 

specific reason was given for this move and the board stated that they would grant 

the women ‘appropriate home assistance allowances’ as a substitute for 

institutional care.  However, in May 1945, the North Cork board discovered that all 

14 women discharged from Fermoy were living with their children in Bessborough.  

It is not clear who was paying for them.  The superintendent assistance officer 

interviewed the women separately and explained to them that the board was 

prepared to grant them adequate home assistance to maintain themselves and 

their children in their respective districts.  However, all the women said that they 

had nowhere to go, that they had been ‘turned out of their homes’ by their families 

and ‘told not to return again’.  The women were told that, if they did not accept the 

manager’s order, their children would be boarded out and they would be compelled 
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to leave Bessborough.  However, the superintendent assistance officer conceded 

that the women and their children ‘were well-attended’ to in Bessborough and had 

no desire to leave.  

 

1945 

18.114 It is clear that, by January 1945, in spite of all concerned having full knowledge of 

the extraordinarily high infant mortality rate in Bessborough, no serious steps had 

been taken by either the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, 

the South Cork board of public assistance or the DLGPH to address the problem.   

 

18.115 The various suggestions made by inspectors and medical officers were not 

implemented.  Attempts were made to have the older children boarded out but this, 

while it would have reduced the overcrowding, would not have made any 

difference to the infant mortality rate because children were not boarded out before 

the age of two.  In January 1945, Dr Ward, Parliamentary Secretary, DLGPH, tried 

again to encourage more boarding out.  He appealed to county managers to 

arrange suitable foster homes for children maintained by their boards of assistance 

in Bessborough.  However, the replies from county managers made it clear that 

continuing efforts were being made to find foster parents but there were very few 

people willing to take boarded out children.  The main reason given was that the 

maintenance rates were too low.  In addition, rationing, the increased cost and 

diminished availability of food, fuel, clothes and household items, and wartime 

conditions in general, had acted as a major disincentive to those who might 

otherwise have considered fostering a child.  Although the Cork maintenance and 

clothing allowances had increased year on year since 1941, and stood at 10s a 

week for each child in 1945, they were still considered to be inadequate and failed 

to elicit a response.  The DLGPH granted increases in the boarding out allowance, 

‘particularly in areas where the allowances were rather low’ with a view to 

attracting a sufficient number of suitable foster parents.  The Cork public 

assistance authorities resolved to increase maintenance and clothing rates further 

from April 1945 and advertised for foster parents at the increased rates.  The 

advertisement, ‘Foster Parents Required’, invited applications from suitable 

persons to act as foster parents to children aged two to seven years with a 

maintenance rate of £1 10s a month and an annual clothing allowance of £4 10s a 

year.  The response to the advertisement was reportedly ‘poor’.39  In June 1945, 
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further advertisements were placed in the Cork Examiner for five children 

specifically.  Two replies were received: assistance officers found one applicant to 

be ‘unsuitable’.  Further advertisements placed in the Youghal Tribune and the 

Southern Star, publications with more rural readerships, elicited 16 replies.  

Although some applications came from districts outside the South Cork board’s 

functional area, application forms were sent to prospective foster parents and 

assistance officers were directed to inspect their homes.  

 

18.116 More direct action was finally taken by the DLGPH in January 1945.  Dr Ward 

decided to implement Miss Litster’s recommendation to close the institution to new 

patients for a period and directed county managers to send expectant women to 

county homes ‘pending a decision on future policy’.40  This instruction was issued 

to the relevant health authorities on 10 January 1945.  Women admitted to 

Bessborough, whose applications had not been processed before the direction to 

close the home to new admissions, were transferred to Cork county home.  The 

DLGPH sent a copy of Miss Litster’s December 1944 report to the Cork county 

medical officer of health, Dr Condy, and requested that he: 

 would, in future, investigate the circumstances surrounding every infant 

death at Bessborough;   

 get information about arrangements for medical attendance at the home, 

including the hours of duty of the medical officer and his terms of 

employment; 

 get weekly returns for the following three months showing infant deaths at 

Bessborough and the medically certified cause of death in each case. 

 

18.117 In reply, Dr Condy agreed to investigate all future infant deaths at Bessborough.41  

He also provided an overview of the role of Bessborough’s medical officer.  The 

Bessborough medical officer had been the institutional medical officer since 1922; 

he had no fixed hours of attendance and visited twice weekly on average and 

when called on to deal with an emergency.  There was no written agreement about 

his conditions of service and his annual fee of £120 was paid by the Congregation 

of the Sacred Hearts since 1937.  He did not see every infant on his routine visits 

and proper medical records such as weight records were not kept for each child.  
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Dr Condy brought this to the attention of the Mother Superior and the Bessborough 

medical officer and recommended that the Bessborough medical officer should 

undertake daily visits to the institution as a minimum requirement.  Dr Condy also 

recommended that each patient should be subject to a Wasserman test on 

admission. 

 

18.118 Dr Ward, the Parliamentary Secretary at the DLGPH, considered that the medical 

supervision of children in Bessborough, as reported by Dr Condy, was ‘criminally 

casual’ and directed Dr James Deeny, the recently appointed chief medical advisor 

to the department, to inspect children living in the home.  On 6 January 1945, Dr 

Deeny, accompanied by another DLGPH doctor and by Dr Condy visited 

Bessborough.  Dr Deeny reported: 

I inspected Maternity Hospital Block of the Home and found the Institution to 

be well-maintained and perfectly equipped and seemingly suitably staffed for 

its present Maternity work.  Further inspection of the part of the special home 

devoted to the children under the care of the order revealed a similar state of 

affairs.  In fact, the whole place was fresh and spotlessly clean.  Special 

inspection of rooms reserved for milk storage and formula preparation also 

showed cleanliness etc.  Owing to the appalling infant mortality I stripped and 

examined almost all infants in the home and as a result discovered certain 

facts. 

(1) The vast majority of the infants had excoriated buttocks and were 

grossly inflamed, obviously the result of neglect to change napkins 

sufficiently.  

(2) Most of the napkins were soiled and motions found were almost 

always green - indicating unsuitable feeding, insufficient feeding or 

bowel infection. 

(3) Most of the children revealed a number of infectious lesions.  For 

instance, the slightest scratch seemed to become infected and turn 

septic.  Many babies apart from the raw buttocks showed numbers of 

septic sores.  This in my opinion is due to a heavy infection of the 

home with some organism which is transmitted from child to child. 

(4) The Rev. Mother was completely unaware of this state of affairs.  The 

clean counterpanes of the sheets etc., satisfied her - she had little or 

no knowledge of what was hidden below. 
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(5) The situation revealed gross ignorance on the part of the Sister 

responsible.  No person with even a smattering of knowledge of child 

health would allow such a state of affairs to continue. 

(6) No attempt has been made to help the mothers in the care of their 

children or if such an attempt has been made the results prove that it 

was a lamentable failure. 

(7) Medical attention must be of a most superficial nature.  In this respect I 

regard the M.O. of the home as distinctly culpable.  In view of the 

death rate he must have known that something was wrong with the 

care the children were receiving and if he did, he should then have 

sought the cause which on a simple examination was immediately 

revealed.  There is no doubt that in this case - and in view of the 

hundreds of children whose lives have been lost - his complacency or 

ignorance should be regarded as criminal.  I am convinced that a 

continuation of his services would be detrimental to the home and that 

he should be dismissed. 

(8) The Reverend Mother should be replaced with someone with ability to 

administer an institution dealing with Maternity and the care of infants 

and children. 

(9) The nun in charge of the infant’s Dept is both stupid and ignorant.  The 

state of the children under her care is so terrible that they fail to lessen 

queries of child neglect.  She, above all others, must be held primarily 

responsible for the hundreds and hundreds of babies under her charge 

who have died in the last few years.  She should be removed from her 

post immediately.  I recommend the employment of two nuns or 

nurses who have training in children’s nursing to try to bring up the 

children to a normal level of health and get rid of the infection. 

(10) Dr Condy must keep a close eye on the institution and investigate all 

deaths, which must be reported to him immediately. 

(11) Letter to Superior General as arranged with minor modifications 

suggested and enclosing excerpts from Miss Litster’s report. 

 

18.119 Dr Ward decided that the issues highlighted by Dr Deeny required ‘drastic action, 

and sustained effort’ to remedy.  He considered that ‘interference from an outside 

agency would not have any lasting effect’ and that reform should come from within 

the institution itself.  In January 1945, he wrote to the Superior General of the 

Congregation of the Sacred Hearts in Chigwell.  He said that the very high infant 
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death rate at Bessborough and the staffing of the institution had been under review 

by the DLGPH for a number of years and that ‘the failure of the authorities at 

Bessborough to deal with both issues had been very pronounced’.  He repeated 

the department’s request for the appointment of a new Mother Superior, qualified 

in midwifery and child care, and said that local authorities had been instructed not 

to send any further unmarried mothers and expectant women to Bessborough until 

acceptable management and staffing arrangements were put in place there. 

 

18.120 The Superior General replied expressing her shock on reading Miss Litster’s report 

and stating that she would have implemented any necessary improvements at 

Bessborough if the DLGPH had asked her to do so.  She said that she understood 

that the existing Mother Superior was still quite capable of running Bessborough.  

However, she accepted that the facts presented in the report were ‘all too serious’ 

and gave an undertaking to make whatever changes the DLGPH thought 

necessary.  

I shall make the necessary change as soon as possible and trust that in the 

very near future the past failures shall be corrected and the complete 

management of the Home shall reach your expectations.  

I am distressed that you should have cause to be alarmed with the present 

state of the Home, I beg you to have patience with us, we shall endeavour to 

re-organize as quickly as possible. 

 

18.121 In a follow-up letter, she told the minister that she proposed to transfer Mother 

Rosemonde McCarthy, the Mother Superior of Sean Ross, to Bessborough as a 

replacement.  Miss Litster considered Mother Rosemonde to be of ‘outstanding 

character and unquestionable ability’ but worried that her removal from Sean Ross, 

even temporarily, would be detrimental to that institution.  However, Dr Ward 

welcomed the proposal and asked to be informed when she took up her position at 

Bessborough. 

 

18.122 In February 1945, Bishop Cohalan wrote to the DLGPH to complain about the 

department’s role in the removal of the Mother Superior from Bessborough.  He 

argued that this was an ecclesiastical appointment over which the DLGPH had no 

jurisdiction.  Separately and without informing the DLGPH, he asked the Apostolic 

Nuncio to Ireland to intervene in the matter and to insist that the Mother Superior 
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be kept in office.42  However, the Department of Foreign Affairs subsequently 

advised the Taoiseach, who was also the Minister for Foreign Affairs, that the 

Papal Nuncio was satisfied that the Mother Superior ‘was gravely at fault’ and 

should be transferred elsewhere.43  

 

18.123 Having made his ecclesiastical point, the bishop conceded that he shared the 

department’s concern in relation to infant mortality at Bessborough and that the 

vital matter was to find ‘the cause of the evil and the best remedy’.  The bishop 

discussed the issue with the Mother Superior and with a doctor frorm the Cork 

District Hospital and acknowledged that ‘the seriousness of the problem is 

realised’.  He recommended that a young doctor, a specialist in gynaecology, 

might be well placed to remedy the cause of infant mortality at Bessborough.  In 

reply to the bishop in March 1945, the DLGPH assured him that the ecclesiastic 

status of the Mother Superior was not questioned but that her position as matron in 

an institution where unacceptable levels of infant mortality prevailed could not be 

tolerated.  The letter stated that ‘apart from any public scandal which might result’ 

Dr Ward felt that the case called for immediate action to remove her from her post 

as to allow her to continue as matron would have meant ‘acquiescence on his part 

in the state of affairs which has been disclosed’. 

 

18.124 Despite the Superior General’s undertaking to remove the matron, she wrote to the 

DLGPH again in February 1945 seeking to delay the move until the war ended and 

to allow the congregation time to arrange their elections so that all superiors would 

be changed in the normal way.  Dr Ward reminded her of the high infant mortality 

rates which prevailed at Bessborough under the matron’s watch and advised that 

delays or objections to her removal, based on the internal arrangements of the 

congregation, would not be entertained.  He again pressed the point that, unless 

the administrative changes already agreed were implemented, the department 

would be forced to reconsider the viability of sending expectant women and 

unmarried mothers to Sacred Hearts’ institutions.  

 

18.125 In March 1945, the Mother Superior told the DLGPH that the Sister in charge of the 

infants department was giving special attention to the issues raised by Dr Deeny 

and that she had employed a new medical officer, Dr Sutton, who was a ‘specialist 
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 NAI, DFA10/P99; In his memoir, To Cure and To Care, Dr Deeny incorrectly identifies the bishop of Cork as Dr Lucey.  Dr 
Cohalan was the bishop from 1916 to 1952 when he was succeeded by Dr Lucey. 
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in maternity work and children’.  She suggested that the department send Dr 

Deeny to undertake a further inspection of the home ‘to ascertain whether the 

supervision and care of the infants in operation meet with his approval’.  In March 

1945, Dr Sutton, wrote to Dr Deeny to tell him that he had been appointed medical 

officer to Bessborough and that after several visits to the institution ‘I just don’t 

know where to begin or end’.  He indicated that many changes and improvements 

were needed but claimed to have no jurisdiction over some of them.  He asked Dr 

Deeny to come to Cork to discuss the matter.  Dr Deeny replied that he would not 

be in a position to travel to Cork ‘for some time’ and forwarded a copy of his 

January 1945 report to Dr Sutton so that he may ‘get to work right away to clean 

up the place’. 

 

18.126 Dr Ward and the DLGPH were under the impression that Bessborough had been 

closed to new entrants since 14 January 1945.  However, in early March, they 

became aware that expectant women and babies were still being admitted there.  

When Dr Condy was asked to explain the situation he said that he had never been 

advised to refuse admissions.  It appears that, although Bessborough had stopped 

admitting patients maintained by boards of assistance in January 1945, they had 

continued to admit private fee-paying patients.  Furthermore, a number of 

expectant women in the Bessborough maternity hospital at the time of its closure 

to new admissions subsequently gave birth there and their infants were transferred 

to the Bessborough home.  The DLGPH did not follow up on this matter until 

August 1945 when the deputy chief medical advisor wrote to Dr Condy requesting 

information on the number of private patients in Bessborough, the number of 

infants born there since the institution ‘closed down’ and the number of infant 

deaths which occurred since.44  He replied that there were 25 private patients in 

Bessborough and that 39 infants had been born there from the time of its ‘closure’ 

on 14 January 1945 to 20 July 1945.  He then stated, without comment, that of the 

39 infant births recorded in this period, 29 had already died.  In this six month 

period the infants department at Bessborough was under the control of a newly 

appointed qualified nurse, the institution itself was served by a new medical officer, 

a specialist in maternity and infant care, and infant deaths at Bessborough were 

supposed to be under close scrutiny by him.  Yet, infant mortality appeared to have 

continued at a very high rate. 
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 Dr Condy had said in January 1945 that he would investigate every infant death in Bessborough.  There is no 
documentary evidence that he did and, if he did, there is no evidence that he sent the results to the DLGPH. 
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18.127 Dr Deeny telephoned Dr Condy and asked him to submit a report outlining the 

conditions responsible for the recent deaths at Bessborough.  He also suggested 

that the matter should be reported to the Cork county manager and he should be 

advised to withdraw the maternity hospital’s licence under the Registration of 

Maternity Homes Act 1934.  Dr Deeny noted that events in Bessborough had left 

Dr Condy in ‘an embarrassing position’. 

 

18.128 Dr Condy’s initial report on infant deaths during the period January to July 1945 

suggested that the 29 recorded deaths (25 in the home, four in the maternity 

hospital) occurred among the 39 infants born during the same period.  However, 

subsequent analysis showed that of the 39 infants born during this period, 15 had 

subsequently died; the remaining 14 deaths occurred among infants born before 

14 January 1945.  All 15 infants who were born and subsequently died in the 

period January to July 1945 were unaccompanied infants born to private fee-

paying patients. 

 

18.129 Dr Condy noted that the majority of these infant deaths were of ‘a preventable 

nature’ and that both he and Dr Sutton were of the opinion that the nursing staff at 

Bessborough was still inadequate and did not have adequate training and 

qualifications to care for infants.  He said that the Mother Superior, who was also 

the matron, was not a trained nurse and was almost entirely occupied with the 

administrative control of the institution and attached farm and appeared to have 

‘little touch with the medical aspect of the Home’.  He indicated that a new Mother 

Superior was due to take up her duties at Bessborough in September and asked 

Dr Deeny if he would liaise with him, Dr Sutton and the Bessborough authorities to 

discuss steps which should be undertaken to improve conditions in the home.  Dr 

Condy did not address the question of deregistration of the maternity hospital. 

 

18.130 In September 1945, the Superior General of the congregation wrote to the DLGPH 

to advise that Sister Rosemonde had replaced Sister Martina as matron to 

Bessborough.  She expressed her wishes that in a very short time, Bessborough 

would be in a satisfactory state.  The department decided to give Sister 

Rosemonde ‘a chance to pull Bessboro together’ before pressing for a withdrawal 

of the maternity hospital licence. 

 

18.131 In October 1945, Dr Deeny inspected the home and the maternity hospital.  He 

noted that infants were still afflicted with a ‘chronic skin infection’.  He 
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recommended greater division of the nurseries and separate clothing for each 

child.  He reported that Sister Rosemonde was anxious to satisfy his requests in all 

aspects of the running of the home and had requested that no new residents be 

admitted until she was satisfied that everything was in order.  Sister Rosemonde 

stated that she would not admit any private patients until the ban on new 

admissions was lifted.  It was agreed that an additional three trained nurses were 

required in order to run the home efficiently.  The congregation had ‘several nuns 

training as nurses’ and Sister Rosemonde gave an undertaking to employ 

temporary nursing staff until she was in a position to recruit nursing staff from 

within the congregation.  Sister Rosemonde asked for Dr Deeny’s assistance in 

two matters.  The first was the institution’s oil fuel ration which had been reduced 

from 840 gallons to 65 gallons a month due to wartime conditions and was not 

enough to heat the home and the hospital adequately.  The second matter of 

concern was the longstanding problem of finding boarded out places for older 

children.  There were 40 older unaccompanied children in the home despite 

repeated requests from the DLGPH to county councils liable for their maintenance 

to find suitable foster homes for them. 

 

18.132 Dr Deeny reported that Sister Rosemonde had asked him to ‘use his influence with 

the Church’, in relation to finding foster homes as she feared that the manner of 

her appointment may have prejudiced Bishop Cohalan of Cork towards her and her 

work.  Dr Deeny subsequently spoke to the director of the Catholic Women’s Aid 

Society (CWAS).  The director (who was a priest) cited the views of the bishop and 

his displeasure at how the DLGPH had handled matters at Bessborough.  He set 

out the considerable difficulties the CWAS was experiencing in getting suitable 

foster homes during wartime conditions.  However, Dr Deeny noted that when the 

urgency of the situation in Bessborough was explained to him, he ‘was 

appreciative of the necessity of obtaining greater results’. 

 

18.133 By November 1945, county councils who traditionally maintained women and 

children in Bessborough began to make inquiries about its status.  The resident 

medical superintendent in the Cork county home and district hospital told the 

DLGPH that since the introduction of the ban on new admissions to Bessborough 

the maternity section of his hospital was ‘frequently congested’.  The chaplain to 

the Cork county home complained that women and children were ‘accumulating 

there at a very rapid rate’.  In the same month, Sister Rosemonde told the DLGPH 

that all required adjustments to the nursery had been made, that three qualified 
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nurses were now working there and that she had advertised for another qualified 

nurse to take up duties when admissions resumed.  She said that she had 

numerous applications from expectant women seeking admission to Bessborough 

and requested that the hospital be re-opened for new admissions.  

 

18.134 In November, the Superior General of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of 

Jesus and Mary and Sister Rosemonde met Dr Ward.  The Superior General 

expressed ‘sincere regret’ about the conditions that had prevailed at Bessborough 

and said that all recommendations made by the DLGPH had been carried out.  In 

December 1945, the DLGPH wrote to county councils and boards of public 

assistance to inform them that the staff at Bessborough had been ‘reorganised and 

considerably augmented’, that necessary improvements in the institution had been 

effected and that public assistance authorities could resume sending unmarried 

mothers and expectant unmarried women to the institution. 

 

18.135 The authorities at Sean Ross and Castlepollard recouped the cost of a medical 

officer, nurse and two public health visitors from the DLGPH Maternity and Child 

Welfare Grants scheme (see Chapter 1).  Up to this time, the authorities at 

Bessborough had made no claims for recoupment of these costs.  In February 

1946, Sister Rosemonde, who was aware of the grants from her time at Sean 

Ross, forwarded receipts relating to salaries paid to the medical officer, matron and 

midwife to the DLGPH for the purposes of recoupment from the fund.  The 

department authorised a grant of £191 on the basis that the unsatisfactory 

conditions which previously prevailed in Bessborough did not recur.  This was half 

of the relevant salaries which was the maximum available under the scheme. 

 

1946  

18.136 Miss Litster’s report on her March 1946 inspection described changes in the 

general layout of the home since her last visit.  She noted that an infant’s day 

nursery had been converted into a recreational room equipped with a pianola, 

book case and seats and was a ‘comfortable and pleasant room’.  Adjacent to the 

recreational room, a night nursery had 21 cots and a bed which was occupied at 

night by one of the patients acting as night attendant.  The children’s dining room 

was not in use, as there was insufficient fuel to heat it, and children had their meals 

in a heated dayroom.  
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18.137 A long nursery for infants, where the majority of infant deaths occurred prior to re-

organisation, had been divided into three smaller rooms each fitted with radiators 

and a bath for washing babies.  Room 1 contained six cots and all were occupied.  

Only one of these babies was completely breastfed.  Cots were adequately 

supplied with good blankets. Room 2 contained eight cots and four were occupied.  

Only one infant was fully breastfed.  Room 3 was unoccupied.  The ten infants 

‘appeared to be healthy, normal babies’ and there was no sign of ‘scalding or 

excoriation’.  A nursery for older infants contained 13 cots; 12 were occupied.  The 

room was heated by three radiators and had three windows.  These infants were 

‘plump and healthy’ and although some showed the remnants of a rash on their 

buttocks the condition ‘appears to be clearing rapidly’.  An isolation nursery housed 

five babies, three of whom were unaccompanied by their mothers.  None of them 

appeared to be seriously ill.  A day nursery for older children housed 21 children; 

12 were without their mothers.  For the most part they were ‘fine, healthy children’. 

A toddler’s playroom housed 18 children aged from two to four years old; all but 

one were maintained by public assistance authorities.  Fourteen were maintained 

by the Cork boards of assistance; all were healthy and normal and, in Miss Litster’s 

view, should be boarded out.  

There is apparently a proposal that those chargeable to the South Cork Public 

Assistance Authority should be admitted to Cork County Home and their 

mothers allowed to take their discharge from the Sacred Hearts Home, 

Bessboro.  This procedure would not commend itself to me for the following 

reasons: 

 There are already too-many children in the County Home. 

 The mothers in the County Home will be required to attend to 

motherless children whose mothers have been permitted to take their 

discharge.  This will make neither for proper care of the children nor for 

good discipline in the County Home. 

 One removal, especially when it involves separation from its mother, is 

sufficiently disturbing for a child.  An effort should be made to ensure 

that only one disruption of his life is necessary.  It should be possible 

to procure a foster home to which he may be removed directly from the 

Sacred Hearts Home. 

 

18.138 Miss Litster said that the South Cork board undertook to ‘prosecute a vigorous 

boarding out policy’ with a view to getting foster homes for children in the Cork 
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county home and Bessborough.  However, the board noted that the stipulation that 

foster homes must be located in rural areas was making the task difficult and 

asked that the DLGPH would consider lifting the prohibition on boarding out 

children in villages and towns to accommodate applicants from such areas (see 

Chapter 11). 

 

18.139 Miss Litster highlighted other issues which were detrimental to the wellbeing of 

women and children living in Bessborough.  The South Cork board of public 

assistance would not pay maintenance for women and children once the child was 

two years old; the congregation accommodated these women and their children 

without payment.  Since the only reason for their continued residence in 

Bessborough was the South Cork board’s failure to secure foster homes for the 

children, Miss Litster considered the cessation of payment to be unfair.  

 

18.140 At the time of the inspection, 29 unaccompanied infants were living in the home. 

The majority of these infants were born to private patients and remained in 

Bessborough unaccompanied under the auspices of the CWAS.  Traditionally, 

infants who remained in Bessborough in the care of CWAS were placed with nurse 

mothers a week or two after birth.  However, the CWAS had found it increasingly 

difficult to get nurse mothers and foster homes during the war years.  This meant 

that ‘motherless’ infants were kept in Bessborough for prolonged periods.  The 

congregation decided to discontinue the practice of allowing private patients to 

leave the institution without their babies and, for all new admissions, it was decided 

that the mother and her child would be treated as a unit. 

 

18.141 Miss Litster noted that at the time of her visit there were 22 expectant women in 

the maternity hospital; 18 maintained by public assistance authorities and 4 were 

private patients.  There were seven new-born infants in the nursery, four of whom 

were completely breastfed.  One infant weighed 4.5 lbs. at birth, one was 

premature and ‘otherwise all appeared healthy and normal’. 

 

18.142 The home had 72 beds in total.  Two dormitories were located on the second floor.  

The first contained 24 beds and was large and bright.  Ten new wash hand basins 

had been installed but were not yet connected to the water supply.  The second 

dormitory contained 16 beds; eight new hand basins had been installed but were 

not yet connected.  A top floor dormitory, a long, bright room, had 32 beds.  Miss 

Litster noted that the dormitories were capable of accommodating a larger number 
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of beds should the need arise.  The ground floor housed airy and comfortable 

workrooms but the refectories were ‘somewhat dark and gloomy’.  Dinner on the 

day of inspection, which was a feast day, consisted of fish, vegetables, sweet, a 

cup of coffee, bread and butter; ‘the food is excellent’.  On 6 March 1946, 58 

women (seven private patients) were living in the institution: 22 expectant and 36 

with children.  

 

18.143 In the period 31 March 1945 to 6 March 1946, 48 infants were born in or admitted 

to the institution and 23 infant deaths had occurred.  Three of these deaths 

occurred in infants admitted to Bessborough after birth.  Sixteen of the 23 infant 

deaths occurred in infants born to private patients.  Since October 1945, when 

Sister Rosemonde had taken charge, there had been six deaths; two of these were 

neo-natal.   

It is too soon yet to expect any noticeable effect upon mortality of the re-

organisation.  The general appearance, however, of the infants has improved; 

instead of emaciated, marasmic babies, as they mostly were on the last 

inspection visit made, they appear to be thriving and healthy on the whole. 

 

18.144 Statistics submitted by the Bessborough authorities to the DLGPH for the year 

ending 31 March 1946 showed that 88 women (52 public, 36 private) were 

admitted to the institution during the year.  One case of maternal mortality was 

recorded; the woman was a private patient.  Twenty-four private patients were 

resident with their infants on the date on which the statistics were compiled which 

suggests that Sister Rosemonde implemented the policy of retaining private 

patients in the home until suitable foster homes were secured for their children.  Of 

those women discharged during the year, 65 (29 public, 36 private) were 

discharged to ‘situations’ and 17 (seven public, ten private) left the institution with 

parents or relatives.  Thirty-eight infants were born in Bessborough during the year 

and a further 13 were admitted after birth.  Of the infants and children discharged 

during the year, 24 were boarded out by health authorities and 11 were placed at 

nurse through the CWAS.  A further 17 infants (seven public, ten private) were 

taken by relatives or friends and three infants (two public, one private) were 

discharged to hospital. 

 

18.145 In October 1946, the DLGPH wrote to Dr Condy asking him to report on infant 

deaths at Bessborough for the year ending 31 March 1946 and for the six month 

period ending 30 September 1946.  His report showed that, in the period 1 April 
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1945 to 31 March 1946, 59 births and 24 deaths were notified.  However, for the 

six month period 1 April to 30 September 1946, 91 births and 8 deaths were 

notified.  An inspection report on Bessborough by Dr Murphy, medical inspector, 

DLGPH, stated that for the year ending 31 December 1946, 136 births and 12 

infant admissions to Bessborough were recorded.  In the same period 15 infant 

deaths were notified.  Although Dr Deeny considered the infant mortality rate at 

Bessborough to be still too high, he acknowledged that there had been ‘a 

tremendous improvement’ and that the actions taken by the DLGPH the previous 

year had been ‘completely justified’.  Dr Deeny decided to send a letter of 

congratulations to Sister Rosemonde and to notify the Minister for Local 

Government and Public Health and Bishop Cohalan of the results. 

 

1947 

18.146 During his inspection visit in January 1947, Dr Murphy also undertook a medical 

inspection of infants and children in Bessborough.  He noted that the general 

layout of the institution remained the same as that reported by Miss Litster on her 

visit in March 1946.  Nursery 1, reserved for infants aged one to three months, 

housed 14 infants; nine were breastfed.  Some had cracks and fissures behind 

their ears but appeared to be doing well on treatment.  All infants in this section 

were ‘normal and well-nourished’.  Nursery 2, reserved for infants aged three to six 

months, housed 20 infants: four were breastfed.  One infant was ‘premature and 

progressing satisfactorily’ and all other infants were ‘normal and well-nourished’.  

Nursery 3, reserved for infants aged six months to one year, housed 19 infants: 

four were breastfed; ‘all were healthy, well-nourished and doing well’.  There were 

two infants in the isolation nursery; they ‘were running temperatures, were not 

seriously ill and showed no other abnormal physical signs’.  The toddler’s playroom 

housed 20 children; they were ‘all normal’.  He saw 13 infants ‘all breastfed and in 

good condition’ in the maternity hospital.  There were 34 expectant women housed 

there along with six puerperal cases.  He concluded that the institution ‘appeared 

to be run on very efficient lines’.  He said that the reduced number of deaths ‘speak 

for themselves’ and that ‘in view of the past history of this Institution the results are 

certainly excellent’. 

 

18.147 In June 1947 the Cork county manager granted an increase in the maintenance 

rates in respect of the South Cork board’s patients housed in Bessborough.  The 

rates, back dated to 1 April 1947, were as follows: 

i. Ante-Partum Mothers: 16s a week. 
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ii. Children: 15s a week. 

iii. Mother and Child: 28s.6d a week. 

iv. Post-Partum Mothers: 13s.6d a week. 

 

1948  

18.148 In June 1948, Miss Litster again inspected the home and hospital; 103 children 

were living in the institution at the time of her visit.  All infants except two were 

‘healthy and doing well’.  She described one infant as ‘puny and delicate’ and the 

second as ‘the offspring of an incestuous union’.  The older infants ‘appeared in 

good health, contented, well-nourished…healthy, normal children, happily at play’.  

There were 14 children, aged two years and over and eligible for boarding out, 

living in the home; she again recommended that the county councils responsible 

for them should be directed to secure suitable foster homes.  Although the South 

Cork board continued to advertise for foster parents in local and regional 

publications they faced competition from the Cork Branch of the Save the German 

Children Society who sought to place 50 German orphans in foster homes.45  In the 

period 1 April 1947 to the date of inspection on 5 June 1948, 178 infants were born 

or admitted to the institution; 23 deaths occurred in the same period.  Miss Litster 

noted that no infant death had occurred in the institution in the period between 

February and June 1948: 

The infant mortality rate in Bessborough compares favourably with that for 

illegitimate infants in the country as a whole and represents a very 

considerable drop from that obtaining formerly in the Institution. 

 

18.149 Three of the 23 infant deaths were neo-natal.  The remaining 20 deaths were 

certified as marasmus (four), enteritis (six), pneumonia (six), septicaemia (three) 

and infantile convulsions (one).  Miss Litster undertook a subsequent investigation 

into infant deaths at Bessborough for the year ending 31 December 1948.  In that 

period, 143 infants were born or admitted to the institution and six infant deaths 

were recorded.   

 

1949 

18.150 In May 1949, Miss Litster again inspected Bessborough.  There were 139 women 

and 114 children living there at the time of her visit. She reported on each ward as 

follows: 

                                                           
45

 Cork Examiner, 24 January 1947. 
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Dormitory No.1: Four infants about six months old, all healthy in appearance 

and thriving. 

Dormitory No.2: Nine infants about six months old, all healthy and thriving. 

Dormitory No.3: Eleven infants under one year.  All healthy; except one 

suffering from a severe cold. 

Dormitory No.4: Infants, transferred from the Maternity Hospital at an average 

of three weeks old, mainly breast-fed.  All appeared healthy except one- an 

infant born outside and brought in after birth.  This is not a vigorous baby but 

is, according to nurses, making progress. 

Dormitory No.5: Four infants about ten weeks old.  All four babies are breast-

fed and all thriving. 

Dormitory No.6: Two infants, both are breast-fed.  One does not appear to be 

thriving.  The other, a three months old baby, is wizened and unhealthy 

looking, but is apparently from records not losing ground. 

Toddlers Lower age group: All these 29 children, aged twelve months to two 

years, are healthy, vigorous and normal. 

Toddlers Upper Age Group: All 30 children were outdoors.  They appear 

healthy, contented and normal.  They are mostly about two to two and a half 

years. A few are three years old. 

 

18.151 In the year ending 31 March 1949, 135 infants were born in or admitted to the 

institution and six infants died.  The deceased infants were aged between 36 hours 

and 11 weeks.  The certified causes of death were enteritis, cerebral haemorrhage, 

prematurity, toxaemia, prematurity and chronic infection, and atelectasis.  Four 

infants were transferred from Bessborough to the Cork district hospital for medical 

treatment during the year and subsequently died there.  

 

18.152 Miss Litster recorded that there were 43 women in the maternity hospital of whom 

29 were expectant.  The 14 new-born infants housed there were reportedly ‘normal 

and thriving’ and all but two were breastfed.  The only baby of really unhealthy 

appearance was a premature infant, another ‘offspring of an incestuous union’.  

The health of the mothers was excellent, and no complaints were made about the 

quantity and quality of the diet. 
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The 1950s 

18.153 In November 1951, Miss Litster visited Bessborough to make inquiries about 

infants who had been discharged from the home and subsequently were housed in 

the Dunscombe private nursing home, Cork.  On this occasion she interviewed 

mothers and examined records of births, admissions and infant deaths.  On the 

date of inspection, 87 infants and children, aged from one month to three years, 

were living in the home and seven new-born infants were housed in the maternity 

hospital.  For the year ending 31 March 1951, 83 infants were born and a further 

19 were admitted after birth.  One infant death was notified during this period.  

Analysis of the 158 infants born in or admitted to Bessborough in the period 1 April 

1950 to the date of inspection on 7 November 1951, showed that two infants 

subsequently died.  Miss Litster recommended better ventilation for the playroom 

and dining room and suggested that smaller shallower baths would be more suited 

for infants.  She also recommended that public assistance authorities in North 

Cork, North Tipperary and Clare should again be directed to make arrangements 

for the removal of children eligible for boarding out. 

 

18.154 Miss Litster drew attention to the fact that the local registrar of births was in the 

habit of writing the word ‘maid’ in the column where the mother’s maiden name 

would usually appear; Miss Litster took this to refer to the unmarried status of the 

mother (which would normally have been ‘spinster’).  The Sisters at Bessborough 

said that the word ‘maid’ meant ‘domestic servant’.  Miss Litster objected to this on 

the basis that no other institution stated the mother’s occupation on a birth 

certificate and advised that St Patrick’s Guild had found it difficult to get foster 

homes for children from Bessborough because of the entry ‘maid’ on the birth 

certificate. 

 

18.155 Subsequent to Miss Litster’s visit to Bessborough in November 1951, the 

Department of Health (the DLGPH split into two separate departments in 1947) 

instructed Miss Reidy, nursing inspector, to inspect Dunscombe.  The department 

was prompted to take this action based on information garnered by Miss Litster 

during her interviews with women living in Bessborough.  Sister Rosemonde’s 

refusal to allow private patients to leave Bessborough without their infants had 

induced some private patients to discharge themselves and their infant and then 

admit the infant unaccompanied to Dunscombe.  The infant life protection visitor for 

the South Cork board had become aware of a large number of infant deaths at 
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Dunscombe and brought the matter to the attention of Dr Saunders, the chief 

medical officer to Cork City.  On 13 November, an inspector from the South Cork 

board inspected Dunscombe and reported that all was in order there.  On the same 

day Miss Reidy visited Dunscombe and reported that there were four infants in one 

room which lacked both air and light and smelled of urine.  Miss Reidy asked for 

nappies to be removed.  In every case the buttocks were very inflamed and 

ulcerated in varying degrees. 

 

18.156 Miss Reidy also found that the owner of Dunscombe had not only failed to notify 

the board of public assistance of the reception of infants born at Bessborough, a 

requirement under the Children Acts, (see Chapter 1) but had also failed to register 

infant deaths which occurred there.  The South Cork board inspector claimed that 

she had reported the unauthorised maintenance of infants, born in Bessborough, 

in Dunscombe, and their poor condition, to the Cork local authority on previous 

occasions and that they had failed to act.  A Department of Health memorandum 

appears to substantiate this claim.  

 

18.157 The owner claimed that infants who died in Dunscombe had been discharged from 

Bessborough to Dunscombe in a poor state of health.  The Department of Health 

determined that medical staff at Bessborough bore no responsibility for the 

condition of infants in Dunscombe and Miss Litster rejected the owner’s claims out 

of hand stating:  

There is no doubt in my mind that the babies who died in the [Dunscombe] 

Home were not given such care and attention as might induce them to live. 

 

18.158 Miss Litster was also highly critical of the Catholic Women’s Aid Society (CWAS) 

as it had recommended Dunscombe to private patients seeking an early discharge 

from Bessborough as suitable temporary accommodation for their infants.  All but 

one of the infants born in Bessborough, and who subsequently died in 

Dunscombe, were born to private patients and were placed in Dunscombe 

unaccompanied awaiting foster placement under the aegis of the CWAS.  Miss 

Litster made the charge that the society must have been aware of the infant deaths 

at Dunscombe but took no action.  She recommended that the owner should be 

prosecuted for the neglect of infants in her care but thought it unlikely that the Cork 

local authority would press the case. 
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18.159 Miss Litster’s report on Bessborough in October 1952 shows that the number of 

private patients seeking admission to the institution had fallen dramatically.  Only 

two of the 101 women who were resident there on the date of inspection were 

private patients.  Sister Rosemonde’s refusal to allow any woman leave the home 

without her child appears to have deterred private patients from seeking admission 

to Bessborough.  However, the decision continued to make a positive impact on 

infant mortality there.  In 1952, Miss Litster noted that for the period since her last 

inspection, 7 November 1951 to 2 October 1952, and for the first time in 

Bessborough’s history, no infant death occurred in the home.  Two neo-natal 

deaths occurred in the maternity hospital; in both cases the women were admitted 

to Bessborough already in labour.  All of the 84 infants and children living in 

Bessborough at the time of inspection ‘appeared healthy, normal, plump and well-

cared for’.  There were 38 infants in cots in a newly built solarium.  

 

18.160 Miss Litster again asked the Department of Health to direct public assistance 

authorities responsible for maintaining children in Bessborough to arrange suitable 

foster homes for those eligible for boarding out.  The Cork, Clare, Limerick, Kerry 

and North Tipperary boards replied stating that they had placed advertisements in 

local newspapers but were unsuccessful in securing suitable foster homes.  The 

North Tipperary board sought permission from the Department of Health to transfer 

children from Bessborough to an industrial school but the department did not 

consider industrial schools a suitable alternative to foster homes.  The North Cork 

board advised the department that they had made an application for the committal 

of a child to an industrial school at the request of his mother who wished to leave 

Bessborough, after a stay of four years, to take up employment.  As the North Cork 

board had failed to find a foster home for the child, this appears to have been the 

only option left open to this particular woman.  Although counties that maintained 

children in Bessborough were asked to find foster parents for one, and sometimes 

two children, they found it almost impossible to do so.  All counties involved told 

the Department of Health that they had secured foster homes for the Bessborough 

children but when the department followed up on the matter most of these 

arrangements had fallen through and the children remained in the home. 

 

18.161 In July 1954, Miss Litster again inspected Bessborough.  There were 80 infants 

and children living in the home at the time of inspection and all, except for a two-

month-old baby in the infirmary, were outside either in cots in the solarium or at 

play in the grounds.  She noted that on the whole, they appeared healthy and 
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thriving.  Seven older children, aged between three and five years, were living in 

the home.  Three of these children were eligible for boarding out and Miss Litster 

recommended their discharge to foster homes.  Two of the older children were 

‘mental defectives’ and she recommended their discharge to suitable institutions.  

One of the older children was the ‘offspring of incest’ and Miss Litster noted that 

local knowledge of this would make it impossible to find a foster home for her in 

her mother’s county of origin.  She recommended that this child be sent to a 

convent industrial school. Arrangements had been made for the remaining child to 

be adopted to the USA.    

 

18.162 Miss Litster said that the women’s refectory, which was a semi-basement room, 

had always been ‘dark and gloomy’ but that efforts had been made to brighten the 

room with natural light.  Dinner served on the day of inspection consisted of beef 

stew with vegetables and milk pudding.  Soup was frequently served and stewed 

fruit when available.  Breakfast consisted of porridge, bread, butter and tea.  On 

Sundays and feast days, sausage and egg, and sometimes bacon, were served.  

Supper consisted of eggs or salad.  The diet appeared to be nourishing and ample. 

 

18.163 There were 26 women in the maternity hospital; 13 were nursing new-borns; all but 

two of the infants were breastfed.  Of the 13 nursing mothers, only one would be 

remaining in Bessborough until her child was boarded out.  The other 12 women 

had made arrangements for adoption or for placing their child at nurse through a 

welfare society.  Miss Litster noted that expectant women admitted to Bessborough 

were now coming in immediately before confinement and leaving as soon as 

possible after the birth. 

 

18.164 In the period between inspections, 2 October 1952 to 7 July 1954, 149 infants 

were either born in, or admitted to, Bessborough.  Three infant deaths were 

recorded during the same period.  All three were neo-natal and occurred in the 

maternity hospital. No infant deaths occurred in the Bessborough home.  In his 

report for 1953, the Cork county medical officer, Dr Condy, stated that 33 infants 

and two women had died in other private maternity homes operating in Cork 

county during the year.46  Miss Litster noted that for the period 1 April 1950 to 7 
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July 1954, 481 infants had been born in, or admitted to, Bessborough; seven infant 

deaths were recorded during the same period representing an infant mortality rate 

of 1.4 %, or 14 per 1,000 births.  This compared favourably with the national infant 

mortality rate which averaged 43 per 1,000 births during the same period.47  

 

18.165 Miss Litster’s September 1955 inspection shows that infant mortality had further 

reduced.  For the year ending 31 March 1955, 86 infants were born in, or admitted 

to, the home: one infant death occurred in the same period.  Ninety two women, 65 

infants and 13 children were living in the institution at the time of inspection.  All 65 

infants appeared healthy apart from one who was coeliac and one suffering from 

eczema.  Arrangements had been made for the adoption of five infants, one locally 

and four to the USA.  Thirteen older children were living in the home: 

arrangements had been made for the adoption of seven of them in the USA.  Miss 

Litster reported that inoculation against diphtheria was to be undertaken in the 

institution and that the health of the women was good.  

The Home is well-run, diet ample and good; beds comfortable.  Great 

attention is paid to the comfort and wellbeing of the patients.  Facilities for 

recreation are good. 

 

18.166 Miss Litster’s November 1956 report recorded that 73 women and 67 infants and 

children were living in the institution at the time of inspection; this was almost half 

the number of residents recorded in 1948 and 1949.  The health of both mothers 

and children was excellent, the diet was good and that the children were well-cared 

for.  Five cases of polio were recorded among children during the year; none 

proved fatal, but one child suffered facial paralysis.48  Four infant deaths were 

recorded; three deaths occurred in the maternity hospital among infants aged 

between four and eight hours old.  The remaining infant died in the home, aged 

three weeks.  Seven children were legally adopted in Irish homes during the year 

and local applications from prospective adoptive parents were increasing.  She 

considered that a good deal of the credit for the increasing readiness of local 

families to adopt was due to the Bishop of Cork, Dr Lucey, who, according to Miss 

Litster, pressed constantly on priests and people the superiority of adoption over 

institutional upbringing or boarding out. 
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18.167 The August 1958 inspection was conducted by Miss Reidy, nursing officer, 

Department of Health.  There were 52 women and 55 infants there at the time of 

inspection.  Seven older children were awaiting papers from the Department of 

External Affairs to travel to adoptive families in the USA.  Miss Reidy noted: 

The accommodation of both mothers and children was clean, well-kept and 

adequately comfortable.  They all appeared to be in good health.  The only 

physical defect notable amongst the children was squint eye. 

 

18.168 Miss Reidy reported that for the period between Miss Litster’s last inspection in 

November 1956 to the date of her visit, 132 infants were born in, or admitted to, 

the institution; 103 were maintained by health authorities.  Twelve infant deaths 

had occurred during the period.  The majority of infant deaths were neo-natal and 

occurred in the maternity hospital.  Two infant deaths occurred in the home; both 

were three months old at the time of death and both died of pneumonia. 

 

18.169 Miss Reidy noted that the majority of the children were recorded as discharged 

with their mother to the family home or to near relatives of the mother.49  Adoptions 

to the USA had decreased and Irish adoptions had increased.  Boarding out from 

the institution had virtually ceased.  The infant death rate, 60 per 1,000, was high.  

The majority of deaths, however, were during the neo-natal period, some 

attributable to congenital conditions. 

 

The 1960s 

18.170 Miss Reidy next visited Bessborough in November 1961.  There were 57 women 

and 60 children there at the time of inspection.  Five children were 

unaccompanied; three of their mothers were in ‘mental institutions’ and the 

whereabouts of the other two were unknown.  One of the unaccompanied children 

was described as ‘mentally deficient’.  She reported that the accommodation for 

both mothers and children was ‘clean, well-kept and adequately comfortable’ and 

that the well-being of all was ‘satisfactory’.  Since her last inspection in August 

1958, 175 infants had been admitted to Bessborough; 160 were born in the 

institution and 15 were admitted after birth.  Over half the children who were 
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discharged were placed for adoption.  One infant death was recorded during the 

period under review. 

 

18.171 In April 1964, the secretary of the Cork Health Authority (see Chapter 1) wrote to 

the Department of Health to advise that it had made arrangements with 

Bessborough to house children awaiting adoption.  The Cork authorities stated that 

some children in their care were housed in locations not readily accessible to 

prospective adoptive parents and that they had already transferred children from St 

Clare’s Home, Stamullen, to Bessborough.  Miss Reidy had no objection to the 

move.  She said that the Sacred Heart homes were all excellent and that children 

who had been transferred from The Children’s Home, Tuam, whom she described 

as ‘mostly backward’ had thrived both physically and mentally in the care of the 

Sacred Heart community.  The department subsequently agreed to the payment of 

£3 5s a week for the maintenance of children awaiting adoption in Bessborough. 

 

18.172 Miss Reidy inspected Bessborough again in October 1964.  There were 44 women 

and 54 children living in the home.  The accommodation for mothers and children 

was satisfactory and comfortable.  In the period since her previous inspection, in 

November 1961, 408 women (364 public and 38 private) had been admitted.  The 

number of admissions during this period was more than double that recorded in 

previous years.  Twelve infants born during this period subsequently died; one died 

in the Bessborough home and the others in St Finbarr’s Hospital.  The majority of 

the children were adopted through a number of adoption societies.  One mother 

and her infant were transferred to Sean Ross ‘for disciplinary reasons’.  

 

18.173 In 1966, the Cork Health Authority asked the congregation if they would admit 

unaccompanied infants to Bessborough.  The congregational council was reluctant 

to agree to the proposal but expressed concern that a refusal to accept 

unaccompanied children might lead to the loss of all other work in Cork.  The 

council subsequently agreed to admit unaccompanied infants ‘on a small scale’.50  

 

18.174 A file relating to an infant living in Bessborough in 1966 contained an infant diet 

sheet.  The diet sheet stated that each infant received ABIDEC (vitamin drops) and 

Vitamin C daily and that the infant feeding regime was as follows: 

7am: Gruel 
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9am: Rusk in milk 

12.30pm: Creamed potatoes, vegetables, minced meat, gravy, milk pudding. 

4pm: Bread, milk, whisked egg. 

7pm: Rusk in milk. 

 

18.175 In August 1969, the Irish Times published an article in which a journalist gave an 

account of her visit to Bessborough.51  The Mother Superior told the journalist that 

she was aware that Bessborough had ‘an unpleasant reputation’ and that ‘many 

girls from the country still feel that it is a prison’.  The journalist noted that this 

misconception did not distress the Mother Superior in the way one might expect 

and that her main concern was that such misconceptions prevent women from 

going there until ‘they are frantic with fear and see it as the only place to hide’.  

They do not question the girl too closely about the circumstances of the 

pregnancy, give her a house name immediately she arrives by which she is 

known for the rest of her time there, give her an address to which post can be 

sent, contact her local health authority or County Council with practised 

discretion, and provide her with medical care before, during and after the 

confinement, and then with an adoption or fostering service…When a girl 

arrives at the convent (and they come at many different stages in the 

pregnancy) she is immediately brought to the Hospital wing for confinement.  

Two doctors from the city attend there, an obstetrician and a gynaecologist.  

They do not attend the actual birth, but examine any girl causing the midwives 

anxiety, and refer difficult or uncertain cases to a city maternity hospital. 

 

18.176 The journalist described the physical conditions as follows:  

The nurseries and dormitories were bright clean rooms for two and three, and 

even some for one girl alone.  Birthday cards stood in a gay litter in one room, 

framed family photographs appeared in a few others.  The stringent 

cleanliness of the whole place indicates the somewhat unpalatable fact that 

much of the housework is done by the girls themselves… the first stage room 

is a little cell with an observation window in the wall.  The delivery room, its 

two beds quilted in green brocade, has none of that paralysing strangeness of 

hospitals, but still looks comfortingly efficient.  The girls are not given any 

information about labour and delivery until the process has in fact 

begun…There is a television, a somewhat limited book-case, a large room 
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with a piano where the women dance, a recreation room with card tables…in 

the nurseries babies were mittened and cosy. 

 

18.177 The Mother Superior told the journalist that they operated a strict rule that the 

mother must stay until the child was adopted or fostered.  This could be a question 

of months, or longer if the infant’s health was uncertain, if the baby was disfigured, 

or physically or mentally deficient.  In such cases, the Bessborough authorities and 

the responsible health authority worked out suitable arrangements for the care and 

treatment of the child. She stated: 

Of course, if parents were prepared to accept a girl and her child, long stays 

in the Home would be really a thing of the past.  But our attitudes are not yet 

so liberal to permit such generosity, or such a realistic solution of what to do 

with the mother and the baby. 

 

18.178 The journalist spoke to three women living in Bessborough at the time of her visit.  

One woman, described as ‘a tall graceful girl of 24’ told her that she would never 

have known what to do when she realised she was pregnant only for Angela 

Macnamara’s ‘Ask Angela’ agony aunt column in the Sunday Press.52  

She had told her boyfriend and he insisted that he was not the only man she 

had slept with, and refused to admit to any responsibility.  She was a clever, 

hard-working girl and had an excellent job. She decided to go to England; she 

was putting on weight, and she didn’t know what else to do until she read of 

the existence of the Catholic Protection and Rescue Society.  She was 

directed to Bessborough, where she has been for six months now.  Her baby, 

a girl, is three months old and not yet adopted.  Her family know nothing of it 

all; she writes long letters describing non-existent activities.  She prefers it 

that way.  Still, she has been under terrific mental strain, the high point of 

which will come shortly, as her baby will soon be adopted.  She went into 

town last week to buy her child special clothes for going away.  She dreads it, 

‘it’s like a death. I can’t describe it’.  If she had any help at all, she would have 

kept the baby.  She wrote to the father of the child when she was born, telling 

him it was a little girl.  He never replied.  She is still incredulous at his 

behaviour, for he is an educated man with a responsible civil service job. 
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18.179 Another woman, who was described as ‘strikingly pretty and intelligent’ had 

decided not to tell the father of the child that she was pregnant.  

I didn’t want to marry him, so what was the point?  Of course it takes a lot to 

go through, but the Sisters here support you, and you go through it.  And 

knowing that the child has been placed with adoptive parents helps you.  You 

feel that it is the best you can do for it in the circumstances. 

 

18.180 This woman’s family would not have helped her at all and she ‘appreciated the 

protection and security’ she had been given at Bessborough.  She expressed her 

hope that in the future a man that she was likely to marry would ‘accept this part of 

her life as a failure and that he would forgive it’.  The woman then continued: 

Is it failure really?  You know, here you’re not treated like that.  You’re never 

blamed or reproached.  I think we seem to have sinned more against society 

than anything else.  They just have no place for us. 

 

18.181 A third woman, whom the journalist described as ‘a serene and sensible young 

person’ had not told her boyfriend that she was pregnant because she did not want 

to marry him.  She was 20, and had been working in England when she became 

pregnant.  She had contacted the Crusade of Rescue and had been referred to 

Bessborough.  She intimated that over 50 of the girls living in Bessborough had 

been repatriated from England.  The journalist noted that the woman was eager to 

give birth but stated that she had already decided to have the child adopted.  

I don’t really want it now, and I hope I don’t change when it is born.  I’m not 

ready for a baby.  I’m not mature’. 

 

18.182 The journalist concluded: 

The mothers I spoke to were not bitter.  They were just sorry that they were 

not wise enough in time and they would like to see some social acceptance of 

the unmarried mother and her child…  For them it seems as if society is 

something which they are now safely removed from… The Reverend Mother 

is reflective.  She loves her work, but it involves heartbreak.  She would like to 

see a willingness on the part of the parents to accept the girl and her child, but 

feels that this will not come for a long time.  It is a pity, she thinks, that the 

man involved can remain free, while the girls are trapped by the 

consequences of their shared action.  She does not know what can be done 

about it.  She only knows that girls in trouble should be aware that there is 

somewhere for them, while they have nowhere else to go. 
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The 1970s 

18.183 In February 1970, the Mother General of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of 

Jesus and Mary visited Cork.  The Sisters working at Bessborough told her that 

there was no future in the work they were undertaking in the home and asked that 

the congregational council review the situation.  The Mother General met the 

Bishop of Cork, Dr Lucey, to discuss the matter.  Bishop Lucey acknowledged that 

there was not a large number of women seeking admission to Bessborough but 

advised that it would be important that the congregation continue its work in Cork.  

The Mother General was happy to accept the bishop’s recommendation to keep 

the home open.53 

 

18.184 In July 1971, Miss Reidy again inspected Bessborough.  Seventy five women (49 

expectant and 26 post-natal) and 28 children were living there at the time.  The 

premises were ‘very clean and well-kept’.  Miss Reidy interviewed eight women 

individually.  They ‘seemed generally satisfied with conditions in the Home’.  In the 

period 1 November 1969 to 30 June 1971, 246 babies were born in Bessborough 

and a further 76 women were transferred to St Finbarr’s Hospital and gave birth 

there.  Two neo-natal infant deaths occurred; both infants were born with ‘multiple 

abnormalities’.  Some dormitory accommodation in the home did not afford much 

privacy for residents.  The matron, Sister Hildegarde, acknowledged that the issue 

of privacy was a concern and that she was ‘gradually having the matter remedied’. 

 

18.185 In December 1972, Sister Hildegarde was interviewed by a reporter from the Irish 

Independent.  The article entitled ‘Unmarried Mothers - doors are still closed’ 

stated that, after 50 years of operations, Bessborough was still regarded as ‘Cork’s 

banishment house’.  Sister Hildegarde was quoted as saying that the ‘the 

unmarried mother is no more acceptable to society today than she was fifty years 

ago’.  The article went on to state that ‘inmates vary from 13 to 40 years old’ and 

that ‘a number of abortions were attempted, by various methods, before the 

unmarried mother enters the Home’.  It was reported that one girl had consumed 

sheep dip compound in the hope that her baby would be born dead.54 

 

18.186 In July 1973, the Sunday Independent carried an article informed by a former 

Bessborough resident who claimed there was ‘inadequate food, lack of 
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recreational facilities and minimal medical care’ available at Bessborough.  The 

woman’s main complaint was that she would have to remain in Bessborough after 

the birth to look after her baby until a foster mother was secured.55  Sister 

Hildegarde said that the complainant had been in the home for five days and was 

not qualified to make such statements.  The chairman of the Southern Health 

Board said that the accusations were grossly unfair and that the board’s senior 

social worker had said ‘we have never come across adverse criticism from the girls 

there.  I think the allegations are terribly unfair and must be a cause of 

unnecessary worry to the parents of girls there at present’.  The editor of the 

Sunday Independent wrote that he had received a number of letters from former, 

and present, Bessborough residents repudiating the allegations.56 

 

18.187 In January 1974, Miss Reidy’s inspection report stated that considerable 

alterations, reconstruction and improvements had been carried out since her last 

visit and that ‘the position in relation to the lack of privacy is greatly improved’.  

Dormitory spaces had been converted into individual cubicles with wardrobes and 

lockers.  In addition, recreational activities had also been improved and residents 

could avail of a TV room, recreation room, smoking room and a record room for 

playing music.  All recreational areas were decorated with ‘colourful tapiflex57 and 

Marley tiles’.  Forty-five women were living in Bessborough at the time and six 

expectant women were absent having gone to spend Christmas with friends.  In 

the period 1 November 1971 to 3 January 1974, 361 babies were born in 

Bessborough and a further 94 women were transferred to St Finbarr’s Hospital to 

give birth.  Three neo-natal infant deaths occurred during this period; the certified 

causes of death were gross congenital deformity, prematurity, and pneumonia. 

 

18.188 Miss Reidy again interviewed eight women individually and reported that all spoke 

well of conditions in Bessborough in general and all expressed ‘much appreciation’ 

of the Sisters, particularly the community’s ‘appreciation of their problems and their 

efforts to iron out difficulties’.  Four of the women interviewed said that their 

parents were not aware of their whereabouts.  Two women said that only their 

mother knew where they were.  Some criticisms aired by the interviewees related 

to ‘a lack of bath cleaning materials’ and ‘under-heated dormitories’.  Miss Reidy 

noted that while one complaint was easily remedied, the under heating was the 
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result of a nationwide shortage of fuel due to the 1973 oil crisis.  Miss Reidy herself 

raised concerns about the amount of light wood which had been used in the 

provision of cubicles.  It was not clear whether fire experts had examined the area 

and she recommended that the Southern Health Board might clarify the matter.  At 

the city architect’s suggestion, a fire escape corridor was added to the area 

housing the new cubicles. 

 

18.189 In May 1978, Miss Reidy conducted another inspection.  Her report has only 

partially survived.  She noted that, at the time of her visit, ‘the wellbeing of mothers 

and infants appeared very good’.  The premises were clean and well-kept and 

records were available and ‘properly posted’.  In addition, she observed: 

My visit coincided with the warm sunny spell.  From what I could observe the 

‘girls’ took full advantage and spent most of the day out sunbathing.  They 

give little, if any assistance in routine work.  The staff are hard at it full-time, 

and in my opinion are barely adequate for the volume of work involved in 

Infant Care and to maintain proper standards of cleanliness and hygiene. 

 

18.190 At the time of the visit, there were 28 staff working at Bessborough.  The maternity 

hospital was staffed by five qualified nurses (four of whom were also registered 

midwives), one midwife and three ancillary staff.  The nursery had two qualified 

nurses and five ancillary staff.  Five staff were involved in administration.  One 

Sister and two ancillary staff ran the laundry.  One Sister and two ancillary staff ran 

the kitchen.  The matron was qualified in general nursing and midwifery.  Dr Sutton 

remained as consultant gynaecologist and there was also a consultant 

paediatrician.  The community was looking for additional staff and Miss Reidy 

recommended that the Southern Health Board help them to find extra staff.  

 

18.191 In March 1978, the capitation rates at Bessborough, which were £3.00 per day for 

women and £1.50 per day for infants, were increased to £25.20 a week for 

mothers and £12.60 a week for infants.  The matron wrote to the Department of 

Health to acknowledge the increased rates but argued that they were still 

inadequate considering the level of service provided.  It was pointed out that the 

increased rates failed to match capitation rates prevailing in other similar 

institutions.  A Department of Health memorandum acknowledged that capitation 

rates paid to mother and baby homes were not standardised and a note stated ‘we 
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always felt that the discrepancy in rates would arise at some time’.58  Furthermore, 

the matron stated that Bessborough was ‘heavily subsidised in terms of finance 

and personnel by the Order’ and that their finances were so poor that ‘Sisters 

involved full time on a professional basis are unable to draw their salaries’.  She 

cautioned that although the congregation was most anxious to continue its work, 

financial difficulties might force it to ‘curtail or reduce the present level of service 

provided’. 

 

18.192 In May 1978, two staff attached to the finance unit of the Department of Health 

visited Bessborough to examine the institution’s finances.  The institution was 

stated to have had a deficit of £11,465 in 1977.  When salaries owed to the 

religious staff were taken into consideration for 1978, the deficit would be £78,940.  

It was also considered that the number of staff employed was below acceptable 

levels and the matron stated that she required funding to employ an additional five 

permanent staff.  Miss Reidy subsequently confirmed that staffing levels ‘fall short 

of what would be considered acceptable by present day standards’.  In his report to 

the Department of Health, one of the finance staff recommended that the Southern 

Health Board provide a grant to the institution to cover some of the maintenance 

costs and advised that a standard policy on pay and personnel, particularly in 

relation to religious staff, ‘should be evolved as a matter of urgency’.  Miss Reidy’s 

report for 1978 noted that 12 of the 14 nursing staff at Bessborough were members 

of the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. 

 

18.193 Between 1 January 1976 and 19 May 1978, 418 women were admitted to 

Bessborough.  In that period, 247 babies were born in the institution and a further 

229 women were transferred to St Finbarr’s Hospital and gave birth there.  Two 

infant deaths occurred.  One was recorded as ‘very premature’ and perinatal 

hyaline membrane was given as the cause of death of the second infant.  There 

were four unaccompanied children there.  One child, aged 13 months, had been 

abandoned by its mother and the health board struggled to find a foster home as 

the child suffered from outbreaks of eczema.  A six-month old infant had also been 

abandoned by its mother and the health board was trying to contact her.  An 11-

month-old infant admitted from St Finbarr’s Hospital was awaiting adoption.  The 

fourth child, aged 14 months, had a physical handicap and adoption had been 

postponed pending surgical intervention. 
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18.194 In February 1977, a fruit and vegetable shop in Cork city, owned by the 

congregation and run on their behalf by two lay women, was closed.  It would 

appear that the shop premises had been bought by the congregation in 1930 for 

£350 to sell their farm produce.59  The farm at Bessborough does not appear to 

have been in operation after 1960.  The money held in the shop’s bank account 

was split between the congregation and the shopkeepers.  In 1979, the local 

authority told the congregation that the land directly in front of the main house at 

Bessborough was required for a water main for a proposed new development.  

This work was eventually undertaken in 1982 and the congregation received 

compensation of £18,000 as the land was out of commission for a number of 

years.  The congregational council decided to give £5,000 of this money to set up a 

separate bank account for the Sacred Heart Adoption Society (which operated 

from Bessborough).  However, the council envisaged that the adoption society 

would be phased out over the coming years due to falling birth rates.  A request 

from the Mother Superior, Sister Martha, for the construction of a swimming pool at 

Bessborough was refused by the congregational council because of the uncertain 

future of the home and on the basis that women spent relatively short periods in 

the institution.60 

 

The 1980s 

18.195 In April 1981, Miss Reidy reported that substantial work had been undertaken at 

Bessborough.  The institution had been fitted out with a new boiler, washing 

machines and tumble dryers and the kitchen was fitted with a cold room and dish 

washer and a new gate to allow ambulance access.  The major work undertaken 

was in relation to fire safety which saw fire escapes fitted to the upper floors of the 

home, seven fire exits installed in the maternity hospital, the complete electrical re-

wiring of the nursery and the application of fire-proof plaster board to wooden 

partitions.  Miss Reidy reported that the premises were clean and well-kept, 

records and registers were up to date and the wellbeing of the residents was 

satisfactory.  

Residents included two third level students respectively, one second level and 

one art student.  Where coaching is necessary it is undertaken on a voluntary 

basis by teachers. Examination candidates are few and in the main attend the 
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local examination centre.  On one occasion, special consent had to be given 

to appoint an invigilator to supervise the examinee in the Home. 

 

18.196 In the period since her previous visit in April 1978,194 babies were born in 

Bessborough.  A further 101 women were transferred to St Finbarr’s Hospital, and 

12 to the Erinville Hospital for delivery there.  Five stillbirths occurred among 

women transferred to St Finbarr’s Hospital.  Two infants died in Bessborough 

during this period; the causes of death were given as prematurity and brain 

haemorrhage.  By this time, Dr Pillay had succeeded Dr Sutton as consultant 

obstetrician to Bessborough - see below. 

 

18.197 In May 1981, the Department of Health wrote to the Southern Health Board (SHB), 

about the rates of perinatal mortality at Bessborough.  The SHB reply, sent in 

March 1982, stated that the facts were as reported by Miss Reidy: six neonatal 

deaths occurred in the period mentioned, two in Bessborough itself and four in St 

Finbarr’s Hospital, and  five stillbirths occurred in women transferred to St 

Finbarr’s.  The SHB acknowledged that this perinatal mortality rate was twice the 

national average.  The Director of Community Care for Cork investigated the 

deaths and determined that ‘little could have been done in any of these cases’.  

Four of the women involved had an average age of 17 years.  Of the neonatal 

deaths, two showed ‘gross deformity’ after birth, and one was ‘extremely 

premature’.  Of the other three cases, ‘one involved extreme toxaemia, another 

pneumonia and another was transferred in labour and delivered as breach (sic)’.  

The SHB advised the department that it was considering the future of obstetrical 

services at Bessborough. 

 

18.198 The Sacred Hearts Home, Hospital and Adoption Society, Report 1982,61 stated:  

Our aim is to help the girl accept the new life within her.  We do this by 

helping her understand her situation, to restore her feelings of self-worth and 

esteem.  At the same time, we are acutely conscience of the pressures on the 

single pregnant girl, from family, boyfriend and from society.  There are no 

easy solutions to these complex and deeply human problems.  We do provide 

a comprehensive programme that takes into account the welfare of the girl 

and of her baby. 
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18.199 The report said that in 1982, services offered by Bessborough included: medical 

and obstetrical care; child care; individual/group counselling; group living; 

continuation of school education; adoptions; fostering; post-adoption family 

counselling and help with extra-marital pregnancies.  The maternity hospital was 

staffed by a matron, six nurses and four visiting doctors.  Services included 

prenatal classes with a psychoprophylactic exercise programme along with 

information sessions on nutrition and child development.  Classes in child care 

were offered for women who planned to keep their babies.  Nurses were available 

for personal health counselling and the identification and treatment of medical 

problems.  Residents were examined by a resident midwife and by a specialist 

obstetrician at weekly clinics.  

 

18.200 The report said that in 1982, 218 women were admitted to Bessborough.  They 

were referred by Health Boards (35%); General Practitioners (22%); St Anne’s 

Adoption Society (17%); direct referrals (14%); Catholic Protection and Rescue 

Society (7%) and priests (5%).  The Congregation of the Sacred Hearts placed a 

further 23 expectant women with families in the community.  One hundred and 

eighty eight babies were born during the year; 150 were delivered in Bessborough 

and the remaining 38 were born in outside hospitals.  Ten women had made prior 

arrangements with city hospitals for the delivery of their babies and the remaining 

28 were transferred to St Finbarr’s Hospital due to twin pregnancies, foetal 

distress, breech deliveries, disproportion and toxaemia.  No stillbirths, neonatal or 

maternal deaths occurred in Bessborough during 1982.  

 

18.201 In 1982, 135 infants were discharged from the Bessborough home; 95 were placed 

for adoption; 36 were discharged with the mother and four extra-marital babies 

‘were dealt with’.  Infants who were not discharged during the neonatal period were 

cared for in the home on a short term basis ‘giving the mother time to come to a 

mature decision about her baby’s future’.  

 

18.202 This report stressed that the main characteristic of the home was ‘Group Living’.  

The authors acknowledged that some ‘girls’ found group living difficult and women 

who could not settle in the home were placed with a family in the community until 

they went into labour.  The report stressed that group living was designed to make 

each woman entering Bessborough aware that her situation was not unique, that 

she would benefit from the support and understanding of her house mates and that 

she would see different ways of dealing with her pregnancy in its different stages.  
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18.203 A section of the report, accredited to a resident of the home, said that group living 

was, for many, ‘a strange and difficult experience fraught with tensions and 

frictions’ caused by ‘clash of personalities’ and the fact that ‘many women were 

under immense emotional strain’.  However, the woman went on to state that 

communal activities such as helping in the nursery, attending shorthand/typing 

courses and parties organised by a local youth group  ‘allowed staff and residents 

to communicate in an easy and relaxed atmosphere’.  

Finding oneself alone and pregnant is a shattering experience especially in a 

society where one is frowned upon and condemned.  It is therefore relieving 

and comforting to know of the existence of the Sacred Hearts Mother and 

Baby Home, a refuge where one can have one’s baby away from the knowing 

stare and the pointed finger…  It is consoling to know that ‘I am not the only 

one’, and supporting to be with others in a similar situation and sharing the 

same experiences, pregnancy, rejection, etc. 

 

18.204 With regard to the decision to adopt or keep a child, the 1982 report  stated: 

This is a decision that every single girl has to face.  It depends on the 

personal situation of each individual and the particular circumstances of each 

case.  In some cases Adoption would prove the correct procedure, while in 

other cases keeping the baby is a practical alternative.  The decision should 

be a well-informed one carefully made by the girl herself once she has 

weighed up all the pros and cons guided by her Counsellor.  It should not be a 

hasty one made largely in response to family and media pressures. 

 

18.205 If the woman decided on adoption, the baby was placed with Bessborough’s 

adoption team, headed up by Sister Sarto.  In her evidence to the Commission, 

Sister Sarto said that, in her role as social worker at Bessborough in the 1980s, 

she counselled birth mothers to help them to come to decisions about the future, 

both for herself and the child.  She and two other social workers at Bessborough 

helped women to evaluate their options including the possibility of keeping the 

baby, taking the baby back to the mother’s family home, setting up home with the 

father of the baby or giving the baby up for adoption.  Sister Sarto said that a 

nursery housed older infants, who were, in the main, children of women who had 

not yet made up their minds whether to keep their babies or to have them adopted.  

The women chose to leave their infants in the nursery while they took time to 

consider future possibilities for themselves and the baby with their families and 

partners.  
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18.206 When a woman decided that adoption was the best option for her child her 

appointed social worker explained the legal procedures for adoption to her.  Sister 

Sarto told the Commission that when a baby was handed over to the adoptive 

parents it was a ‘joyful time’ for the new family and a ‘sad time’ for the birth mother.  

The women who placed their infants for adoption required much emotional support 

to cope with the sadness they experienced on parting with the child.  

In the early days the mothers would not be present when the babies were 

handed over to the adoptive parents but as time went on each mother could 

choose to be there or not… In later years the birth mother could meet the 

prospective adoptive parents and even choose which family the baby would 

go to…  The mother could also choose the social background of the adoptive 

couple. 

 

18.207 Women who chose to keep their children were assisted with finding 

accommodation.  Sister Sarto told the Commission that she obtained two houses 

for women leaving Bessborough with their children in the Mahon area from Cork 

county council which housed four women and their infants.  In other cases, she 

helped women to find private rented accommodation and helped them to pay their 

rent.  She stated that annual fundraising activities supported these initiatives and 

facilitated the procurement of prams, buggies and clothes for women and their 

babies.  In 1984, the congregational council was asked if they would purchase a 

newly built house in the vicinity of Bessborough to convert into flats for mothers 

and their toddlers.  The congregational council did not agree but gave a 

commitment to procuring rental accommodation to accommodate women and their 

babies who had no other options regarding accommodation when they left 

Bessborough.62  

 

Educational opportunities 

18.208 Sister Sarto told the Commission that, in response to increasing numbers of 

schoolgirls becoming residents, Bessborough’s education centre ran classes 

based on the secondary school curriculum and that social workers tried to provide 

girls, still in full-time education, with the means to continue their education through 

Vocational Educational Committee (VEC) schemes.  In addition, AnCO, the 

Industrial Training Authority, ran a commercial course in the home.63  Women 
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could take courses in typing and hairdressing and a course in electronics was 

introduced in 1983.  An AnCO tutor at Bessborough said that women who took a 

course were ‘happy and very interested in what they were doing’ and were all 

‘anxious to get themselves back to work’.  During 1982, 97 women availed of 

classes in the Bessborough Education Centre: 40 took an AnCO course; 33 took 

non-examination subjects; 13 were second level students and 11 were third level 

students.  Exam subjects which could not be provided for in Bessborough were 

undertaken in a nearby secondary school.  A preventive education programme, 

developed by social workers at Bessborough, was presented to teenage school 

children, male and female, in 14 schools during 1982.  Sister Sarto told the 

Commission that the VEC provided the services of a psychologist who offered 

individual counselling at Bessborough and the Southern Health Board financed 

group therapy sessions facilitated by a ‘variety of professionals, many from UCC’. 

 

Concerns about costs 

18.209 A Southern Health Board (SHB) memo, dated April 1985, stated that Bessborough 

had two functions: (a) as a mother and baby home, and (b) as a registered 

adoption society, ‘which has twice been struck off the register and reinstated later 

on both occasions’. The SHB was unhappy with the cost of providing the 

Bessborough services; the cost was given as £450,000.  The memo also 

suggested that the length of stay in Bessborough was generally too long and cited 

examples where ‘unmarried mothers who received Unmarried Mothers Allowance, 

and were also involved in AnCO training courses, were receiving free 

accommodation etc., in Bessborough’.  The SHB ‘hoped to cut their £450,000 

operating budget to ribbons’.  The congregation’s council minutes show that, by 

1987, the Bessborough budget has been reduced to £100,000.64 

 

Closure of maternity hospital 

18.210 In April 1985, the general hospital services division of the Department of Health 

wrote to Miss Reidy to say that a ‘nun/midwife’ working in Bessborough had been 

in contact in a private capacity to state that deliveries of babies should be 

discontinued there and that women should be transferred to a fully staffed 

maternity unit when they went into labour.  The department considered that 

Bessborough was ‘more or less’ a matter for the Southern Health Board ‘who don’t 
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seem to have a high regard for it’.  The letter asked Miss Reidy to keep an eye on 

Bessborough and added:  

I would be interested in hearing any developments re discontinuance of 

deliveries, a move which the Division would favour in light of overwhelming 

medical opinion and evidence re non-consultant staffed units. 

 

18.211 In August 1985, the Department of Health directed the Southern Health Board to 

take steps to phase out obstetrical services at Bessborough.  The decision was 

taken in the interests of the safety of women and their babies and to bring services 

in the home in line with those provided in similar homes throughout the country.  

Mother and baby homes should have a ‘social function only’: 

Serving as a refuge for unmarried mothers and their children and providing 

them with counselling and accommodation during the latter months of 

pregnancy and for a short period after delivery…  For the unmarried girls who 

reside in ‘mother and baby homes’, and their babies, pregnancy and delivery 

carry a much higher than average degree of risk and this is particularly so 

during the perinatal period.  The significant reduction in perinatal and neonatal 

mortality rates in recent years has been due to the vast improvement in 

maternity and neonatal services.  To continue to carry out deliveries of this 

high risk group in a non-consultant staffed unit, funded by a Health Board, 

would appear to be contrary to the Department’s clear policy on deliveries. 

 

18.212 In September 1985, the Department of Health noted that the Congregation of the 

Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary had agreed to discontinue obstetrical services at 

Bessborough and the Southern Health Board had made arrangements to transfer 

women for confinement in St Finbarr’s Hospital.  The congregation records show 

that it favoured this change and agreed with the SHB proposal that women could 

stay in St Finbarr’s with their babies for up to four days.  The SHB also stipulated 

that the maximum period for a post-natal stay in Bessborough would be six weeks.  

However, some of the women who gave birth in St Finbarr’s were requesting 

transfers back to Bessborough two to three hours after delivery.  This combined 

with the compulsory discharge of the mothers after six weeks meant that nurseries 

at the home quickly became crowded with unaccompanied new-born babies.  The 

SHB accepted that their new policy was not working and agreed to maintain 

women in the home for periods longer than six weeks.  As a trade-off, the SHB 

insisted that Bessborough would also cater for women with extra-marital 

pregnancies and women on their second pregnancies.  In addition, the SHB 
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decided that if a woman had decided to keep her baby that she would be obliged 

to care for her child ‘as any other mother in a home situation - feed, prepare feeds, 

wash etc. total care’ while living in Bessborough.  The SHB also directed the 

Bessborough authorities that no woman was to be allowed re-enter the home to 

participate in an AnCO training course and that such courses were to be 

undertaken on a non-residential basis.  The SHB stated their concern that single 

mothers claiming social welfare payments would also use the Bessborough 

address to claim a training grant. 

 

Tracing 

18.213 The congregational council minutes show that there was a significant increase in 

the number of people contacting Bessborough ‘seeking their roots’ and looking for 

documentation and information relating to their time in the home.  It was noted that 

this work was time intensive and that the sisters had received around 100 tracing 

inquiries in the last six months of 1987.65 

 

Rationalisation of mother and baby homes 

18.214 In February 1986, the Department of Health child care division drew up a 

rationalisation programme for mother and baby homes and infant nursing homes.  

The stated rationale of the proposals was to bring the facilities in question ‘in line 

with modern-day thinking and needs’ and to provide scope for ‘the re-deployment 

of any surplus resources into the development of support services for these 

families, in their own communities’.  Among other things, this programme 

suggested closing Bessborough.  The department stated that ‘greater tolerance 

and compassion’ towards the single pregnant girl, along with the development of 

voluntary organisations providing support, advice and information to single mothers 

who wished to keep their children, had accelerated a drop in demand for mother 

and baby homes.  The introduction of the Unmarried Mothers Allowance in 1973, 

the falloff in the number of children being placed for adoption and the rise in the 

number of Irish women seeking abortions in the UK were cited as further factors 

which influenced the demise of the mother and baby homes.  

 

18.215 The department noted that there were only 14 women in Bessborough in 

December 1985.  The department proposed that services at Bessborough would 

be gradually phased out and replaced with a scheme providing ten supervised 
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flatlets supported by ‘a strengthened community social work service’ and ‘an 

expanded fostering programme’.  It was envisaged that this scheme would cost in 

the region of £60,000 each year and would represent a significant saving to the 

Southern Health Board, which had provided funds of £444,300 to Bessborough in 

1984.  It was suggested that the surplus resources would be allocated to other 

child care services.   

 

18.216 In April 1988, the congregation began to develop other services at Bessborough.  

Sister Sarto formed the Blackrock Heritage Committee whose stated aim was to 

develop the Bessborough estate as a ‘cultural, educational and leisure amenity 

and tourist attraction’.  The congregation also planned to extend its services for 

one parent families with a focus on improved accommodation, additional 

counselling and guidance facilities and wider access to second and third level 

educational courses. 

 

18.217 In January 1989, a Department of Health official visited various institutions in Cork, 

including the Bessborough home.  In her report, the official stated that, despite an 

agreement between the Southern Health Board and the congregation, reached 

three years earlier with a view to phasing out services in the home, institutional 

services for women and their babies had continued at Bessborough.  Furthermore, 

the Southern Health Board had allocated £300,000 to Bessborough for 1989.  

There were 22 expectant women living in Bessborough at the time of her visit, two 

of whom ‘were on their second pregnancy and had toddlers staying with them’.  

She noted that most of the women attended an onsite FÁS Training Centre during 

the day.  

 

18.218 In 1991, a report on Bessborough by two members of the congregation noted the 

varied work which was being carried on there.  They noted that the congregation 

was actively involved in training and educating the pregnant women and that an 

onsite social welfare officer advised women, and those undertaking training 

courses, about their social welfare entitlements.  In addition to the hostel for single 

expectant women, the Sisters operated a day nursery and crèche for working 

mothers and maintained three flats for mothers and babies waiting for housing and 

a number of short stay flats for mothers and their new-borns.  Of the ten infants 

housed in the nursery at the time of their visit, one or possibly two were going for 
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adoption.  They noted that Sister Sarto was kept busy dealing with ever increasing 

queries from former residents.66 

 

18.219 The congregational council minutes for 1996 noted that, due to the negative 

attitudes towards the religious in Ireland, the authorities at Bessborough did not 

see fit to undertake fund raising activities.  It was also noted that a negative 

programme broadcast on Irish radio relating to living conditions in Bessborough 

during the 1950s further impacted on their ability to raise funds.  The Mother 

General donated £10,000 to the home to help bridge the shortfall. 

 

18.220 Bessborough continued to provide services for single women and their children, as 

well as married women with extra-marital children.  In the period 1986 to 1992, 826 

women, or an average of 118 women a year, were admitted to the institution.  By 

1998 this had dwindled to just 37 admissions.  In July 1998, Sister John Vincent 

wrote to the registrar of the Adoption Board to say that the congregation had 

decided to withdraw from the placement of babies for adoption but wished to 

continue its work of ‘search and reunion’ and the care of expectant women.  The 

last single expectant woman was admitted to Bessborough in November 1998 and 

the last woman and child were discharged in November 1999.  Other services for 

vulnerable women and children continue to be provided.    

 

Evidence of former Bessborough staff  

Sister Mary McManus, was in Bessborough 1948-69 and 1970-1998. 

18.221 Sister Mary was born in 1926.  She entered Bessborough in 1948.  She worked in 

one of the nurseries in the home looking after toddlers.  She said that the hospital 

was completely separate from the home and was run by a matron.  The women 

gave birth in the maternity hospital and were transferred to the home with their 

babies after around six weeks.  The four nurseries in the home were overseen by 

four registered nurses from among the congregation.  Sister Mary said that the 

social stigma associated with single motherhood at the time was ‘terrible, 

shocking’.  She described the women:   

They came in very distressed, very sad and they didn't want anybody to know 

about them and we tried to protect them all the time.  I was trying to make up 

stories for them and help them, do all I could, you know, so that the 
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neighbours or the parents or family nobody wanted to know them…  Well, we 

pretended that they were in England or pretended they were in Scotland and 

the Sisters abroad, we sent the letters over and the Sisters would stamp 

them… and they would stamp the letters and send them back and pretend 

that they were working in England… They were rejected by society, it was 

very sad, shocking and they were lovely girls. 

 

Many women entering Bessborough gave false names to protect their identity.  

This became obvious when a tracing inquiry was made.  In relation to ‘house 

names’, she said: 

That is what they wanted; God help them that is because they didn't want - it 

was all confidentiality.  All the time to protect them, all the time to protect, all 

my life trying to protect them. 

 

18.222 She remembered that girls as young as 14 were admitted.  She remembered one 

girl turning up at the convent covered in grass and carrying a baby having given 

birth in a field. In another instance: 

This girl came, this girl came at 1 o'clock in the day.  She came - now, this 

was in the early 80s, she came at one o'clock in labour.  I answered the door 

to her and she said to me "do you think I could be back at 6 o'clock in the 

evening?"  I said "I am sure you will".  So I took her down to the labour ward 

and she gives a list.  "Will you ever go down to the shop and get the groceries 

for me because my mother is in bed an invalid and she doesn't know I am 

having the baby".  I brought her over and handed her over to the midwife and 

she had her baby and she was back at 6 o'clock.  And we couldn't hold her…   

We got the doctor and we couldn't hold her.  And she went away and she 

went off and she didn't live too far away and she went back and the mother 

never knew a thing about her.  And then she came back after a couple of 

weeks and sorted things out with us.  We rang her doctor and we did 

everything… She went away after the baby was born, that was the pressure 

of society on her. 

 

18.223 Sister Mary stated that she was responsible for dress making and sewing in the 

institution and that, in the early years of the institution, all women dressed the 

same.  

And we, you see, some of them would - we didn't - some of them came in with 

clothes, some came in just with what they had on them. And we didn't want … 
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one looking down on the other and that is why we had them all in the same 

dress…  Until I think it was the 60s then, the girls decided and we decided 

that [they could wear their own clothes] 

 

18.224 She said that the women’s clothes were made from simple patterns made from 

either blue or red fabric.  Many women helped to make the clothes and some 

brought their own patterns with them.  She taught women tapestry, marquetry and 

lace making. 

 

18.225 Sister Mary said that, when the nursery at Bessborough became overcrowded, 

children were transferred to St Finbarr’s Hospital [Cork County Home] and children 

who could not be adopted were transferred there also.  The women’s relatives did 

not help in any way and they did not want their children at all.  Prior to the 

introduction of legal adoption, the Catholic Women’s Aid Society placed babies in 

the nursed out and boarded out informal adoption systems. 

 

18.226 Sister Mary remembered that the nights at Bessborough were often ‘great craic’.  

The ballet dancer Denise Moriarty often put on shows at the home along with 

singers and other performers and they had regular concerts in the home.  Danny 

Hobbs used to show films in the home.  The atmosphere in the home was ‘great’ 

and she heard few complaints.  

I did my very best to make them happy, I knew that they were sad and lonely 

and tried to help them and support them best I could.  I really loved them and I 

gave my whole life to them and I would do it all over again. 

 

18.227 Sister Mary remembered the two Department of Health inspectors, Miss Litster and 

Miss Reidy, visiting the institution.  Dr Sutton [gynaecologist] and a paediatrician 

worked at Bessborough for most of her time there.  Dr Sutton visited the maternity 

hospital Monday to Friday at 10am.  She did not recall any child dying in 

Bessborough during her time there.67  She worked in a nursery with toddlers and 

older children and there were no deaths among this group.  She explained that a 

woman whose child died in the maternity hospital would not be admitted to the 

home section of the institution.  She never encountered such women as they were 

discharged directly from the maternity hospital.  Sister Mary did not know anything 

about infant burials but stated her belief that infants were buried in the same onsite 
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cemetery as the nuns. (See the Commission’s 5th Interim Report) Sister Mary did 

not agree with the allegations made by June Goulding in her memoir (see below).  

She was particularly upset by the assertion that women in Bessborough were 

‘treated like criminals’ and that they were in Bessborough solely ‘to atone for their 

sins’.  

They were sinned against, the girls never sinned.  They were just used.  Poor 

little creatures, God help them… my heart went out to them. 

 

18.228 Sister Mary said that, when she returned to Bessborough in the 1970s, she was on 

the committee of the Sacred Heart adoption society.  She drove members of the 

committee around the country to interview prospective foster parents.  

When the people would write in about adoption, we would ask them to come 

in and visit us.  And we would ask them all about their - why did they want to 

adopt, all this sort of thing, you know.  And we would give them a 

questionnaire and they would take it home and fill it in.  And had a Garda 

report and all sorts of Garda references and finance and all that and their 

relationship with each other, did they want to adopt and why did they want to 

adopt, all that sort of thing.  And then they would come in, the couple would 

come in together and we do, Sister would interview them and then we would 

bring them in quite a few times.  The mother - the lady, the wife would come in 

on her own and the husband would come in on his own and then we would 

meet them again, you know, to see everything was in order and all that sort of 

thing.  To make sure they really wanted a baby, you know, things like that.  

And what else, you know and then we visit the home and see was the home 

okay and all that sort of thing.  And we'd visit the home several times before 

they got the baby to make sure. 

 

18.229 She said that women in Bessborough put their babies up for adoption of their own 

‘free will’.  She stated that she had a good relationship with the women and that the 

decision to place a child for adoption ‘came from themselves’.  

If a girl was leaving and she had the baby adopted, she would sign the Form 

10, she would sign the Form 10: that was the first.  Given the consent we 

could place the baby.  And then when she signed the Form 10 if we - we 

could place the baby when she signed it.  And then when the baby was six 

weeks old she could sign the final paper but she could still reclaim the baby 

until the adoption order was made.  That could be six months could be 12 

months, could be two years. 
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18.230 She said that ‘once a baby went’ the mothers left Bessborough.  The women were 

free to leave the home then with no restrictions whatsoever. 

 

Sister Úna Mulvey, [Sister Celeste] Bessborough, 1970-8568 

18.231 Sister Celeste worked as a midwife in Bessborough from 1970-85.  She worked in 

the nursery with two lay nurses.  Both lay nurses were salaried and, as far as she 

was aware, were paid by the congregation.  Dr Pillay was the visiting obstetrician 

and Dr Eithne Conlon was the visiting GP during her time there.  It was the policy 

to have one of the midwives present with the obstetrician.  

 

18.232 Sister Celeste said that she observed changes in attitudes towards single 

motherhood in Ireland during that period.  The introduction of Unmarried Mother’s 

Allowance was ‘a very big thing’ for women because previous to that most single 

women did not have the financial means to keep their babies.  She also stated that 

there was more social acceptance of single motherhood in the 1980s.  

So a number of them then began to rethink and they thought maybe they 

might keep their babies, you know, because that made a difference.  So they 

were applying for the Unmarried Mother's Allowance.  It was much more 

acceptable to be pregnant.  That was one of the differences I think.  I suppose 

between the time I started there and the time I finished, by the time I finished I 

saw that, I began to wonder, do we really need to actually do deliveries here 

[in Bessborough] because most of the women coming no longer needed to 

hide.  It was acceptable to be pregnant and they were out every day anyway 

down in the town and, you know, all places. 

 

18.233 She said that in 1978 practically all the woman who passed through Bessborough 

put their children up for adoption but by 1985 a large percentage of women (she 

estimated 25%) were opting to keep their babies. 

 

18.234 Sister Celeste said that she undertook a survey in 1984 to ascertain if women had 

any objection to being admitted to St Finbarr’s Hospital in the first instance to have 

their babies.  All but one woman expressed no concerns regarding this suggestion.  

The woman who did raise an objection was a teacher from the Cork area and it 

was important to her that she would not be recognised because she feared that it 

might affect her position in the school.  
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18.235 When Bessborough ceased to provide maternity services in the mid-1980s, they 

kept St Finbarr’s antenatal forms in the home to be dispatched with the women 

when they were transferred to St Finbarr’s for delivery.  They were careful to 

maintain the women’s anonymity when filling in the antenatal forms.  

When somebody needed to go to St. Finbarr's I just sent the notes you see 

because on the notes that we had in the maternity there was nothing that was 

confidential, you know.  It was all to do with the pregnancy and the mother 

and the baby, the growth of the baby and all that.  There was nothing about 

her background or anything so it was safe enough for that to go with the 

mother. 

 

18.236 Women continued to be admitted to Bessborough in the antenatal period.  Most 

needed the time to come to terms with their pregnancy and most were ‘unwanted 

pregnancies’.  Many women had been ousted from their family homes and many 

others had lost their jobs because they were single expectant women.  Their time 

in Bessborough gave them an opportunity to consider their options.  

 

18.237 Sister Celeste acknowledged that some women found institutional living conditions 

challenging.  

Some of the girls would have, you know they would find it difficult, you know, 

to be with other people like if they were an only child and they suddenly, you 

know … and especially if they had been rejected and now they are with a 

crowd and, you know, they might find mixing difficult.  So we would listen and 

we would see what we could do to help the person and that kind of thing. 

 

18.238 She said that Sister Philomena undertook renovations at Bessborough as she was 

anxious that women would have some privacy while in the home.  She put 

measures in place to ensure that women had their own rooms rather than living 

under dormitory conditions.  Women did not work in the maternity hospital:  

From my memory there was no mother, and I put my hand on the Bible, there 

was no mother who did housework of any description in the maternity.  What 

happened in the rest of the house I cannot say … I don't ever remember a 

mother taking a brush in her hand. 

 

18.239 Sister Celeste recalled that a woman who had been transferred to St Finbarr’s 

Hospital in the 1980s had told staff there that she had been involuntarily ‘digging 

potatoes’ and ‘scrubbing floors’.  Sister Celeste stated that there was no farm in 
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operation at Bessborough during her time there and that floors in the institution 

were carpeted.  There were employed staff in the maternity hospital ‘for cleaning 

and everything else’.  She said that during her time at Bessborough women were 

busy undertaking AnCO courses and were paid £15 a week.  Women could 

choose courses such as pottery, hairdressing, cooking, horticulture and typing.  

Many women living in Bessborough in the 1980s were doing the Intermediate and 

Leaving Certificates. 

 

18.240 Sister Celeste said that she met and examined every expectant woman admitted to 

the maternity hospital during her time there.  The regular contact with women 

allowed her to form a bond with them and their babies.  

You know it is amazing, you know, if you are a midwife and when you are … a 

baby in the womb and you know if you are in an outside hospital and you 

know they are just coming in once in a while, you mightn't see the same 

women the next time, but in Bessborough, you not only knew the mother, you 

began to know the baby.  You almost had a relationship with the baby 

because you knew how they were kicking … We knew them so well and we 

had a good relationship with them and they were so confident. 

 

18.241 There was one infant death in the maternity hospital during her time there.  Dr 

Pillay had been called to assist and performed a forceps delivery.  The baby was 

born with the umbilical cord knotted around the neck and died after ten minutes.  

I remember it so well and I remember Dr Pillay and the two of us we sobbed, 

we cried.  It was the little girl in the bed who consoled us.  The mother was the 

one consoling us. It was only afterwards I knew everything was back to front.  

We should have been consoling her and she was consoling us we were so 

upset. 

 

18.242 She believed that the infant was buried in a family plot in St Michael’s Cemetery.  

 

18.243 Sister Celeste stated that the infants born in the maternity hospital were moved to 

a larger nursery after about ten days.  The mother might have gone home at this 

stage to consider her options.  After a couple of weeks, infants were transferred to 

the nursery in the home and remained there until they were around 12 weeks old.  

She remembered that one child had been left in the nursery for five months as the 

mother had not come to a decision about its future.  The sister in charge of the 
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home nursery felt that this was too long for the child to be unaccompanied but they 

had no interaction with the mother or the prospective adoptive or foster parents. 

 

18.244 Sister Celeste remembered driving Sister Sarto to a farm to speak to a woman 

about a tracing request.  Sister Sarto put some potted plants in the back of the car 

so that they could pretend to be selling plants when they arrived at the woman’s 

house.  The woman in question had entered Bessborough under a false name but 

Sister Sarto had managed to locate her.  Having arrived at the farmhouse, Sister 

Sarto asked the woman to sit in the car with her and then revealed who she was 

and stated her business.  Sister Celeste stated that the woman was shocked and 

upset.  The woman said that she thought about her time in Bessborough and the 

child she had there every day.  She said that every night she had planned to tell 

her husband that she had had a child before she met him but could not bring 

herself to do so.  She said that she could not let her children and grandchildren 

know this about her. Sister Sarto pleaded with the woman stating ‘the woman [her 

daughter] just wants to meet you’.  The woman replied ‘I cannot meet her. Please 

leave and don’t ever come back’.  Sister Celeste stated that the woman who 

initiated the tracing was contacting Sister Sarto regularly looking for news and 

subsequently arrived at Bessborough from America. She stated that Sister Sarto 

told the woman that she could not bring her to meet her mother and that this 

caused the woman to become ‘angry’.  Sister Celeste stated that Sister Sarto was 

very upset by the case and felt that the woman held her responsible.  She stated 

that this was just one case and that there were ‘lots more’ tracing cases which 

ended in this fashion. 

 

18.245 Sister Celeste recalled one woman who arrived at Bessborough in labour.  She 

had her immediately transferred to St Finbarr’s hospital.  She arrived back to 

Bessborough with her child the following day.  Later that day, Sister Celeste was 

told that this woman had ‘put her suitcase out the window’ and she was attempting 

to leave the home via an upstairs window.  Sister Celeste told the woman that she 

was free to leave by the front door.  She cautioned the woman that she may still 

experience some bleeding so soon after the birth and advised her to stay in 

Bessborough for postnatal care.  The woman could not be convinced to stay in the 

maternity hospital.  She agreed to sign a note stating that she was discharging 

herself contrary to medical advice.  She left without her baby.  Sister Celeste said 

that this woman subsequently returned to Bessborough to put her child up for 

adoption.  The woman was insistent that the paperwork relating to the adoption be 
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done expeditiously and, as Sister Philomena was away, she drove the woman to a 

solicitor to sign the adoption papers.  Sister Celeste said that about three years 

later this woman took a legal case against the congregation claiming that Sister 

Celeste had ‘forced her to sign an adoption order’.  Sister Celeste produced the 

‘self-discharge’ document.  There was a significant time gap between the date of 

the woman’s discharge and the date on which she had returned to Bessborough to 

sign the adoption papers and the case against the congregation subsequently 

failed. Sister Celeste took umbrage with the woman’s claim that her child had been 

subject to a ‘forced adoption’.  However she stated that in her opinion ‘the woman 

should have got her baby back’. 

 

Sister Sheila Buckley, Bessborough 1971-74 and 1977-90 

18.246 Sister Sheila was transferred to Bessborough, along with two nurses, when 

Castlepollard closed in 1971.  There were between 40 and 60 women living in 

Bessborough at that time.  At Bessborough, she worked with Dr Sutton, who 

visited the home once a week, and Dr Eithne Conlon.  Sister Hildegarde was the 

Mother Superior at that time.   

 

18.247 She did not remember a working farm during her time at Bessborough but there 

were greenhouses.  The women living there were asked if they would prefer to 

work in the greenhouses or in the home.  No woman ever refused to do work 

incidental to the running of the home and the women ‘weren’t really troublesome’.  

She never heard any complaints from the women and Sister Hildegard was very 

sympathetic with them.  She described the atmosphere: 

Well they were always wary, when they came in, they made great friends 

among each other, the other girls that were there, you know.  They were 

always very happy and contented there.  They had a smoke room.  They 

smoked a lot in those days, inside and outside.  I mean they would play 

games and cards and that kind of thing.  You would hear them laughing all 

over the place so they weren't really very unhappy.  You would be saying be 

quiet and don't wake the babies in the nursery and things like that to them, 

you know.  They were young as well, you know.  But they seemed quite 

happy and contented, yes. 

 

18.248 She said that Sister Isabella was in charge of the women while they were in 

Bessborough.  Sister Isabella would refer them to a midwife if they were anxious 
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about their pregnancy.  She arranged their meals and clothes and supervised the 

dining room.  

She [Sister Isabella] was very kind to them really.  She'd mothered them more 

than anything I would say.  She was very considerate to them and always 

made sure that they had, you know, clean clothes and looked after their 

hygiene and things like that. 

 

18.249 Sister Sheila said that there were no uniforms in Bessborough during her time 

there and that women wore their own clothes. 

 

18.250 She was not aware of any infant deaths in Bessborough during her time there.  

However, she stated that infants who died in the home were buried in the 

congregational burial ground onsite at Bessborough. 

 

18.251 In her second period working in Bessborough, Sister Sheila was assistant to Sister 

Philomena who arranged adoptions from the home.  She remembered that women 

signed an adoption form before they went home but that they could claim the child 

back at any stage before signing the final adoption papers.  

You would talk to them obviously, find out what the reasons behind it all were.  

Very often it would be the family, you know, that made them change their 

minds when they went home… Well you would go and approach the adoptive 

parents and tell them the mother had changed her mind.  It all became very 

upsetting obviously for the adoptive parents but there was nothing that could 

be done about that. 

 

18.252 Sister Sheila stated that neither she nor Sister Philomena ever put pressure on a 

woman to have her child adopted.  Such pressure came from their families and 

‘from society in general’.  Women would often tell her that their decision to place 

their children for adoption was influenced by their own mothers or grandmothers.  

The women returned to Bessborough when they had made a decision and Sister 

Philomena would talk with them to make sure that they were happy to proceed with 

the legalities of adoption.  Sister Philomena would then take the woman to a 

solicitor to sign the final adoption papers.  

She would phone to say she was coming back, the mother would, yes, or 

write, you know … She might stay overnight a night or two but the ones I 

remember they just came in the morning and, you know, had their mind made 
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up and just went in and signed the paper, provided the solicitor was available, 

yes. 

 

18.253 She described the process of handing over a child to adoptive parents: 

In a normal case, well if the baby went from the Neonatal Ward where I would 

be working, I would dress the baby, the mothers provided the clothes, I would 

dress the baby and take the baby to the parlour.  I would meet Sister 

Philomena and she would do the handing over of the baby… She [the mother] 

wouldn't be present where the adoptive parents were but she would know.  

She would be dressing the baby with me if she was still in the home… she 

would know the parents were coming that day for the baby.  She would be 

with you but she wouldn't go to the parlour with you, not in my time. 

 

18.254 Sister Sheila acknowledged that this was a distressing time for many mothers.  

The women would have a certain amount of information regarding the background 

of the adoptive parents but, as far as she was aware, never actually met them. 

 

18.255 There were few supports available to women who wished to take their babies 

home with them and women who did so would have been dependent on the 

support of their families. 

 

Dr Pillany Pillay: Visiting Consultant Obstetrician to Bessborough in the 

early 1980s  

18.256 Dr Pillay trained in the Royal College of Surgeons Ireland and qualified in 1965.  

From 1974 to 1980, he was a Consultant Obstetrician at St Finbarr’s Hospital, 

Cork.  He became involved with Bessborough through his association with Dr 

Sutton who also worked in St Finbarr’s Hospital.  Dr Sutton was visiting 

Obstetrician to the Bessborough Hospital from 1945 until his death in January 

1980.  Dr Pillay said that women from Bessborough attended St Finbarr’s for 

antenatal classes.  After Dr Sutton died, the Bessborough administrators would call 

Dr Pillay to attend at a difficult labour and his association with Bessborough grew 

from there.  He stated that there was no official appointment but he received a 

‘small cheque’ from the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts every month.  Dr Pillay 

recalled that Sister Martha was the Mother Superior at Bessborough during his 

time there, Sister Sarto ‘administered’ the institution and Sister Celeste was the 

resident midwife.  Dr Pillay said that Sister Celeste was extremely competent.  He 

said that the women from Bessborough did not like attending St Finbarr’s for 
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antenatal treatment as they feared being recognised so he decided that he would 

conduct the antenatal care in Bessborough.   

 

18.257 He also attended deliveries at Bessborough and women were transferred to St 

Finbarr’s only in exceptional cases. Sister Celeste delivered the majority of the 

babies and Dr Pillay was called if an episiotomy required repair or if a woman 

suffered from pre-eclampsia.  He said that there was oxygen and nitrous oxide 

(gas and air) available to women at Bessborough but there were no epidurals 

available to them; epidurals were not available in St Finbarr’s Hospital at that time 

either.69  Local anaesthetic was used in cases where he repaired a birth passage.  

He said that women in Bessborough were well-fed and healthy.  He understood 

that they did some work in the grounds of the institution and always seemed to him 

to be ‘quite a happy lot’.  

 

A social worker worked in Bessborough for three months in 1984 

The witness grew up near Bessborough and recalled that ‘it was kind of a local fear 

that if you stepped out of line you go to Bessborough’.  She recalled walking 

through the grounds as a child, with her mother, who told her not to look at the 

women who were working there.  She said that she was an intern trainee social 

worker at Bessborough.  She recalled that there were three social workers there at 

that time: Sister Sarto and two lay women.  There were a number of training 

courses, such as gardening and secretarial skills, being offered at Bessborough 

during her time there and she sat in on these during her working day.  In the run up 

to Christmas 1984, she was engaged in making holly wreaths with women living in 

Bessborough and another social worker.  She remembered one girl in particular.  

She stated: 

She was a teenager.  She was definitely under 16.  I was told initially by Sister 

Sarto I think it was, or one of the other staff members, that her family had 

dumped her at the door with her suitcase because she was pregnant as a 

result of incest and she had an intellectual disability, and I just remember her. 

 

18.258 She also remembered two other expectant women who were waiting for their 

boyfriends to visit.  She said that she did not know how to support them but sat 

with them as they waited.  One man walked up the driveway to the main house and 
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both women ran out to greet him.  Neither woman knew that this man had fathered 

each of their children. 

 

18.259 She never saw the living quarters at Bessborough but stated that she had her 

meals with the women and staff every day.  She recalled: 

I never went beyond the dining room.  There was a private, kind of where they 

were living, I was never allowed in there, but I had my meals there every day 

and I remember the food was really nice… We would have a three course 

dinner every day. 

 

18.260 She remembered seeing some old women at Bessborough.  Some appeared to be 

as old as 80 and she thought that they had been there all their lives and were 

institutionalised.   

 

18.261 She said that she sat with the women making holly wreaths and they talked about 

their issues and about moving into independent accommodation.  She stated that 

the conversations were about ‘typical stuff, boyfriends, labour pains and babies 

names and things like that’.  

One might be kind of crying because her boyfriend didn't write and someone 

else might be thinking of what she was going to call the baby.  

 

18.262 She remembered visiting some accommodation on the north side of Cork city to 

see if it was appropriate.  

The women who I went to see accommodation with were from the north side 

of Cork city… They were kind of going back to the area, back to their own 

area but very much they were going to support in the community.  Like, they 

were setting up home for themselves.  It was kind of a positive thing. 

 

18.263 The women did not use their real names during their time in Bessborough; they felt 

that this was in their own best interest.  She never saw a doctor visiting 

Bessborough but she remembered that the women used to talk about Dr Pillay.  

They used to talk about him in a very positive way.  That he was gentle and I 

remember them explaining to me because I hadn’t a clue.  They were telling 

me about the different doctors and how it was good to get him.  He was the 

one they were all hoping for. 
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18.264 The women in Bessborough during her time there were admitted three to six 

months before their due date.  She never witnessed any mistreatment or 

maltreatment of the women in Bessborough and she recalled that any upset was 

always more to do with the boyfriends and the women’s own families.  She did not 

see any relatives visit during her time there.  She described the general 

atmosphere: 

Well from what I could remember it seemed okay.  I was probably glad to get 

out of there in the evenings but I suppose because I had grown up expecting 

all this awful stuff it seemed fine you know.  It seemed comfortable and it 

didn't seem like - you know the classrooms didn't seem different to anything 

else you know.  It didn't seem to be a problem… Now I went home when it 

started to get dark and I wasn’t there at weekends or anything but during the 

day it seemed ok. 

 

18.265 She remembered that visitors did call to see women in Bessborough.  However, 

these were always planned to avoid lots of visitors arriving together.  The women 

did not speak freely when she was in their company and she was regarded as an 

outsider.  Women formed their own relationships with other women in the home 

and there was a mix of young girls and ‘older, more streetwise women: they had 

little in common apart from the fact that they were pregnant’.  She remembered 

some women talking about the processes of adoption and stating that they would 

have no control over it.  She said that this had nothing to do with Bessborough and 

was determined by each woman’s specific set of circumstances.  There was a 

general assumption that adoption would be the normal kind of outcome.  However, 

she stated: 

I think the girls that I went to the house with they stood out.  They were kind of 

breaking the norm at that time.  Maybe it was the beginning of people moving 

out into supported accommodation or whatever but they seemed to be, they 

stood out because they were doing something different. 

 

18.266 These women were preparing to move into rented accommodation together and to 

live independently with their babies.  She remembered that one of the social 

workers advised the women on the type of state assistance that was available to 

them.  She stated that the social workers at Bessborough were confident that the 

women’s families would re-engage with them once they were settled in their own 

communities.  
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Yes, the girls were from Cork City.  They were definitely from Cork City 

because I know the area we went up to and it was very near where they were 

living you know and I know the talk at the time with [other social workers] was 

that eventually their families would start kind of engaging with them and 

support them…It was a rented flat.  It was nice…there was great excitement 

about it...Those girls; again I'd say they were young enough.  You know I don't 

think they were even eighteen.  They would have been quite young, or they 

might have just been eighteen, but they were young, but they knew one 

another so it wasn't just one in isolation. 

 

18.267 She stated that some women had no other option.  She did not see women 

receiving counselling but that that did not necessarily mean that there was no 

counselling available.  Two of the social workers sat with the women every day 

during their classes. 

 

18.268 She recalled being asked to assess the home of a prospective foster parent and 

she felt that she should not have been asked to do this due to her lack of 

experience.   

 

18.269 She said that placentas were burned in an incinerator at Bessborough every 

Thursday and ‘you could smell them burning all over the grounds’.  She wondered 

what that was like for women who had given birth there. 

 

18.270 She recalled that the holly wreaths were sent into the city to be sold.  However, 

she did not remember the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts operating a shop nor 

were women expected to sell anything.  She said that there was no pressure on 

women to work quickly and that they sat working and chatting.  She said that the 

older social workers were ‘kind, laid back and gentle’ and were a great support to 

the women.  

 

18.271 She said that her time in Bessborough as a social worker left a completely different 

impression than the one she had grown up with and from what she had read about 

the institution.  She remembered that the women living in Bessborough supported 

each other in their shared experience.  She had no ‘heart-breaking or emotional’ 

memories of Bessborough.  She was eager to stress that she was not 

‘glamourising’ Bessborough, and that she had been there by choice.  However, 
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she said that if it had been awful she would not have stayed there for three 

months. 

 

Sister Sarto, 1981-98. 

18.272 Sister Sarto worked in Bessborough from 1981 to 1998 as a social worker.  She 

graduated from University College Cork and obtained a postgraduate qualification 

in social work from Glasgow University.  She said that she oversaw Bessborough’s 

transition from a ‘medical’ to a ‘holistic’ system of dealing with women and their 

babies.  She explained that maternity services at Bessborough ceased at the 

behest of the Southern Health Board around 1986 and that ‘because society was 

changing’ women could have their babies in St Finbarr’s Hospital and then return 

to Bessborough to be ‘looked after’.  

When I say "holistic" I mean the whole lot.  I did out a chart of all of the things, 

which was; the girl, the girl becomes pregnant but she has other problems as 

well.  She may be a very young girl; she may be continuing her education.  I 

approached the VEC and we got teachers who would do their exams.  At that 

stage it was the Inter Cert and the Leaving Cert.  If there was a third level 

student UCC would offer assistance.  That would be, that would be education.  

Again as time was moving on and more and more girls were keeping their 

babies there were two, there were two nurseries, nurseries for the older child.  

The older child, when I say "older" maybe weeks or months, where a girl 

could not make up her mind whether she would have the baby adopted or not, 

or could she, we offered her all of the different choices that were available to 

her.  Again as time was changing a lot of the girls were keeping their babies 

so what we needed was, and they were growing up, and what we needed was 

a crèche, so we started a crèche again. 

 

18.273 Sister Sarto said that there were two other qualified social workers working at 

Bessborough during her time there.  Their salaries were paid for out of a grant from 

the Adoption Board but she herself was unsalaried.  She described the placement 

of children for adoption:  

Well, first of all, the couple who were interested would have to write to us and 

we would reply to them, ask them to come for a visit and explain the 

procedure of adoption.  In all we were obliged by the Adoption Board that 

three meetings had to take place; one to the home and two separate 

meetings, but it always meant that you would go back a second, maybe a 

third and a fourth time to see them… We would explain what they needed to 
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have; like birth certificates, baptismal certificates, character references, all 

those, Garda clearance, all of that.  They would produce all of that.  When we 

had all that all in place we would bring them back in again and discuss with 

them.  We told them that we had a committee and in the committee was 

people of different disciplines and that we would decide how, what, what 

criterion would fulfil the need of the girl?  The girl in the meantime would be, 

would be counselled by one of the social workers, [ …] and then we had other 

social workers would come in for a short while.  Together we would, the social 

workers and ourselves would sit down and these are the families, this is what 

the girl wants.  She might not want; she may not want her baby to be placed 

in the country.  She may want the baby to be placed - she may want a 

professional background or she may not want a professional background… 

The natural mother would have the control.  I just wanted to say too that with 

the different professionals that we had on the Board they would do their own 

investigation.  Like we had […] who was a Superintendent of the Guards, he 

would be asked if there was any question of anything inappropriate he would 

do the investigation.  For example, maybe somebody's husband might have 

an alcohol problem or whatever or would be known.  He would do the 

investigations from that angle.  Dr Conlon from a medical point of view, if 

there was anything on the medical because they were also asked for medical 

examination.  Garda clearance also would come in.  References from the 

employer.  Income, whether the income that they were on would it be 

sufficient to support a child… In the process then the social worker would be, 

would be looking after the girl, the girl herself.  This would all take place 

before the baby was born.  If a girl came in at whatever time, two months, 

three months, at any time they would come in, the Social worker would look 

after her and try to get her to accept what is the best thing for this child, for 

your child… She would work that through with the mother.  Was there a 

chance of maybe getting married, maybe keeping the baby, maybe the baby 

going home to grandparents?  All of the options that were open to the girl they 

would be explored by the social worker and given time to absorb all of that.  

For herself, she would be a disturbed young woman coming in and giving her 

time to weigh up what she, the knowledge that she was given. 

 

18.274 Sister Sarto said that all children were medically examined before placement for 

adoption.  Any illnesses or physical and mental health issues were always 

disclosed to potential adoptive parents.  The adoption process started when the 
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woman had made a decision on the matter and once the child was old enough for 

placement.  In cases where a woman could not make her mind up about adoption, 

Sister Sarto said: 

What we would say to a girl is go home if you can and make your mind up.  

See what it is going to be like if you go home with a baby and to take as long 

as she possibly could to make her decision.  If it was going beyond the stage 

of maybe three months, four months then the social workers would become 

worried here is a child and it does not know where it is going.  So again we 

would try and make contact with the birth mother to make, you know not to 

pressurise her but to make a decision for the sake of the child. 

 

18.275 The Sacred Heart adoption society liaised with various health boards and other 

adoption agencies when considering the placement of a child.  

… we had meetings with the Adoption Board at least once a year. We also 

had meetings with the Southern Health Board; Kerry, Waterford, Dungarvan 

and Wexford.  If there was a family there that were a more suitable family for 

a baby then we would liaise with the social worker or the social worker from, 

we will just say from Kerry, might say well you can't place that baby in Kerry 

because it will be well known, its family would be well known so they would 

say will you place the baby for adoption… We would do that. So there was a 

lot of interaction going on between us. Also the Catholic Protection in Dublin, 

we had a lot of dealings with them in the past because some of the girls would 

come, would go to Dublin and get pregnant there, be sent to Cork.  So we had 

a fair amount of dealing with the, I don't know what they are called now but 

they were called then the Catholic Protection and Rescue. 

 

18.276 According to Sister Sarto, the mother’s wishes were paramount when it came to 

placing her child; it always came down to the same question ‘What did the mother 

want?’  Women were generally given a choice of three potential adoptive parents.  

The woman would be given alternative options if, having met the prospective 

parents, she did not like them.  This was not always the case, particularly in the 

early 1980s when a relatively high number of women continued to seek admission 

to Bessborough.   As the number of admissions reduced, women had more of a 

choice.  Sister Sarto explained that the reduction in the number of women who 

sought admission to Bessborough in the late 1980s was due to ‘societal reasons’ 

and that parents had become more accepting of their unmarried daughters having 

babies.  She acknowledged that the availability of state benefits to single mothers 
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was also an important factor.  She had approached Cork Corporation in the early 

1980s and asked them to provide two houses close to Bessborough to house 

women who were leaving the home with their babies but had nowhere to go.  

There were four flats in Bessborough that were also used as temporary 

accommodation for women who were keeping their babies.  

I went to the Corporation and I asked for houses for the girls and they were, 

they gave me two houses.  The girls who were keeping their babies needed 

more attention and they would be - we had, in the beginning the two houses 

there were three mothers and three babies in each house but then we found 

that three was too many so we cut it down to two.  Then after that we had, we 

had hopes of building social housing for the babies but that didn't happen and 

the bust came…  We would also have other houses that we might have an 

eye on.  We had a house ourselves down the road, so we tried to cope with 

the girls who didn't have anywhere to go. 

 

18.277 Women stayed in these houses until their social worker found accommodation for 

them.  Women who needed ‘a lot of support’ tended to stay in these houses for 

longer periods. 

 

18.278 Sister Sarto said that the use of ‘house names’ allowed women to maintain their 

anonymity while in the home and after leaving the institution but stressed that there 

was no compulsion on women to do so.  

It was for the sake of the girl herself that she would require that, but if she 

wanted to keep her own name that was perfectly all right.  The reason being 

that should they meet afterwards, two girls might meet afterwards, one may 

not care who knew it but the other may be conscious of it… and the same with 

us if we met a girl outside unless she approached us we wouldn't approach 

her. 

 

18.279 She said that some women who sought admission to Bessborough did not want to 

stay in the home itself as they did not want to be recognised by other women living 

there at the same time.  In these cases, women were placed with families in the 

community until the baby was born. 

 

18.280 Two infants died in Bessborough during her time there.  She said that both were 

buried in the congregational cemetery at Bessborough.  A third infant had been 

disinterred from elsewhere and buried in Bessborough also.  A plaque in memory 
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of the children who had died in Bessborough was placed on the folly in 1986 or 

1987 and the congregation had organised a commemorative event at that time:  

We had a special ceremony for it; we had a little hymn composed in their 

honour.  We had a full day of celebration of this… we had a film director 

whose child had died. He had a special celebration there as well.  So we had 

a full day of celebrating the deaths of the babies in my time, I think it was 

about 1986/87. 

 

18.281 Sister Sarto did not know where children who died in Bessborough from the 1920s 

to the 1970s were buried.  She said that she had visited cemeteries in Cork in a bid 

to ascertain where the children had been buried but could not settle the matter.  

Many women gave birth in St Finbarr’s hospital and, if a baby was born in St 

Finbarr’s and subsequently died there, she was not able to find out where they 

were buried. 

 

18.282 The women admitted to Bessborough during her time there were generally referred 

by a doctor, priest, teacher or self-referred.  The women were assigned a social 

worker and received counselling during their confinement.  

Now when the baby is born a decision would have to be made what was best 

for her, for baby?  If she decided on keeping, we would find accommodation 

for her and the social worker would continue to help her through any problems 

she had.  In the meantime in the hospital they would be doing all of these 

exercises; what to do with the baby and how to look after the baby.  If the girl, 

then if she went home she went home and she lived with her parents, stayed 

with her parents maybe and if she was not they would try to find a place for 

her.  So the social worker would be dealing with all of that; getting her to 

acknowledge what has happened, to come to terms with what has happened 

and what is the best thing for your child, and taking her through all of that.  

Then a decision would be made. 

 

18.283 In the latter years of her time at Bessborough the families of women living in the 

home became more involved.  Mothers and grandmothers would visit women and, 

on seeing the baby, would advise the mother not to go through with the adoption.  

This became a more regular occurrence in the latter years of the home’s operation 

and the congregation encouraged family involvement in the decision making 

process relating to adoption.  The social workers at Bessborough discussed the 

options available to women that might help them to consider keeping the baby 
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such as the prospect of marriage or hopes that the father of the child might 

become involved.  More and more boyfriends were becoming involved and willing 

to support the women and their babies in this period. 

 

18.284 Sister Sarto explained the adoption process: 

If she decided look this is what I want to do we would produce Form 10 and 

take her through Form 10 and what it meant, and that she had a right to 

withdraw that consent at any time if she wished even though the baby was 

gone for adoption.  She was told about the legal side of that, that she had a 

right and the adoptive parents have a right to take a Section 3 case… So the 

Form 10 would be explained to her.  She was told did she want her baby to 

go, when does she want the baby to go?  She just couldn't walk off and leave 

it and we would be reminding her to make, to make her decision, whichever 

way it was.  If she decided then on adoption she signed Form 10 and a social 

worker or anybody could, well the social worker could witness that Form 10.  

Then it would be explained to her that after three months that she, you know 

she would be making a decision, a final decision.  Now if she was not ready 

that three months could be extended.  Eventually if she wanted to continue 

and say, yes, this is what I want to do we would explain to her that she would 

have to see a solicitor… The social worker would accompany her to the 

solicitor, introduce her to the solicitor, he would have the Form 4 adoption in 

front of him and he would explain to her, her legal rights.  If she wanted to 

continue and sign the paper she would sign.  She would be told and this 

finishes, you know you are no longer the mother. 

 

18.285 Sister Sarto explained that a child was not placed with a family immediately after a 

woman signed a Form 10.  The congregation encouraged women to go home and 

to think about their decision.  Sometimes a woman would return to Bessborough 

with a family member and they would take the child home.  If the woman could not 

make a decision then social workers at Bessborough would advise her not to sign 

the adoption forms.  If a woman had signed a Form 10 and subsequently decided 

to keep her baby, the Form 10 was ‘torn up’. When a woman had made a decision 

to put her child up for adoption, she was brought to a solicitor to complete the 

process.  This involved only the woman and the solicitor but a social worker sat 

with the woman if requested to do so.  The solicitor would always ask a woman if 

she ‘understood what she was signing’ and that it was ‘what she wanted’. 
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Landscaper, Bessborough, c.1983-2003. 

18.286 The witness was contacted by Sister Sarto in 1983 to assist with landscaping and 

other work at Bessborough.  He was a civil servant and he worked in Bessborough 

in a voluntary capacity.  Sister Sarto had set up AnCO employment schemes which 

took on local unemployed men.  When he started there, the farm had been 

neglected for over 40 years and the ‘place was a wreck’.  The farm buildings were 

renovated under the AnCO schemes and he built a garden and courtyard for the 

women living in the home.  He helped to design and build a heritage park at 

Bessborough in 1986 or 1987.  He built a ‘Celtic garden’ with a waterfall feature to 

the south east of the congregational graveyard in the area adjacent to the folly, a 

feature he called ‘the Keep’.  He dug up trees in the area surrounding the 

graveyard and folly garden feature.  

So, I did a lot of excavation in that area around the graveyard… They've 

actually cut some of those trees down but it's around, all around the back of 

the walled-in graveyard.  There is an old Keep there.  An old stone keep, a 

natural stone keep and it is all around that, the back of the … actually where 

the Nuns are buried in the graveyard.  

 

18.287 He used a JCB to excavate the ground surrounding the graveyard and folly.  He 

had to dig five or six feet deep to dig up the roots of trees.  He was never told that 

he could not undertake ground works in any particular area at Bessborough.  

Some years later an archaeologist told him that the area surrounding the Sisters’ 

graveyard and folly was suspected to be a children’s graveyard.  He frequently 

found large bones while digging in this area; he believed these to be the ‘very old 

bones of animals’.  Because of their large size, he was satisfied that they were the 

skeletal remains of a cow and that he found nothing that resembled a human bone.  

I would say that I did a lot of excavation down there and I came across 

nothing at all…That’s why I am here really.  To say that in my time down 

there…I came across nothing that would say that that was a child’s bones or a 

child’s skull or anything like that. I came across nothing like that. 

 

18.288 He was not aware of any children’s burial ground at Bessborough and he never 

heard anyone speak about a children’s burial ground during his time there.  As far 

as he knew, children were buried in St Finbarr’s cemetery during the time that he 

worked there and he ‘never saw any funerals down in Bessborough of babies’.  

I dug up the water pipe twice, going into the place.  So I did, as I said, a lot of 

excavation.  When I went there the place had actually been neglected for 
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many, many years.  So there was a lot of trees had grown up in the 

wilderness basically.  So, when I was clearing the wilderness with the JCB, so 

I did quite a lot of excavation, but never came across any bones that I could 

say were children's bones. 

 

18.289 He was working in Bessborough in the period when land to the east of the 

Bessborough estate, and adjacent to the congregational graveyard and folly, was 

sold to a private developer.  The development of this parcel of land was halted by 

the economic downturn.  He witnessed different stages of the development of this 

site and he remembered the mounds of earth that were dug up during the site 

clearance.  He stated that he did not hear of any human bones being unearthed 

during this work. 

 

18.290 He dug a crater 30 to 40 feet wide and around nine feet deep to create a pond in 

the area to the west of the congregational graveyard and north of the avenue 

leading to the folly.  No human bones were unearthed during this work. 

 

18.291 The witness used maps and aerial photography of the Bessborough estate, dating 

from 1951 to the present, to provide the Commission with in-depth information on 

various developments which took place on the Bessborough estate during his time 

there. 

 

 

Evidence of former Bessborough residents  

The experiences described by the former residents who gave evidence to the 

Commission are largely set out in their own words.  In some cases, particular 

information which might identify the witnesses has not been included. 

 

Resident A: Mother early 1960s  

18.292 Resident A became pregnant when she was aged 18.  She travelled to London 

and told a priest that she was pregnant.  The priest put her in contact with the 

Crusade of Rescue who made arrangements for her return to Ireland.  She felt that 

she should have stayed in England as she would have been able to keep her baby 

there.  She was met at Cork harbour by a car and driver who took her to 

Bessborough.  
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I had never been to Cork before and knew no one there.  I had no idea where 

I was going and did not know that once I had gone there [Bessborough] I 

would not be able to leave again. 

 

18.293 On her arrival at Bessborough, she was given a uniform ‘canvas overall’.  She said 

that her belongings and life savings were taken from her.  She said that she was 

not allowed to leave the home as there were bars on all the windows and the doors 

were locked.  

Even without these measures it would have been impossible to leave: all of 

our things had been confiscated, we had no clothes and no money.  From 

time to time we were allowed outside but were always escorted by nuns… 

They marched us around like soldiers.  These are the only times I remember 

being allowed outside. 

 

18.294 She said that she had no rights in Bessborough.  She was given a ‘house name’.  

She never saw anyone from the outside and she was not allowed to maintain 

contact with family and friends.  She wrote letters to her mother which were sent to 

London first and then posted to her mother in Ireland.  The nuns supervised and 

censored her letters and coerced her to write positive things about the home while 

she and her baby were ill.  She stated that there was a ‘rule of silence’ in 

Bessborough and that those who broke it were ‘reprimanded’.  

At Bessborough we got up at 5am every morning and went to mass.  

Afterwards we fed the babies in the nursery, but never our own.  For the rest 

of the day we were assigned duties.  I scrubbed the stone floors of the long 

halls and passageways.  At around 7pm we were put to work in the 

community room where 20 or 30 of us sat around embroidering Christmas 

cards… We were put to bed at 9pm… We worked in this fashion every single 

day.  We were never paid for the work we did.  We were made to work even if 

we were very ill, as I was.  No excuses were ever accepted-it was just as if 

the nuns had no hearts at all.  There was no education given to us and no 

time for recreation.  During the day we worked and prayed, prayed for 

forgiveness… I was often given night duty on the labour ward.  If the labour 

ward was not busy I was made to scrub long, cold stone-flagged passages on 

my hands and knees all through the night. 
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18.295 She said that there were about 30 beds in her dormitory and that it was ‘always 

cold and draughty’.  The women whispered to each other at night but were made to 

stand by the bed as punishment.  

You could hear the girls crying at night.  We went to bed frightened and 

always woke up frightened. 

 

18.296 They were able to bathe but were seldom allowed to.  

I really only remember eating potatoes during my time there, though we had 

sausage on Sunday mornings.  The sisters lived in the Convent and 

definitively did not eat the same food we did.  They had us to serve and wait 

on them and lived a beautiful life compared to us… You had to show respect 

to the nuns every time they passed, and each time they would demean you. 

 

18.297 Most girls ‘towed the line’ and learned how to stay out of trouble.  Some tried to 

‘escape’ but were ‘captured, brought back and punished’.  Women were ‘routinely 

denied contact with their children’ as punishment. 

 

18.298 She said that she received no medical care during her pregnancy in Bessborough 

and never saw a doctor or a nurse.  She stated ‘I had none in Bessborough, no 

care at all.  I never remember being examined’.  She said that her work in 

Bessborough included scrubbing the hallway and attending in the labour ward at 

night.  There was no one in the labour ward to assist women in labour at night and 

the nuns only attended for ‘daylight care’.  

 

18.299 She did make friends at Bessborough.  She recalled, ‘they were beautiful girls.  I 

mean that’s all we had, we only had each other’.  She said that one woman’s 

mother sent her food.  She said that, when she went into labour, she was locked in 

a room alone for 72 hours.  She was afraid and in terrible pain and when she 

screamed or called for help she was ‘abused’.  

I was screaming with the pain, three days screaming with the pain and all you 

got was, "Oh you should have thought about this nine months ago."  "You 

have got to suffer for your sins and you have got to put up with it."  And the 

more you screamed the more she abused you, which I call abuse now. 

On my second day in labour I was given an injection by Sister Veronica 

Cleary [midwife].  To this day I do not know what the injection was but I 

believe that this was what caused my baby’s death and almost caused my 

own.  
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18.300 She said that she overheard two nuns arguing and one accused the other of 

injecting her with a dirty needle which had caused an infection.  She said that she 

developed an abscess at the injection site and that she became unwell soon 

afterwards.  Dr Sutton lanced the abscess.  

I had an abscess half the size of a football; it was protruding and at the very 

end I was terribly ill.  I could only sit on one side of my bottom and painful 

even then to sit and I was made to go to church, go to Holy Communion.  I 

was terribly embarrassed, you know, to say the pain.  But finally the doctor, Dr 

Sutton was called: a cruel, cruel individual because I wasn't turned over 

properly.  He never said who he was, never said my name.  He just flung you 

over on the side and brandished this long thin knife in front of me and then 

there was no preparation, there was no nothing, he just cut you and then went 

out.  I could hear the poison pouring on the floor.  They were all just inhuman. 

 

18.301 She said that she wanted to give her son a specific name but the nuns refused to 

allow her to do so as the chosen name was a ‘protestant name’.70   

 

18.302 She said that Bessborough was always cold and that she was forced to feed her 

infant in a cold passageway outside the nursery.  She was not allowed into the 

nursery for reasons unknown to her.  After two or three days the child ‘would not 

eat, would not drink his bottle and would not swallow’.  She had developed an 

abscess on her breast and the baby was being bottle-fed.  She said that a nun 

took the child from her, told her that ‘she was not feeding him properly’ and ‘almost 

smothered the baby by stuffing the bottle down the child’s throat’. 

 

18.303 She subsequently became ill herself.  She developed a lame leg, a high fever and 

a pain in her head but said that the nuns did not want to know.  She asked for a 

nurse for herself, but she was ignored and given nothing to relieve the pain.  She 

was told ‘It was your suffering, your sin and you had to cope with it’.  She ‘was left 

there to die’ and she will never understand ‘the cruelty’.  She described the nuns at 

Bessborough as ‘the most cruel, barbaric individuals’ she ever met.  

 

18.304 The baby was transferred to St Finbarr’s Hospital aged 19 days.  He died there 19 

days later.  The cause of death was given as renal failure and septicaemia.   

                                                           
70

 A number of boys born in Bessborough were christened with this name; Resident A’s son was given this as his second 
name.   
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My son died at six weeks… My son was a beautiful, blonde-haired boy; 

perfect.  I believe he died as a result of the neglect he suffered from those at 

Bessborough… Another woman told me that they had kept my son in a dying 

room.  I begged the nuns to take my son to hospital but they only did so after 

two weeks had passed.  My son died in hospital. 

I was told by one of the girls that my baby was held in the dying room after he 

died and I asked where he was kept and I was told by a girl, who had a two-

and-a-half year old baby herself that was in another part of the convent that 

he was in the dying room.  I cannot get over this and this is one of the horrors 

that stays with me… I wasn’t prepared for this inhumane treatment. 

 

18.305 One of the nuns told her that her child was buried in the small cemetery at 

Bessborough. 

…she told me my baby had died and I asked her could I go to my baby's 

burial and I was told I couldn't go, even though I was 100 feet, 100 feet away 

from the burial now I know he was buried 100 feet from where I was, I wasn't 

allowed to go with him.  I don't know if he was buried in a coffin.  I don't know 

if he was buried in a gown or what he was buried in.  I don't know if there 

were prayers said over him.  I have no information. 

 

18.306 She said that if she herself had died she would be buried in an unmarked grave 

like her baby.  A doctor was never called to attend to her or to her baby.  She 

believes that she was discriminated against because she was ‘illegitimate’ herself.  

I am sure there were other girls that were left out as well and other girls did 

disappear and, overnight with their babies and we presumed they had died. 

 

18.307 She said that, after her child died, she was made to bottle feed other children in the 

nursery.  It was always mothers who had lost their children who were given this 

task.  

The conditions we were in were worse than a prison - prisoners have rights 

but we had no rights at all.  They did whatever they liked to us and said 

whatever they liked to us.  They were unbelievably cruel and could get away 

with anything because people in those days put them on a pedestal and 

believed everything they were told.  There was nothing we could do about it. 

 

18.308 She was discharged from Bessborough a week after the death of her child.  
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I could not accept how my baby had been allowed to die without any medical 

care.  There was never even a kind or sympathetic word spoken to me and I 

was not allowed to attend his burial.  The nuns believed in suffering for our 

sins. 

 

18.309 Resident A was concerned that she did not get full information about her time in 

Bessborough.  She said that other women were given full files relating to 

themselves and their children’s time in Bessborough but that she ‘received 

nothing’.  Her records contained no information in relation to the injection she 

received or the treatment she received from Dr Sutton.  She returned to 

Bessborough in the early 1990s to get information on her time.  She met Sister 

Sarto who gave her some information.  Sister Sarto brought her to the 

Bessborough cemetery and told her that she believed that her baby was buried 

there.71  

 

Resident B: Mother, early 1970s 

18.310 Resident B was a student aged 19 when she became pregnant.  Her parents 

brought her to the Catholic Protection and Rescue Society, South Anne Street, 

Dublin, who recommended that she admit herself to St Patrick’s Mother and Baby 

Home on the Navan Road (Pelletstown).  She did not want to do this as her 

parents considered the institution ‘too close to home’ and feared that her identity 

might become known.  She finished her university examinations and her father 

made arrangements for her to live with an elderly couple in London, who it was 

proposed ‘would nurse her through her pregnancy’.  She stayed there for two 

months:  

It was awful.  I was actually scrubbing floors and so on.  It wasn’t what I 

expected.  I was so unhappy in London and lonely and isolated that I rang 

home and said look, okay, I will go to Bessborough.  That’s it.  So I came 

back.  I was seven months pregnant when I arrived there and I was surprised, 

because for me anyway, it was a bit like going to Boarding School, and I had 

all these girls around me who were pregnant, and I know this flies in the face 

of everything you read and so on, but some of the time, we had a great time.  

Some of the time we had midnight feasts and you know we went out roaming 

around the grounds and getting up to mischief.  Just being, we were basically 

kids. 

                                                           
71

 The Commission has since established that this child was not buried in Bessborough. 
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18.311 On her admission she was told to choose a ‘house name’.  She said she lost her 

identity in Bessborough and the residents were forbidden to tell each other their 

real names.  She said that there was a two tier system in place at Bessborough: 

So, there were the nice middle class girls like myself, sitting around doing 

absolutely nothing, we had no occupations.  We knitted.  We went out for 

walks on the grounds and we were bored.  We knew that there were other 

girls in the kitchens and in the laundries and that there were babies 

somewhere, but it was all very secretive, and we didn’t know, and I suppose 

the whole culture was that you didn’t ask questions.  You just got on with it. 

 

18.312 She was a private patient; her family paid for her maintenance there.  She did not 

mix with the public patients; private patients were segregated from them. 

So you know we were the privileged few and as soon as our babies were born 

we left whenever we wanted.  You know so long as the Adoption Society or 

whoever was organising it, had made arrangements, you could leave.  But we 

knew that there were other girls that didn't leave. 

 

18.313 Initially, she shared a room with an older woman.  This woman had ‘serious 

problems’ and Resident B found this experience to be ‘traumatic’.  She said that 

she was ‘absolutely terrified’ of this woman. 

She used to masturbate every night.  And was very loud. She had apparently 

had had several children.  She had come in pregnant and had been kept in 

and I think she was intellectually challenged.  She didn't speak to me at all.  

She grunted, she was a very strange person but the other girls, you know the 

gossip was that she used to go down, there was a farm in the grounds of 

Bessborough.  She used to go down to this farm at night and sleep with the 

farmhands. So, she had several children and just stayed in the convent and 

had her children. 

 

18.314 The other girls told her to speak to the midwife to put somebody else in with her.  

Resident B recalled that the midwife, Sister Martha, was the only nun with whom 

she built up a relationship.  She said that Sister Martha was a ‘very kind woman’ 

and ‘very competent at what she did’.  In contrast, Resident B said that the visiting 

Medical Officer was ‘awful’ and that his whole demeanour suggested that he didn’t 

want to interact with the women: ‘He looked on us as fallen women’.  She said that 

the doctor was ‘gruff and old’ but that all the women loved Sister Martha because 

she was kind and helpful.  Resident B said that she ‘pestered’ Sister Martha to 
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allow her to assist at some of the births.  Sister Martha subsequently agreed.  

Resident B said that this took her mind off her own situation and gave her an 

insight on what to expect during her own labour.  She said that there was no 

antenatal training in Bessborough at the time.  Her aunt had given her a book on a 

painless childbirth method, but it was all ‘gobbledygook’ to her.  

 

18.315 Resident B said that she visited Bessborough in 1990 and met Sister Martha.  

Sister Martha told her that ‘it broke her heart over and over again to help the 

women in Bessborough to give birth knowing that they were going to be separated 

from their babies’.  She said that she came to the Commission to state that not all 

her memories were bad.  However, she acknowledged that other women did not 

have the means to leave Bessborough as soon after the birth as she did. 

 

18.316 She recalled that the food in Bessborough was like that served in a boarding 

school ‘good but bland, and healthy enough at the time’.  The women asked their 

visitors to bring food for some variety; roast chicken was a favourite.  She said that 

public and private patients wore their own clothes and that they received adequate 

medical attention including Pethidine pain relief during labour.  She said that the 

women’s biggest fear was that they would be transferred to Cork district hospital 

(St Finbarr’s) due to a complication.  She recalled that single expectant women 

transferred from Bessborough to Cork district hospital shared a ward with other 

women who had people coming to visit them with presents for their new-born 

babies. She said that women from Bessborough were left in a corner on their own 

and found the whole experience to be upsetting. 

 

18.317 Resident B’s baby was christened immediately after birth.  She asked the nuns to 

choose a name for the child as she knew that it would be changed on adoption.  

Initially, she had planned to keep her child and her parents were supportive of her 

wishes.  Her mother had offered to give up work to mind the child so that she could 

return to college.  However, she was visited by three aunts who ‘ganged up’ on her 

and told her that she would destroy her mother’s life, that her neighbours would 

stop speaking to her, that the child would be treated ‘as a bastard’ and have a 

dreadful life and that nobody would ever marry her if they knew she had an 

‘illegitimate’ child.  She said that the adoption society (CPRS) also pressurised her 

and told her not to be selfish and to ‘think of the child and not yourself’.  She 

‘caved in to all the pressure’.  A few weeks later she and the baby travelled to 

Dublin by train. She was met by her mother who took the baby to CRPS in South 
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Anne Street.  She subsequently had a nervous breakdown and was hospitalised 

for a ’sleep cure’.  A year later, she signed adoption papers and emigrated. 

 

Resident C: Mother, early 1970s 

18.318 Resident C became pregnant at age 18.  She and her boyfriend travelled to their 

hometown to tell her parents.  Her mother told her not to tell her father and said 

that she would ‘fix this’.  Resident C felt that she and her partner were independent 

enough to deal with the situation and she did not want her mother to interfere.  

Following sustained parental pressure, she was admitted to Bessborough as a 

private patient.  Her parents gave a false name and county of origin to the 

Bessborough authorities.  She left Bessborough without her parents’ knowledge 

and went to Dublin to be with her boyfriend.  When her parents found out they 

brought her home for a week and then re-admitted her to Bessborough.  Resident 

C said that her mother was ‘controlling her’ at this stage and she ‘instilled a deep 

sense of shame’ in her.  She was given a ‘house name’ and spent her days looking 

after babies in the hospital.  She said that she was happy to look after the babies, 

that she had ‘companionship’ in Bessborough and that she was able to discuss 

aspects of her pregnancy with other girls.  She said there were no antenatal 

classes and there was no discussion about what would happen during labour.  Her 

mother did not discuss the matter with her and remained in complete denial that 

her daughter was having a baby.  Her parents made it known to her that there was 

no option other than adoption.  The option of bringing the baby home was never 

discussed.  She agreed to place her baby for adoption but planned to return to 

Cork after a few days to reclaim him.  She took care of her baby for ten days at 

Bessborough.  On returning to the family home, her mother made her promise that 

she would not return to Cork to reclaim her child.  Her partner went to her home 

and told her that they would both go to Bessborough and reclaim their child.  

However, she felt ‘fearful and shamed’ because of the ‘damage’ she had done to 

her family and she did not want to go against her parents’ wishes.  She felt 

‘brainwashed’ and had ‘damaged her parents’.  Her parents put her on sedatives 

and never discussed the baby with her.  They brought her to a solicitor where she 

signed adoption papers.  She recalled that she was ‘too-sedated to fight for her 

child’.  Her parents never acknowledged the child as their grandchild and there 

was never any option other than adoption considered.  The legalities of adoption 

were not explained to her and she does not feel that she gave her voluntary 

consent to have her child adopted.  Her parents took total control over her and 
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never allowed her to express her feelings.  The adoption proceeded without her 

having a say in the process. 

 

Resident D: Mother, early 1970s. 

18.319 Resident D was herself born in Sean Ross and subsequently adopted through St 

Patrick’s Guild.  She was ‘very much loved’ by her adoptive parents and she had 

‘the most wonderful life’.  She became pregnant at age 18.  It broke her parents’ 

hearts, particularly her father’s.  She was regarded as an outcast by her family and 

her friends’ parents who warned their children not to associate with her.  A 

neighbour arranged for her to stay with a family but this arrangement only lasted 

two months.  She does not know who arranged it, or how it happened, but she 

found herself in Bessborough.  She later recalled that her father drove her there 

about four months before she gave birth.  She was not sure if she was a private or 

public patient but thought that her parents probably paid for her maintenance 

there. 

 

18.320 She was not made to change her name.  She and another girl worked cleaning the 

chapel.  She said that Bessborough ran a ‘Magdalen Laundry’ and that she 

remembered seeing a large number of women working there.72  ‘It was tough 

going’.  She said that, to the best of her knowledge, women working in the laundry 

were not pregnant.  

There was one girl, God love her, she’d had her babies.  I don’t know, maybe 

ten years prior. She stayed on.  I don’t think they gave her much choice. 

 

18.321 Her accommodation was in a four bed dormitory.  It had four wrought iron beds 

and four lockers and the living areas were not separated with curtains.  Some 

rooms had six beds.  The top floor of the building had four baths and women 

bathed twice a week.  She was used to these living conditions as she had been to 

boarding school.   

They were nicer to me in Bessborough than they were in [the boarding school] 

and as I said before. [the boarding school] treated us dreadfully, absolutely 

dreadfully.  If you were caught reading a comic, and I was in national school in 

[…], you were locked up.  You were made sit in the church and you were 

locked up in the sacristy.  I saw so many girls, including myself who was 
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 The Commission recognises that there was not a Magdalen laundry in Bessborough.  The laundry was for internal use 
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caught I can tell, locked up in the sacristy, key locked, everything, left there 

overnight…I ran away from it twice.  They kicked me out in the end. 

 

18.322 She felt a sense of relief when she entered Bessborough.  At home, her parents 

and her boyfriend’s parents met to discuss matters and she was left out of the 

conversation.  She felt that an awful lot went on behind her back.  Her father hated 

her boyfriend’s parents with a passion and he had threatened to shoot her 

boyfriend with his double-barrelled shotgun.  Both sets of parents meant well, but 

didn’t know how to deal with the situation.  Getting away to Cork was ‘a blessing in 

disguise’.  

But it was a great sense of relief for me when I went to Bessborough because 

I discovered that I wasn't this only girl in the entire world this has happened to 

because I really felt that prior to going down, do you know what I mean, that I 

was the only girl.  And I didn't know, like, I mean I know I was nearly 19 but I 

hadn't got a clue.  I was so … I thought I knew everything, but you know what 

I mean, I was naive about pregnancy things and knew everything else about 

riding horses and going on motorbikes. 

 

18.323 Resident D said that the day in Bessborough began at 7.30/8 am and the women 

attended Mass every morning.  The priest, who did not live on site, was ‘very nice’.  

All women had to attend Mass on a daily basis and ‘we all just kind of nearly rolled 

with it’.  The nuns in Bessborough were ‘fully garbed’ but she reiterated that they 

were nicer that the nuns in the boarding school.  They would line up for breakfast 

in the canteen with the other women and had porridge and boiled eggs.  The food 

was generally ‘ok’ and some women helped in the kitchen.  They were served 

dinner in the afternoon, which consisted of meat, vegetables and potato and in the 

evening they had bread and jam with tea.  She witnessed some fights between 

women in the canteen.  

And a couple of times fights would break out in it with girls, you know.  Girls 

slagging off other girls that might have had a hard time having their babies.  I 

remember one big fight broke out where one girl - 'did you hear […] had her 

baby and she roared crying and she screamed' because she had the baby in 

the home. 

 

18.324 One or two of the nuns were qualified midwives and they were assisted by a lay 

woman who was a long-term resident in Bessborough.  The women got ‘gas and 

air’.  She was examined by the nuns and a doctor visited on a regular basis. 
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18.325 Although the days in Bessborough were very structured, women were allowed to 

walk around the grounds, to go to a shop outside the convent and to go into Cork 

city.  They had to get permission to go offsite but their movements were not 

restricted. She met her mother and aunt on a few occasions in Cork city.  She 

remembered going to Roches Stores where she had to buy two baby outfits, one 

for a boy and one for a girl, for when her baby would be handed over for adoption.  

Her father never visited her ‘He wasn’t happy with this at all’. 

 

18.326 She said that there were many women living in Bessborough, whose parents 

thought they were living and working in England.  These women wrote letters to 

their families while in Bessborough.  The nuns sent the letters to one of their 

convents in England who then sent the letters to the woman’s parents in Ireland.  

She also said that the telephone operators in the Cork telephone exchange made 

parents believe that a phone call from their daughter was coming from England, 

when in reality the woman was ringing from Bessborough.  

They were really great guys, like, we never ever met them, but they were - 

you know, you’d nearly ring them just to talk to them because they were nice, 

you know what I mean, they weren’t judging us, you know. 

 

18.327 Many women who pretended to be in England stayed in Bessborough for extended 

periods after their children were adopted ‘because they couldn’t just pop up’.  

Other women stayed on in Bessborough after their babies were adopted because 

they were ‘very traumatised and didn’t know which way to go’.  These women 

worked for their keep. 

 

18.328 She received many letters from her family and friends and her boyfriend.  She 

does not believe that her mail was interfered with or censored.  Women were free 

to walk to the nearest Post Office in Blackrock Village to post mail themselves.  

However, she remembered that residents of the area did not like to see women 

from Bessborough in the community and she always felt that she was being judged 

by them. 

 

18.329 When she went into labour, there were complications and she was transferred to 

St Finbarr’s Hospital by ambulance.  She was administered a lot of drugs in St 

Finbarr’s and felt that they prioritised married women over her.  She remembered 

St Finbarr’s maternity hospital as being overcrowded and she remembered seeing 

‘babies on trollies in the corridors’.  She was put into a room with other maternity 
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patients who inquired where her husband was.  She was discharged with her son 

to Bessborough the day after his delivery. 

 

18.330 She had visited the Catholic Protection and Rescue Society with her mother and 

her boyfriend before she travelled to Bessborough and had decided at that stage 

that her baby would be put up for adoption.  She never had any intention other 

than to place her baby for adoption.  She stated that Father Colleran of the 

Catholic Protection and Rescue Society counselled her and told her that she may 

change her mind when the child was born.  However, she said that she was ‘firm 

set’ and that adoption was the road that she was taking. 

 

18.331 After the birth, she contacted Father Colleran to tell him that the child was born and 

that she wanted to be home for Christmas.  He told her that no prospective 

adoptive parents were looking for baby boys at that time and that she would have 

to stay in Bessborough until he could place the child.  She told him that she would 

be travelling home for Christmas regardless, with or without her child.  When she 

told him that she would let the Sacred Heart Adoption Society handle her son’s 

adoption, he agreed to arrange transport for her and her child to Dublin. 

 

18.332 She and her son were met at the railway station by her boyfriend’s parents and 

sister.  Her boyfriend was not with them: his parents thought it best that he did not 

see the child.  She went straight to the Catholic Protection and Rescue Society 

where she handed over her son and signed the initial adoption papers.  Six months 

later she signed formal adoption papers.  

I had made up my mind. … and it's not out of that I didn't love him or I didn't 

care for him, I just wasn't maternal.  I wasn't reared up with small - I knew 

more about a cow having a calf than I would have known about... I know it 

sounds cruel what I am saying, but that's why I knew what I did was right for 

him…I knew about the wonderful life I had… So I only could see the same 

thing happening with [my son]…So that’s what my decision was, and it was 

right. 

 

18.333 Her decision was fully supported by her boyfriend; they subsequently married.  Her 

parents accepted her back wholeheartedly and she went to work with her father in 

his business. 
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Resident E: Mother, early 1970s 

18.334 Resident E discovered that she was pregnant at age 18.  She convinced her 

parents, who did not know she was pregnant, to allow her to travel to London to 

live with her aunt.  Her older sister had become pregnant previously and ‘all hell 

broke out at home’.  Her parents told her that her sister had died and that she ‘was 

never to mention her name again’.  She and her siblings had been beaten 

‘profoundly’ at home and she and her sisters were sexually abused by their father.  

She applied for a job in London and found out for certain that she was pregnant 

during a medical examination.  She was offered an abortion in a hospital in London 

but decided against it.  Her aunt overheard that she was pregnant and looked after 

her. She pleaded with her aunt not to let her mother know that she was pregnant.  

Her aunt rang her mother without her knowledge and told her about the pregnancy.  

She said that one day ‘three people in black’ were standing in her aunt’s kitchen, 

‘forced her into a car’ and told her she was going back to Ireland.  It transpired that 

her mother and aunt had contacted the Catholic Crusade of Rescue who made 

arrangements to repatriate her to Ireland.  She said that she was ‘forced on a 

plane against her will’ in Heathrow and flown to Cork.  She was met by two nuns at 

Cork airport, one of whom was from St Anne’s Adoption Society and taken to 

Bessborough.  

I remember the grandeur of the desk and the chairs.  That is when I met the 

thing that ran it and she just looked over her glasses at me.  I was sick.  I was 

dizzy.  I didn't know where I was, nothing. She asked me my name.  I said 

"my name is […]". She got very angry with me.  I repeatedly kept saying "my 

name is …" and she wouldn't believe me.  She kept saying "that is not a 

name, don't be stupid”…I believe her to be the person called Sarto.73 

 

18.335 She was given a bed in an eight-bed dormitory.  She worked in the laundry and the 

kitchen during her time at Bessborough.  She was flown to Cork and ‘escaped’ 

from Bessborough after about a month.   

 

18.336 She said that she experienced some ‘spotting’ during her pregnancy but that the 

nuns at Bessborough refused her medical attention.  She said that she received no 

medical attention of any sort at Bessborough.  She was never seen by a doctor 

and no doctor ever visited the institution.  She got some comfort from talking to the 

statue in the grotto at Bessborough.  However, she had considered committing 
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suicide by throwing herself out a window. She said that women were not allowed to 

leave the main house at Bessborough but that they were allowed visitors.  She was 

visited weekly by a woman from St Anne’s Adoption Society who told her that 

adoption would be the best option for her baby.  Her boyfriend found out that she 

was in Bessborough and helped her ‘escape’.  She went to her sister’s house in 

Dublin.  Her mother found out where she was and drove her to St Patrick’s Home, 

Navan Road (Pelletstown).  She gave birth there and her child was adopted 

through St Anne’s Adoption Society. 

 

Resident F: Mother, mid 1970s 

18.337 Resident F became pregnant at age 30. She visited a doctor in a town 20 miles 

from where she worked who directed her to a local curate.  She said that curate 

was very nice to her and told her about Bessborough.  She told her parents that 

she was pregnant.  While they were upset, they did not throw her out.  She stayed 

with her parents for a while after giving up her job.  She stayed with friends over 

the Christmas period.  She drove to Cork and was admitted to Bessborough early 

in 1974.  She met a nun on arrival and was given scrambled eggs and brought to 

her quarters.  

I had experience of being in boarding school, where you just had a curtain in 

the cubicle but this was a completely enclosed private place with a door and a 

key.  So nobody could come in.  So it was very basic with a wardrobe and a 

table at the bedside and a single bed. 

 

18.338 Her job was to make bottles for feeding babies.  She and another woman made up 

60 or 70 bottles a day.  Her afternoons were free and she regularly drove to the 

local shopping centre for coffee and to read the newspaper; she had her own car.  

At least one other woman at Bessborough had her own car.  She could come and 

go ‘as she pleased’.  

I mean my remembrances of the place was that it was pretty grim and the 

food was basic but when I was thinking about it, I don't remember either being 

hungry or cold and it reminded me very much of boarding school, although of 

course I was older.  The whole thing that was hanging over me then the whole 

time was, what was I going to do with my baby? 

 

18.339 Her mother wrote to her regularly during her time in Bessborough and she spoke to 

her family on the phone.  She recalled that her mother was glad that she had taken 

another name at Bessborough so that people in her family’s local post office would 
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not get suspicious.  Her pregnancy would have been regarded as ‘a slur on her 

whole family’.  She worked as a primary school teacher and she would not have 

been able to get a teaching position in a Catholic school as a single mother.  She 

said that she had no money, no job and no place to stay. Although her parents 

never told her that she could never bring her baby home, she knew that was never 

an option.  She thought about various scenarios where she would be able to keep 

her child but none of them seemed viable.  She discussed her options with Sister 

Mary at Bessborough.  However, the advice she got at Bessborough was ‘leaning 

towards adoption’.  

Now you could look at that two ways, in that like I am a very practical person 

and it was definitely the practical solution to have the baby adopted.  That's 

the way it worked out in the end… Because I wanted to be absolutely sure.  

So when it was coming up to the birth I had decided at that stage that I would 

give the baby away for adoption but I kept thinking to myself you know maybe 

I'll just do that now for the moment and see how things go… I knew myself I 

could change my mind if I hadn’t signed the adoption papers. 

 

18.340 The nuns at Bessborough ‘weren’t falling over themselves to be nice’.  However, 

she never heard any nun say ‘awful things to a girl’. She said that the ‘crippling 

sense of shame’ expressed by other women who resided in Bessborough was 

evident during her stay there and she never felt that she was in Bessborough ‘to be 

reformed’.  She did not recall any infant deaths during her time there.  Her time in 

boarding school prepared her for life away from home and living with nuns.  She 

felt that this was a more traumatic experience for other women. 

 

18.341 She remembered that when she went into labour she was brought to a small room.  

She remembered being assisted by a midwife and another woman.  She was given 

Pethidine when her labour pains increased.  She was not given any painkillers 

after that and gas and air were not available.  She had not changed her mind 

about putting her child up for adoption and did not breastfeed.  She felt that the 

more she did with the baby the more difficult it would be to part with him.  

I had seen girls who have stayed in the place for two or three months after, 

maybe even longer and they were going to have their babies adopted and 

they were feeding their babies every day and changing them and I thought to 

myself, there is no way I can do that.  There is no way and then give the baby 

away after a couple of months.  So, I had said to […] that I wanted the baby to 

go quite soon after the birth. 
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18.342 Her baby was removed to a foster home when five days old and he was placed 

with an adoptive family soon afterwards.  She signed preliminary adoption papers 

before she left Bessborough and signed the final consent to adoption forms six 

months later.  

So then I kept the papers as I say and one time then, just before Christmas, I 

decided yes, I am happy with this now.  This is what I want to do.  So, I can 

remember well the night I walked down after posting them and said that's it 

now.  That's it. 

 

Resident G: Mother, mid 1970s 

18.343 Resident G became pregnant at age 17 while she was a second level student.  

She was six months pregnant when she told her father.  A few days later she was 

on her way to Bessborough with her school books.  Her father made the 

arrangements for her admission without discussing the matter with her.  They did 

not tell her mother about the pregnancy.  She said that she would not accept a 

house name in Bessborough, and she was allowed to use her own name while 

living in there.  Her accommodation was an individual cubicle with a bed, locker 

and table. Other women were in wards with, four, six or nine beds.  On one 

occasion she was brought into a room with other residents to see the body of a 

dead infant.  

We were brought into a room just off the ward where one or two babies had 

died and they were laid out in a little, I can't say it was a coffin but on a bed 

with a kind of a lily flower draped, they were dressed in white and a lily flower 

and to this day I actually don't understand why they would want you to go in 

and see a dead baby…I had said what happened to the baby?  They said she 

was born with Spina Bifida but I don't understand the thinking behind 

marching pregnant girls in to look at dead…74 

 

18.344 Other residents told her stories about the labour ward and the lay midwife who 

delivered babies at the hospital.   

So when somebody went into labour in that room and it was like the 

atmosphere in the hospital section completely changed because you knew 
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 The Bessborough institutional records show that there was one infant death in Bessborough during Resident G’s time 
there. The infant had been born with Myelomeningocele Spina Bifida at St Finbarr’s Hospital. The child’s mother returned 
to Bessborough without her child and was subsequently discharged to her family home. Medical records show that doctors 
at St Finbarr’s did not consider the child fit for surgery. The child was subsequently admitted to Bessborough 
unaccompanied aged 16 days; she died 5 weeks later. It would appear that the scene described was a prayer vigil/funeral 
service for the child. 
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that somebody was at the hands of this midwife and the whispering that went 

on in the washroom was that this woman wouldn't give any sedation.  She 

wouldn't give any painkilling.  She was cutting the girls down below and just 

would tell them this is your punishment for what you have done and you are 

never doing this again. 

 

18.345 She said that she became very ‘fearful of being at the hands of this woman, the 

midwife’ and that the stories about her had made her ‘so terrified’ that she told the 

nuns that she had been very sick as a child so that she would be sent to St 

Finbarr’s Hospital for her delivery.  In relation to ante-natal care she said: 

A doctor would come during the week.  I don't know whether he was a 

gynaecologist or a GP.  There was a room, an examination room where you 

would queue up in the corridor and go in to be examined by him.  He was 

quite an old gentleman and from what I remember you wouldn't be given any 

information about yourself or how baby was doing or how many weeks you 

were but he would just examine you and then you were told you can go back 

to your room. 

 

18.346 Resident G said that she did not undertake any work in Bessborough and spent 

her time studying.  There were other school-going girls in the hospital and a 

teacher came in once a week to help them with their studies.  She could not recall 

much about the food at Bessborough except that there were lots of turnips and she 

remembered having cornflakes for breakfast. 

 

18.347 She was taken to St Finbarr’s Hospital in an ambulance with another expectant 

woman.  The staff at St Finbarr’s Hospital did not explain anything to her and she 

was ‘terrified’.  Her time in St Finbarr’s Hospital was deeply upsetting.  

The night he was born they put me in a ward with other mothers and family 

were coming in and loving their new little arrivals naturally and I can see 

myself in the bed, it was just in the door, on the right hand side, and I was 

able to turn my face to the wall.  I was absolutely distraught.  So, I was crying 

so much they took me back out and they brought me back down to a side 

room of some kind but I just - oh my heart was broken.  I just, the whole night 

I just moaned for him…moaned for him all night.  The loss of him…I was just 

heartbroken. I was absolutely heartbroken. 
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18.348 No friends or family member visited her while she was in St Finbarr’s and she felt 

very lonely.  She did not see her baby until she was in an ambulance heading back 

to Bessborough.  A nurse in the ambulance with her was holding two babies.  She 

experienced post-partum haemorrhaging and was returned to St Finbarr’s Hospital 

for some days.  When she returned to Bessborough she was brought to the 

nursery where she held her baby for the first time.  She said that her child was 

baptised by a priest at Bessborough and that she was forced to attend Mass every 

day.  

We had committed a mortal sin and we were unclean and the only way to 

atone for your sin of becoming pregnant was to pray and pray and pray for 

forgiveness.  That was the over-riding feel of it. 

 

18.349 She had two visitors while she was in Bessborough - her school chaplain and a 

nun who was a friend of her father.  Both visitors told her that her only option was 

to put her son up for adoption.  No other options were discussed with her.  She 

subsequently signed her child over for adoption and a year later she travelled to 

Cork where a legal adoption was finalised.  She said that she did not fully 

understand the legalities associated with legal adoption and that they were never 

explained to her.  

I was informed that when I signed the paper I was going to sign my rights 

away.  That's what I do remember.  Signing that form.  I don't remember 

anyone coming forward to me to say or stand me aside to say are you sure 

this is what you want to do.  It was almost that this was a standard journey… I 

know I was a student.  Financially, I wasn't in a position to take care of him 

but it - I suppose for me an over-riding feeling of the whole thing is there was 

no support there for me at the time… There was no options available to me 

other than adoption… No option whatsoever.  Therefore I just felt completely 

overwhelmed as a young person, and pressured into the baby being 

adopted… I was railroaded into signing these documents. 

 

18.350 She said that before she gave birth she was sent into Cork city to buy an outfit for 

her baby that he could wear when he was handed over to his adoptive parents.  

They would have sent us out to buy an outfit in a shop in Cork.  So the baby 

would wear the outfit you have bought him when he was going to be adopted.  

That was the outfit that was going to be given, put the baby in to be handed 

over to the parents.  So you can imagine going into Cork City, buying a little 
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suit, knowing that the suit that you were buying was what he was actually 

going to be given away in.  The thinking behind it is just horrendous. 

 

18.351 Her family never spoke of her pregnancy, her child or his adoption again except 

when her father was dying, he apologised ‘for putting me through what he put me 

through’.  

To this day, I think I might have mentioned it there, I still feel a shame.  If you 

ask me where is that coming from, it is like just something in my soul, that 

people - that I was 17, and I know that you were unmarried and you have 

done this terrible thing.  I can't get my head around it. 

 

Resident H: Mother, mid 1970s.  This former resident was accompanied by 

another woman and they are both active in a helpline for adopted people and 

mothers 

18.352 Resident H became pregnant at age 21.  She went to London and got a job in a 

hotel.  When she was sent for a medical she told the nurse that she was pregnant.  

The nurse told her to contact ‘some sort of agency’.  She contacted an agency: 

I went in there and they said to me - of course it was all that was bothering me 

was nobody would know; this would be over and done with.  It was like it 

wasn't a baby, it was a problem… That is all it was, it was a problem, nothing 

to do with a baby at all.  They said to me that I could go to Cork or Dublin and 

I said ‘well nobody knows me in Cork’. 

 

18.353 She said that there was no option for her to enter a mother and baby home in 

England.  The agency arranged for her to travel to Ireland by boat.  She was met 

by a nun in Cork who drove her to Bessborough.  She has little recollection of 

entering Bessborough but said that she had her own cubicle and that women wore 

their own clothes.  She remembered ‘the secrecy, the fear, the not having a mind 

of your own, not having an opinion’.  She remembers the feeling of ‘being scared 

all the time’. 

 

18.354 Her family did not know that she was in Bessborough and thought that she was 

working in Scotland.  She wrote letters to her family and the nuns arranged for the 

letters to be posted from Scotland.  Her sisters subsequently found out that she 

was in Bessborough and travelled there.  She said that an adoption agency 

‘brainwashed her family’ into agreeing that adoption would be the best route for 

her.  
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Their main thing was not to upset mammy and daddy that was all, their only 

motivation was not to upset mammy and daddy.  So they became part of the 

whole railroading of me into adoption. 

 

18.355 She said that when she walked in the door, she lost everything and someone else 

made all the decisions for her.  The ‘whole set up in the place was powerlessness’.  

She was made change her name and told not to tell the other women anything 

about herself.  She said that there was a class system at play in Bessborough.  

There was a definite class; there was a class system in place.  I was 

considered to be from a respectable family, a country family.  I think they had 

this idea that girls who were from the city, well they would have been Cork 

girls, you know most of them were Cork city girls, they were of a lower calibre 

and they were sort of looked down on because there was this idea that oh 

those city ones they'll keep the babies because they're irresponsible and they 

don't care about these children.  You know the good; the good country girl will 

just do what she is told and hand over her baby.  That was the sort of 

mentality there. 

 

18.356 She said that working class women regularly left Bessborough with their babies 

and that they knew all about the social welfare payments available to them.  

Women were never told about the Unmarried Mothers Allowance in Bessborough 

and the nuns working there actively dissuaded women from any thoughts of living 

independently with their babies.  

 

18.357 The nuns asked her: 

What are you going to do?  Are you going to be in a flat in Dublin with a baby 

on your own? What are you going to live on?  What are you going to do?  

You’re going to have to give him back after a couple of weeks because you 

won’t be able to cope. 

 

18.358 Resident H said that the work women were asked to do in Bessborough was based 

on their backgrounds.  If they were from an agricultural/labouring background 

women were expected to work on the farm and ‘middleclass’ women worked in the 

nursery.  She said that 99.9% of callers to the helpline she now helps to run did not 

know that the State was paying for their maintenance in mother and baby homes.  

Everybody who worked there assumed they were paying for their keep and 

atoning for their sins but mainly paying for their keep actually.  So, they never 
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questioned when they were asked to perform certain duties; they accepted it 

without question whatsoever.  One image that stays in my mind is the human 

lawnmower…it is in June Goulding’s book… Well basically the girls were 

asked to mow the lawn by kneeling and moving forward plucking the grass 

because this would save getting a man in with a lawn mower to mow the lawn 

in front of the Bessborough house. 

 

18.359 She said that a doctor called to Bessborough on a weekly basis to examine 

expectant women.  She had heard ‘horror stories’ about the lay midwife working in 

Bessborough and stated that she ‘was a witch’.  She had a good relationship with 

Sister Anthony who arranged for her to give birth in St Finbarr’s Hospital.  She had 

an ‘absolutely terrible’ experience in St Finbarr’s.  

Terrible, absolutely terrible.  I never will - it was the most demoralising 

experience of my life.  I remember being left in the room on my own at one 

stage with my feet in stirrups, freezing cold and nobody with me at all.  I was 

absolutely butchered.  I ended up with these big hooky things.  They just split 

me open to deliver the baby.  I was given very little pain relief.  Now after he 

was born they put him into the room with me and I couldn't cope at all, I 

couldn't cope.  I said "this is so unfair"… Then the next day I think Sister 

Anthony rang me and I said "get me out of this place, I'm going to go crazy", 

because it just felt like I was being treated like I was a second class citizen.  I 

had been left, I was told to shut up a few times when I was crying in pain. 

 

18.360 Sister Anthony arranged for her and her baby to be returned to Bessborough that 

same day.  Sister Anthony told her that there was a bug going around the nursery 

and that she had arranged a private room for her and her baby. 

 

18.361 The woman who accompanied Resident H was never in a mother and baby home.  

She said that she sometimes felt jealous of callers to the helpline who had been in 

a mother and baby home as they offered refuge that she was not afforded during 

her own pregnancy.  

I used to be jealous of the women on the helpline, you know?  I know it 

sounds odd.  Sometimes I would think to myself if I had that refuge, I mean I 

know that they were cruel places but if I had that refuge I might have been 

able to keep my daughter you know, maybe… For some it was a refuge.  I 

mean in an ordinary physical way… 
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18.362 Resident H said that she felt safe in Bessborough.  She recalled walking the 

grounds and going out to the shop.  She remembered travelling into Cork city to 

buy a christening outfit for her baby.  She contemplated suicide and tried to throw 

herself in front of a bus in Cork city.  She felt that if she was dead that her parents 

would raise her child.  

 

18.363 Her baby was taken for adoption by St Anne’s Adoption Agency aged three weeks.  

I still have nightmares of that car.  You know what the car looks like?  I think 

my father used to call them Model T because he was mad into cars.  I can still 

see this woman going off in this black Model T from the front of Bessborough 

with my baby. 

 

18.364 She went to London with one of her sisters to collect her belongings.  She ‘was out 

of it’ at the time and did not know that she had flown back to Dublin and not Cork.  

She was met by one of her sisters who took her to their uncle’s house.  Her family 

were keeping her away from Cork and were convincing her that adoption was the 

‘right thing to do’.  Her sisters ‘colluded’ to make sure that she went through with 

the adoption.  They ‘pressurised her’ into signing adoption papers and they kept 

telling her that the longer she put it off the harder it would be.  She did sign the 

adoption papers.  She thought that she could go back to Bessborough at any time 

and reclaim her child.  However, she was drinking heavily at the time and felt that 

she ‘wasn’t in control of her life’. 

 

Affidavits received by the Commission  

The Commission received a number of affidavits from former residents.  These 

are sworn statements and are reported largely in the words used by the former 

residents.  Unlike those who gave direct evidence, the Commission did not ask 

any questions of these former residents. 

 

Resident I Mother, early 1960s 

18.365 Resident I grew up in a traditional Catholic household in Liverpool.  She stated that 

she was sexually abused from the age of 11 and became pregnant at age 13. 

I did not know what was happening to me but when it became apparent to my 

mother that I was pregnant she was ashamed and arranged with our local 

parish priest that I would give birth in Ireland.  My mother and aunt told me 

that I was going on holiday with them and we travelled together to Ireland 

when I was about five months pregnant. 
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18.366 Her mother admitted her to Bessborough as a private patient and she remained 

there for four and a half months.  Her mother visited her once but otherwise she 

had no contact with her friends or former life.  She stated that she could send and 

receive letters but that they were ‘opened and checked by the nuns’.  

I remember that it was very strange and lonely for me in Bessborough.  I 

couldn’t use my own name or wear my own clothes.  The other girls looked 

after me and helped me because I was so young and didn’t know what was 

happening to me. 

 

18.367 Resident I said that she did not receive any education at Bessborough and 

occupied herself in a day room with books, sewing materials and wool.  She said 

that she was let off some of her work because she was a private patient.  She did 

scrub floors and collected potatoes from the farm and she worked before and after 

the birth of her child.  

Life was fairly basic in Bessborough, I was warm enough and the food we 

received was adequate.  I was allowed to walk around the grounds 

accompanied and although there was a rule of silence it was only at certain 

hours, just before lunch and during ‘quiet time’ in the afternoon. 

 

18.368 She said that the nun in charge, Sister Pius, was very kind to her but remembered 

that the delivery nun, Sister Veronica, was ‘stern and cold’ and that ‘none of the 

girls liked her’.  She said that she received no medical care in Bessborough and 

that her child was delivered by Sister Veronica.  She never saw her baby as he 

was taken away immediately after birth.  On the day after the birth she was told ‘in 

a matter of fact way’ that her baby had died.  

During this time I carried on with my former work duties and also helped feed 

the babies in the nursery.  It is hard to explain how I felt after the death of my 

own child; it was heart-breaking. 

 

18.369 She believes the information regarding her child’s death, as contained in the 

Bessborough records, is incorrect.  She believes that there was ‘widespread 

trafficking of babies in Bessborough by these nuns and their associates’ and she 

wonders if her child might have lived.  She stated that she did not receive a death 

certificate for her child.75  She found a report in the Irish Examiner regarding 

‘discrepancies’ in the notification of infant deaths at Bessborough to be unsettling. 

                                                           
75

 The Commission has established that the child’s death was notified to the General Register Office. 
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Resident J Mother mid 1960s 

18.370 Resident J was 19 when she became pregnant.  Her parents considered that she 

had brought disgrace on the family and they drove her to Bessborough when she 

was three months pregnant.  They told her that she must never speak about her 

pregnancy and that she ‘must never come back home again’.  She said that, on 

her admission to Bessborough, she was told: 

 never to speak of her identity or where she came from; 

 that she was not allowed to have contact with the outside world; 

 if she left Bessborough without permission she would be brought back by 

the Garda.  

 

18.371 She said that she witnessed one woman who left the institution and was returned 

by the Garda.  She also recalled that one woman fell to her death while trying to 

‘escape’ from the institution through a very high window.76 

 

18.372 She felt that she was stripped of all her human rights and dignity when she entered 

Bessborough.  She said that she was not allowed to tell anyone her real name and 

was given a fictitious name which she can no longer remember.77  She said that 

there was a rule of silence in the institution; no visitors were allowed; she was not 

allowed to send or receive letters; and she was not allowed to listen to the radio.  

She was subject to ‘psychological abuse’ in Bessborough; the nuns ‘constantly’ 

told her that she was ‘evil’ and that no one would ever want to marry her.  She 

suspects that her hearing loss was a result of the abuse she suffered at 

Bessborough.  She considers that she suffered ‘severe trauma’ at Bessborough 

and that she continues to have panic attacks because of her time there. 

 

18.373 She slept in a dormitory which had six to eight beds.  She had a single bed with a 

bedside locker and there was a communal wardrobe.  She said that there were no 

recreational activities and women had to wear ‘a big loose cover-up’.  She said that 

she wore her ‘cover-up’ during her time at Bessborough and that it was never 

washed.  There were one or two bathrooms for each dormitory and, although there 

were baths available, she could use them only ‘when told to’.  She stated that 

women attended mass every morning and undertook work for the rest of the day.  

Her days were ‘very repetitive’.  

                                                           
76

 There were no maternal deaths notified from Bessborough during Resident J’s stay there.  
77

 The institutional records indicate that her ‘house name’ was the same as her actual name.   
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I arrived in Bessborough in mid-July and during the summer months my job 

was cutting the lawn with scissors.  I did this every day in a line with a group 

of other women.  We were not allowed to stop when we felt tired.  In the 

winter months I had to polish and scrub the corridors.  Other women were 

sent to work in the laundries.  The work was especially difficult given that I 

and the other women were pregnant.  I worked seven days a week until I went 

into labour.78 

 

18.374 She said that the food at Bessborough was ‘not nutritious’.  She was given ‘watery 

porridge’ for breakfast, bread and cheese or jam for lunch and stew for dinner.  

It was not nice.  I doubt that the nuns ate the same food as us as there was a 

big farm there with all fresh produce.  There was no food available between 

meals. 

 

18.375 She said that, when women required medical attention, they were taken to St 

Finbarr’s Hospital, Cork.  She was never examined by a doctor during her time at 

Bessborough [five months].  She was attended to by ‘a nun and another mother’ 

when she gave birth.  

I went into labour while polishing the corridors.  Later that evening, as the pain 

progressed, I was locked in what I can only describe as a cell.  There was a 

single bed in it and a commode and the door had a small window in it, like a 

prison cell.  I was left there all night with no attention.  In the morning a nun 

came into the cell to check on me.  My baby’s head was presenting and so 

she made me walk across the corridor to a room where there was a table for 

you to lie on.  I was unable to get up on to the table and so I lay across it and 

that’s how I gave birth.  After I gave birth to my son he was immediately taken 

away from me and put in the nursery. 

 

18.376 She said that the only time that she was allowed to spend time with her son was 

when she fed him.  A bell would ring to announce the start of feeding time and she 

would feed him and change his nappy.  She said that women were told to ‘face the 

wall’ while breastfeeding.  

                                                           
78

 The allegation that residents were obliged to cut the grass with scissors was made in June Goulding, The Light in the 
window, (Ebury Press, London, 2005).  Miss Goulding was a newly-qualified 22 year old midwife at the Bessborough 
maternity hospital from September 1951 to June 1952.  Her book was the product of a creative writing class.  It is not 
factually correct about a number of issues and many of its allegations are impossible to prove or refute.  
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I vividly remember one day going to the nursery to pick up my son as he was 

screaming because he was very wet and dirty.  He was clearly distressed and 

I believe that it was because he had been in that wet and dirty nappy for some 

time.  As far as I am aware the nuns did not go in between feeding times to 

comfort the children if they were distressed or crying. 

 

18.377 She said that sometimes the children of women who were unable to breastfeed did 

not get fed.  She said ‘they were hungry; screaming, hungry’.  She stated that 

bottle-fed babies were given the ‘bare minimum’.  She said that one nursery at 

Bessborough housed children aged one to five years old and that they were kept 

‘four to a cot’.  These children were sometimes wheeled outside in their cots but 

were never allowed to get out of them. 

 

18.378 Her baby was taken from her when he was six or seven weeks old.  

When my baby boy was six-seven weeks old, he was wrenched from my 

breast by one of the nuns whilst I was feeding him and taken away for 

adoption… I ran after the nun down the corridor, but there were two big doors 

that women weren’t allowed to go through and so all I could do was bang on 

those doors.  About an hour later the nun came back and told me that my 

baby was gone…At no time did I give my consent to my son’s adoption. 

 

18.379 Her parents collected her two days later and put her on a plane to the UK.  She 

later made contact with her son. 

 

18.380 Resident J disagrees with every date relating to her admission and discharge and 

the birth of her son as recorded in the Bessborough records. 

 

18.381 In a separate statement Resident J said: 

I was incarcerated in Bessborough Mother and Baby Home in Cork from [for 

approximately a year and a half].  During my time I vividly recall a woman 

telling me she was from Donegal, she had given birth to a mixed race baby 

boy.  At the time I met her, her baby was approximately two and a half years 

old.  I visited the nursery with her one day to meet her son, the room had 

babies from birth to approximately three years old, they were all mixed race.  I 

cannot give a factual figure as to how many, I would estimate up to ten.  I 

recall a nun stating to me and others that ‘those coloured babies will be here 
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for a long time as nobody wants them’.  I often thought whatever came of 

these babies and that of their mothers. 

 

Resident K, Mother early 1980s 

18.382 Resident K became pregnant at the age of 18 and was taken to Bessborough by 

her aunt when she was six months pregnant.  On arrival, she had her clothes taken 

from her and was given a ‘smock’ to wear.  She was given a ‘house name’ and 

was allocated a job, which was to ‘polish the wooden floors in a long corridor’.  

No one had a choice as to what jobs they were given.  We were not allowed 

to speak to each other.  We had to be on our knees to polish the floor…if a 

nun passed we had to stand up and say ‘excuse me sister’ as if we should not 

have been there. 

 

18.383 The women went to mass daily and to confession weekly.  There was ‘silence at all 

times’ and she did not remember ever leaving the grounds ‘or even being outside’.  

She remembered having enough to eat and she never recalled being cold.  They 

had recreation time once a week, when music was played.  However, she said that 

she had spoken with another former Bessborough resident, who was living in the 

home at the same time, who told her that there was ‘no recreation time and no 

music’. 

 

18.384 Her only means of communicating with the outside world was by writing letters.  

Her incoming letters were open when she received them.  She didn’t write many 

letters because ‘there wasn’t anything to say’.  She could not write anything about 

Bessborough ‘because the nuns were reading her letters’.  ‘The only thing I could 

say was that I was OK’.  Her uncle visited her in Bessborough but her father and 

her aunt did not. 

 

18.385 The nuns were ‘tough, strict and straight’.  She was not aware of anyone being 

punished by the nuns but that ‘we were all afraid of them’.  ‘We were reminded 

every day that we were sinners and that we were at Bessborough for our sins’. 

 

18.386 She developed toxaemia during her pregnancy and she was attended by a nun 

who was a midwife.  On the day prior to giving birth, the nuns had told her to scrub 

the kitchen floor ‘to bring the labour on’.  There was no doctor present when she 

gave birth but she was attended to by a midwife and a helper.  Her baby was full 

term and the midwife ‘took the baby away quickly’.  
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I never got a chance to see or hold the baby.  They told me that the baby was 

a boy and that he was still-born.  There was no more mention of the baby 

after I gave birth and I accepted that he was dead.  I was not invited to the 

burial nor was I given any details of how the remains were being dealt with.  I 

was not given a death certificate.79 

 

18.387 She didn’t receive any aftercare in Bessborough.  Her aunt came to collect her.  

She suspects that her aunt ‘paid for me to be released’.80 

 

18.388 She visited Bessborough on three occasions in a bid to get information about her 

time there and records relating to her child’s death and burial.  On one occasion a 

nun told her that her child was buried in the congregational burial ground onsite.  

She ‘mistrusts the accuracy of the [Bessborough] records’ provided to her.  She 

also stated that she understood that she may have been ‘the subject of vaccine 

trials carried out in the 1960s on behalf of the Wellcome Foundation’.81 

 

Resident L, Mother, early 1980s 

18.389 Resident L became pregnant at age 17.  She entered Bessborough, stayed for two 

months and left before her baby was born.  

Bessborough was a solitary place.  When I arrived I was shown my room and 

I spent most of my time in there or in a common area with a television… I 

refused to work in the nursery where they kept the new-borns.  There was no 

one else to talk to except the other girls, but everyone seemed to ignore one 

another… The nuns generally kept their distance from us… Other than the 

social worker, I received no other visitors. 

 

18.390 She said that there was a hierarchy of the girls at Bessborough and some were 

treated quite well.  The women who worked in the home were getting a ‘state 

allowance’ and ‘generally got what they wanted’.  Because she refused to work in 

the home, she was ‘quite low on the ladder’.  She said that when she began to 

outgrow her clothes all she was given was a safety pin.  

We were only provided with basic provisions.  The food was non-descript, and 

the only antenatal care we received was from one sister who took our blood 

                                                           
79

 It was not possible to register stillbirths at this time.   
80

 This resident was a public patient maintained in Bessborough by Kerry County Council. Women routinely left 
Bessborough after experiencing a stillbirth or child death. 
81

 The Commission can confirm that no vaccines trial was undertaken in the period that this resident was living in 
Bessborough; adult residents were not subject to any vaccine trials. 
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pressure and carried out urine tests.  There were no opportunities given to us 

to do any sort of exercise or recreational activity. 

 

18.391 She said that she had been told that she might be able to complete her Leaving 

Certificate at Bessborough.  She attended one lesson but the teacher ‘paid no 

attention’ to her so she left and never went back.  She considered Bessborough to 

be a ‘holding pen’ where young women were kept until they gave birth.  She 

stated: 

Although I never suffered any physical abuse in the home, I felt like you were 

only there because nobody wanted you. 

 

18.392 She said that no woman left Bessborough with her baby and that she herself was 

not sure that she wanted to give up her baby for adoption.  She felt that leaving the 

institution would be difficult and there seemed to be very little help for girls once 

they left Bessborough.  

To try to leave on your own was one thing, but to leave with a baby with no 

support was impossible.  I did not know if I was entitled to any welfare 

support, but I just knew I had to leave if I wanted to keep my child. 

 

18.393 She told one of the maternity sisters that she was leaving for Galway.  She said 

that the Sister tried to get her to change her mind but that she had made up her 

mind to leave with another girl.  She stated ‘we simply walked out the door and 

left’.   

 

Child Residents 1949; 1959; 1961; 1962; 1965; 1969; 1971; 1976  

18.394 The evidence of children born in Bessborough was mainly about adoption and 

tracing.  Some recounted what they had been told by their birth mothers about 

conditions in Bessborough.   

 

18.395 One, who was born in 1949, said that her mother told her that mothers were 

allowed contact with their babies only when breastfeeding.  Babies in the nurseries 

were left to cry ‘without being given any attention’.  The babies’ nappies were 

made of a rough material and caused them to suffer from nappy rash.  Conditions 

were hard and punishments included ‘being told to cut the lawn with a scissors’.  

She herself was in Bessborough for over two years.  She was then fostered for a 

brief period and then sent to an industrial school where she remained until she was 

16.    
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18.396 Another, who was born in 1962, thinks that her grandmother arranged her adoption 

through the Catholic Women’s Aid Society.  Her mother told her that £100 was 

paid to Bessborough ‘so that she could leave the home’.82  She said that Sister 

Sarto went that ‘extra mile’ to trace her birth mother.  She subsequently met her 

mother and has a good relationship with her.  However, she stated that her mother 

could not bring herself to tell her husband and their children about her.   

 

18.397 Another child resident found her birth mother but her mother did not want her 

existence known to her husband and other children. 

 

18.398 Some suspected that they might have been involved in vaccine trials.  One who 

was born in 1959 suspected that she may have been involved and she also 

suspected that a relative who was born a few months earlier may have been 

involved.83  

 

18.399 One who was born in 1961 said that she never met her birth mother but her half-

siblings told her that her mother had told them that the nuns in Bessborough 

treated her very well and that ‘it was not at all like the portrayal of Mother and Baby 

Homes in the media’. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
82

 This was most probably the £100 adoption fee charged by the Catholic Women’s Aid Society.  
83

 The Commission has established that this resident was not involved in vaccine trials but her relative was. 


